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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Good morning!” said Bilbo, and he meant it. The sun was shining, and the grass was
very green. But Gandalf looked at him from under long bushy eyebrows that stuck out
further than the brim of his shady hat. “What do you mean?” he said. “Do you wish me
a good morning, or mean that it is a good morning whether I want it or not; or that you
feel good this morning; or that it is morning to be good on?”
J.R. Tolkien - The Hobbit
1.1 Information
Most introductions to recent Information Retrieval literature start with the ob-
servation that the digital and network revolution of the last decade, has led
to an enormous amount of information available at the users’ fingertips1. The
only problem seems to be finding the desired information.
Although this statement seems plausible, it is vague and misleading. It
suggests that information is available. However, a computer (or the network)
is capable of storing data, not information. After all, data and information are
not interchangeable concepts. So, the abundance concerns the data, not the
information. Data needs to be interpreted to become information. A process
usually done by humans. However, even in human communication between
humans, interpretation of each other’s information can cause problems.
Obviously, the objective of an Information Retrieval system is to retrieve
information. However, since computers are only capable of storing and ana-
lysing data, a fundamental Information Retrieval problem is:
1At the moment of writing the search engine Google [BP98] claims to search through
8,058,044,651 webpages.
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How canwe be sure that the retrieved data contains the information
the user is looking for?
Although often not stated explicitly, all Information Retrieval research tries to
solve this problem in one way or another. History shows that although a full
solution is (theoretically) impossible, partial solutions work reasonably well.
1.1.1 Relevance
The objective of a classical Information Retrieval system, that is, to retrieve
information, has traditionally been interpreted as finding relevant documents
[vR79]. Researchers of information retrieval have scrutinised and philosoph-
ised endlessly about this question of relevance (for a survey see [Miz97]). Ac-
cording to Mizzaro [Miz98] there are different kinds of relevance and incon-
sistent use of terminology. Throughout this thesis we will use the purest form
of relevance, sometimes called user relevance [Vic59a, Vic59b]. User relevance
involves a complex human interpretation. Obviously such a definition defies
formalisation, since it deals with humanmental processes. The relevance judge-
ment we would like to ascribe to automated retrieval systems, is called system
relevance. Somehow we would like to approximate the user relevance with
system relevance. Effectively this involves solving the problem described in
section 1.1.
The following section will shed a light on how classical approaches tried to
solve this issue.
1.2 Information Retrieval Paradigm
To get a good impression of which steps are involved in the process of retriev-
ing information, we sketch the following hypothetical situation:
1.2.1 Classical library search
Imagine a painter calledMichael who wants to make an artistic impression
of the Martian night sky. He visits the local library to learn more about
Mars.
The search process starts with a searcher Michael with a certain knowledge gap
[PB99]. Such a knowledge gap is rather imprecise, after all, it is the absence of
knowledge that leads him to do the search. Michael doesn’t exactly knowwhat
he’s looking for: he hopes to find information that resolves his knowledge gap.
He therefore tries to picture the information he needs. This mental state is
called Information Need.
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In the library he speaks to the librarian. He explains that he is looking for
information about Mars.
In the library Michael formulates his Information Need ‘I am looking for inform-
ation about Mars’ in natural language and communicates with the librarian. Mi-
chael hopes his formulation (or query) is understood by the librarian. The lib-
rarian might ask Michael if he is looking for information about the planetMars
or about the candy bar by the same name.
The librarian walks to the astrophysics section of the library and finds a
book called ’The Red Planet’.
The books in the library are not stored randomly; they are organised in a par-
ticular manner so that finding the correct book is relatively simple. Note that
the librarian selects this particular book because she hopes it is relevant for
Michael. This selection process is called matching, since it matches the book’s
contents to the query. To determine if a book is relevant, the librarian can read
the entire book. Of course this is not a very realistic option for large libraries,
nor any library for that matter. In most cases, reading the summary, or just the
title of the book is enough to determine the possible relevance. Such a sum-
mary (or title) is called a characterisation of the book. The process of assigning
characterisations and organising the books is called indexing.
Michael browses through the book, which contains information aboutMars.
He learns about the Martian atmosphere, the red sandstorms and, more
importantly, about the two satellites Phobos and Deimos. Inspired by
this new-found knowledge, he formulates another (more detailed) query
to gather information on these two moons.
After inspecting the book, Michael determines that the book is relevant. A part
of his original knowledge gap has been resolved. Simultaneously, he is able to
reformulate his query because he has more insight on the issue.
Michael’s search process is depicted in figure 1.1. We use N to denote the
Information Need and q to denote the query. The characterisation of a docu-
ment d will be denoted by χ(d).
1.2.2 General problems
The library search described above was successful. In general, finding inform-
ation is not easy. We will briefly describe, which obstacles may complicate the
search process. Note that the following issues are general search-related prob-
lems.
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Figure 1.1: The Information Retrieval Paradigm
• What is it that I am looking for?
The searcher’s knowledge gap can be fairly specific, from learning about
the length of the Chinese Wall, to rather vague, such as in our example learn-
ing about the Martian night sky. An important tool for dealing with un-
clear knowledge gaps is interaction. During the process of searching, the
searcher learns new information, which enables him to fill in his know-
ledge gap and reconsider his information need. To stress the interactive-
ness of this activity, researchers talk about Information Discovery instead
of Information Retrieval.
• How do I formulate what I am looking for?
Since information need is a mental state, it is evidently not easy to trans-
late into a query. You may have a precise concept in your mind but at
the same time, are unable to put it into words. For example, think of
how difficult it is to describe things in a foreign language. An extra dif-
ficulty is the fact that formulation needs to be communicated. In our ex-
ample, the librarian - who eventually selects a book - must understand
the query. This means that the searcher and the librarianmust share a cer-
tain amount of knowledge and that the searcher has to express himself in
a language understood by the librarian.
• Inadequate indexing
In order to select a correct book, the librarian matches the query with
the characterisations of the books. Firstly, characterisations may be in-
complete (they are generally smaller than the corresponding book) and
secondly, the librarian must comprehend them. If, in our example, the
characterisations are limited to the book’s titles, the librarian must know
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that Mars and ‘the red planet’ share the same concept, otherwise the book
is deemed to be non-relevant.
• Coverage
Until now, we assumed that retrieved books contained information to
solve the initial knowledge gap. We did not consider the process of gath-
ering the information from the books’ contents. Obviously, some of the
books may be harder to read than others. And the required informa-
tion may even be scattered throughout the retrieved material. In all these
cases, an optimal coverage is needed. Recent research [vdWHvB98] deals
with these issues. Elaborated systems like [Aro01] are capable of hand-
ling hierarchical dependencies (pre-requisites) in web-based educational
databases.
1.2.3 Automated Retrieval
At present, only a few libraries still have librarians who perform search tasks
as sketched in the above example. Most of these tasks have been delegated
to automated retrieval systems. These retrieval systems should be able to find
relevant books, just like the librarian did. We will walk through our retrieval
example and depict what capabilities such a system should have.
Of course, the first part of the search process remains the same. Michael
forms a query and communicates it to the system. As in the case of the lib-
rarian, Michael hopes the system understands his query. Strictly speaking, the
system does not understand a thing. But on the other hand, how was Michael
so certain the librarian understood his query? Without falling into Turing test
debates [Tur50], it is reasonable to assume that as long as Michael is receiving
useful books, he will continue to believe the system understands his query2.
In order to select the right books, the system should be able to:
1. Extract essential information that specifically characterises the book in
such a way that the system is able
2. to efficiently match this information to the query and
3. select the precise books, which the user is looking for.
In the next sections we will discuss how different Information Retrieval sys-
tems try to perform these tasks.
2One may call the set of all relevant books the existential meaning of his query.
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1.2.4 Term-based disclosure
At present, almost all automated retrieval systems use a variant of the term-
based disclosure system. The main principle in this approach is that terms hold
a descriptive (conceptual) value.
These systems try to characterise documents using word sets. The words
are normally taken from the document in an automated fashion. Essentially
these systems assume that:
If a certain word occurs in a document, that document is about that
word.
Note that word order plays no role in these models. Consider the famous ex-
ample of a document called ‘The Hillary Clinton Bill Proposal’ which contains
thewords ‘Bill’ and ‘Clinton’. It illustrates the importance of word order, which
is lost in this approach. Matching in this model involves comparing word
occurrences in query and characterisations, which can be done in numerous
ways. All term-based models rely on the following hypothesis:
If a document and the query have a word in common, the document is
likely to be relevant.
1.2.5 Improvements to term-based models
The rudimentary model described above can easily be improved. First of all,
the observation that not every word has the same descriptive power leads
to stopword removal and term-weighting strategies [SB88]. Different word
forms, which have the same underlying conceptual meaning, can be mapped
upon each other using stemming mechanisms [Por80]. Another way of boost-
ing recall may be obtained by using thesaurus-like systems that add synonyms.
It is astonishing that term-based disclosure works so well. The main reason
for this is the fact that there is a strong relationship between words and their
conceptual meaning. This relation makes it possible to get a grip on the se-
mantics of any given document. At the same time it also displays its weak-
nesses:
• There are a lot of words with different meanings.
• The interword relations are not part of the disclosure.
• Words that are ’meaningless’ on their own, could have an important con-
notation in a broader context. Compare ‘president’ with ’the president’.
In the field of text classification it is known that that little words canmake
a big difference for determining what documents are about [Ril95].
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Annual TREC [Har00] evaluations show that term-based information retrieval
systems have reached the limits of their performance.
1.3 Natural Language Processing
Along with the digital revolution and the rise of the information age, possibil-
ities opened up to use computers for Natural Language Processing (NLP) that
were unthinkable before. Executable language models, grammars and pars-
ers created the possibility to automatically detect large linguistic units than
words [Hie01]. However, simply using Natural Language Processing for In-
formation Retrieval does not necessarily means better performance. Of course
Natural Language Processing can provide an significant improvement com-
pared to simple term-based systems, but it remains to be seen whether NLP-
driven systems can outperform for example n-grams or systems exploiting co-
occurrences.
Nevertheless, people started experimenting and extended the descriptor
language to for example index expressions [Bru93]. Index expressions are simpli-
fied noun phrases, which clearly have a higher descriptive power. Obviously,
the use of expressions will raise precision, but due to the rarity of common
phrases it will reduce recall. A solution to this is the introduction of subexpres-
sions which makes up for the lost recall.
Apart from their descriptive power, the nature of index expressions also
enables the creation of a structure, which allows searchers to navigate through,
refine and enlarge their retrieval results.
The question if Natural Language Processing really contributes to the In-
formation Retrieval research, depends largely on the approach and the way of
measuring success. If retrieval performance is measured just using the tradi-
tional precision/recall figures then the answer is probably no [SJ98].
A growing group of people in the Information Retrieval community realises
that the traditional way of measuring retrieval performance reached it limit.
The familiar notion of relevance is not as static as we used to believe. Relev-
ance seems to be highly subjective (personal) and even seems to be a function
of ambient parameters like user tasks, situations, activities, mood, experience
and history. For this reason it is to be expected that the next generation of
Information Retrieval systems should be context aware. Information Retrieval
systems that can fulfil these promises should somehow be able to deal, reason
and interactively learn and adapt to specific contexts. To perform these tasks,
Information Retrieval research should investigate how to model contexts.
This thesis takes a first step in that direction, presenting a theory to capture
meaning from natural language input into a semantical structure. Furthermore
it describes how this theory can be concretised into an efficient algorithm and
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validate it on real world data.
1.4 Research questions
This thesis is an attempt to contribute to the Information Retrieval field by
describing methods to find, represent and use conceptual structures from nat-
ural language input. It is a pragmatic approach, not only since its main reason
is to practically improve retrieval systems, but also because it is inspired by
pragmatism, the philosophical movement that claims that the meaning of con-
ceptions is to be sought in their practical bearings.
This thesis answers the following research questions:
1. Is it possible to extract syntactical units from natural language input effi-
ciently?
2. Is it possible to couple these syntactical units with their support in order
to effectively classify documents?
3. Is it possible to deploy these classifications for Information Retrieval pur-
poses.
1.5 Thesis structure
This thesis is essentially a collection of papers: the chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, 10 and
appendix A are reprints of refereed papers which were published elsewhere.
The papers are unchanged, with the exception of layout specific issues and
some refereed additions that were left out in the original publications due to
size constraints. Furthermore, the references were merged to create a single
bibliography.
The thesis is divided into four parts. Part I discusses natural language and
ways to extract information from natural language input. It starts with de-
fining a relational language model (Chapter 2, [GKS98, Gro98]), followed by a
demonstration of themodel’s expressiveness by tackling a non-trivial linguistic
problem (Chapter 3, [GKS99])3. To make things more concrete, Chapter 4
[Gro01] presents an executable specification of an algorithm capable of pars-
ing without a grammar. Appendix A [SFG+99] introduces Peirce’s semiotic
and suggests an approach for modelling the information content of natural
language input.
3This chapter deals with a linguistic phenomenon called coordination which is very difficult to
describe with known techniques. We show that using a relational model the coordination problem
is reduced to a trivial excercise.
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Part II of this thesis puts the newly found knowledge to work. It starts with
introducing ‘formal concepts’ (Chapter 5, [Gro00a, Gro00b]) and presents their
relation with index expressions. Chapter 6, [GvdW02] describes how concept
lattices can be used to perform conceptual relevance feedback. Chapter 7 is a
compilation of algorithms and results which were developed for the publica-
tions in this thesis but which were not explicitly printed before.
Part III takes a more abstract view on the research, and ties some loose
ends. The investigation to the effect on algorithmic complexity caused by the
number of different words in a collection led to Chapter 8 [GvLvdW03], which
shows how two experimental laws called Heaps’ Law and Zipf’s law are re-
lated. Chapter 9 [GvdW03] demonstrates how an abstract view on Informa-
tion Retrieval using semantic transformations is able to relate different research
areas, and introduces a dual search engine who exploits the benefits of the dif-
ferent areas.
Part IV of this thesis consists of two chapters. Chapter 10 validates the
expressiveness of index expressions ([GvdW04b]) while chapter 11 validates
the use of concepts in a larger experimental setting ([GvdW04a]).
Finally, Chapter 12 concludes this thesis by summarising the research achieve-
ments and by suggesting directions for future research.
1.5.1 Suggested reading
There are several ways of reading this thesis: to get a quick (q) impression read
only this introduction and jump to the conclusions (Chapter 12). If you are only
interested in language related material, read Part I, and follow l to bail out to
the conclusion. The i transition leads to youmore Information Retrieval related
material (Part II) while a guides you to the more fundamental abstract part of
this thesis (Part III). Transitions marked by e denote the application/example
of theory acquired before.
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Part I
Language

Chapter 2
The language model
Looking back on it these many years later, I find myself amazed and appalled
at the changes I endured under such an existence. The very identity of every
reasoning being is defined by the language, the communication, between that
being and others around it. Without that link, I was lost.
Drizzt - R.A. Salvatore - Exile
Parts of this chapter were taken from [GKS98] and [Gro98].
2.1 Introduction
In most mainstream approaches to natural language modelling, there is always
some form of a hierarchical structure (e.g. phrase structure) which plays a
central role. However, practical application of phrase structure-based parsers
in natural language processing has experienced only limited success. A reason
for this is the rigidity of hierarchical structure on one hand, as opposed to the
high flexibility of language use on the other. The relative lack of success of rule-
based parsers has inspired a search for alternativemethods, such as statistically
based or lexicon-driven parsing.
In pursuit for a solution, the NLCA project1 took one step back and ex-
amined the nature of hierarchical structure in general, and phrase structure
in particular. It looked for ways to derive hierarchical structure from natural
language input and incorporate it in a well-founded mathematical theory of
knowledge representation [Sar96]. The result [KS98] is an approach in which
hierarchical structure is rendered through the interaction between different in-
herent combinatorial properties of linguistic units. The model identifies three
1The acronym NLCA stands for Natural Language Concept Analysis [KS98].
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different basic relations that are the basis for these combinatorial properties, at
a level of abstraction, that in principle, allows language-independent model-
ling and analysis. The structural analysis of the input is mapped onto formal
concepts in the sense of lattice theory [Wil82, Har82] and in this way creating a
suitable environment for information retrieval.
This chapter summarises the basic ideas of NLCA and explores its algo-
rithmic aspects. It results in a stepwise development of an algorithm for the
derivation of hierarchical structure.
2.2 Construction
Nowadays, most natural language modelling techniques are based on the part-
whole paradigm: an attempt to describe the whole as the sum of its parts using
a rule scheme [Hae91, PS94, Lam98]. The focus of these models is on construc-
tion: they describe how (by some exhaustive description method2) larger units
are constructed in terms of sequences of other (smaller) constituents. The rela-
tions between independent constituents in a part-whole construction are of less
importance, evenwhen they are recognised theymerely serve as a construction
condition (for example: the constituent agreement relationship).
In general these methods seem to be successful. In particular for clear cut
sentences and languages that support analysis in terms of hierarchical levels.
However even in those languages linguistic phenomena can arise that are in-
herently difficult to describe, for example discontinuous structures, structural
variation and coordination. In these cases there is another concept, called rela-
tion, that clearly overshadows (and even interferes with) the part-whole prin-
ciple. To solve these kind of problems one could either
1. cling to the part-whole principle and try to find a way to capture the
phenomenon’s essentials within the model,
2. recognise the model’s deficiency and extend the model so that it is cap-
able of handling the particular constructions, or
3. take a step back and look for a new paradigm, more basic than the part-
whole principle, that can deal with these kinds of problems.
Despite the fact that the first alternative can formally solve any description
problem (due to the theoretical description power of the model), experience
shows that this strategy eventually leads to very complex descriptions that
2Probably the most representative members of this class of models are those that use phrase
structure as their key concept. A formal grammar (or a resembling description method) functions
as rule base.
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grow beyond an effectively maintainable limit. The second alternative, extend-
ing the formalism to solve a particular problem, meddles with the foundation
of the model, risking the loss of theoretical modelling power by making it too
ornate or too operational. Finally, the third alternative suggests an exploration
for a new modelling technique; a search that reveals the underlying nature of
hierarchical structure in language.
There is also a language theoretical issue involved. We will exemplify this
by a sample specification of noun phrases (NPs). In a part-whole analysis, NPs
can be specified as:
NP: determiner, premodifiers, noun, postmodifiers.
But NPs show a greater variety, as the happy girl; happy girls; girls; the girl in the
red dress and even the happy are well-formed NP instances.
What then makes the NP? In fact, not one of the elements mentioned makes
the NP, as each of them can be optional. It is not a particular element that creates
the NP, but rather the different relations between the elements.
In general, we consider hierarchical structure in language to be the result of
a dynamic process in which the interaction of different relations reaches some
form of completeness. In the next section we will discuss these relations in
more detail.
2.3 NLCA, a relational model
As opposed to phrase structure (grammar)-based description methods, NLCA
is based on relations. These relations combine linguistic units and, in doing so,
form the structure of the sentence. A relation is an instance of one of the follow-
ing three relation schemes: major predication, minor predication and qualification
[KS98]. The relation schemes, each having their own properties, are embodi-
ments of linguistic concepts and have a philosophical foundation [DS98].
• Major predication (MP) - the symmetric relation between a predicate and
its argument(s). The predicate introduces an argument structure and in-
corporates its arguments into a single relation (e.g. the verb-argument(s)
relation).
• Minor predication (mp) - the relation between a (minor) predicate and
its argument. Unlike major predication, this relation is asymmetric: the
predicate needs its argument, but the opposite is not true. In English, this
property coincides with the optionality of modification (e.g. the adject-
ive-noun relation).
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• Qualification (Q) - the relation between a qualifier and a core. The quali-
fier has no information content of its own: its purpose is to make the core
more specific (e.g. the article-noun relation).
The three relation schemes may be applied recursively. In their totality they
uniquely characterise the input.
Minor
Linguistic relations
CoreQualifier
Qualification Predication
Minor predicationMajor predication
Major
predicate
argument(s)
predicate
argument
Figure 2.1: Linguistic relations in NLCA
2.3.1 Towards an implementation for NLCA
We will now elaborate on the model’s basic principles. The underlying idea
for this manner of software development is twofold: it minimises the chance
of drastic adaptations (since basic principles are unlikely to change), and it
maximises the algorithm’s transparency.3
2.3.2 Principles
NLCA’s algorithm analyses the input from left to right trying to find relations
between Imorphemes, words and larger units. Morphological units stored in
the lexicon are called lexical items. A lexical unit is defined as a lexical item, or a
combination of related lexical items.
Greediness
Guided by its linguistic combinatorial properties, each lexical unit attempts to
relate with the ‘nearest’ surrounding lexical unit(s) and in doing so, may
3The user should only need to be aware of the basic principles of the model; there is no need to
know any implementation detail.
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create a new lexical unit.4
Note that the term ‘nearest’ is used to stress the assumed general innate effi-
ciency of language: if there is more than one candidate available, the closest
will be used. Furthermore, the relating process is conducted by the combin-
atorial properties of all lexical units involved in it. These properties determ-
ine under which conditions a lexical unit forms a specific relation with an-
other lexical unit. Note that the combinatorial properties of lexical items are
given, whereas those of the lexical units are derived from their constituent re-
lations. The classification of lexical units of similar combinatorial properties
yields a number of so-called lexical classes. Since hierarchical structure depends
solely on the ‘behaviour’ (combinatorial properties) of its lexical units, and
since these properties are similar for all lexical units in the same class, we can
define our abstract algorithm in terms of these classes.
Each relation scheme can be defined in terms of basic relations. A basic rela-
tion (or link) between two lexical units indicates:
• the modification or qualification of a lexical unit by another lexical unit,
or
• a lexical unit’s need for an argument, as being fulfilled by some other
lexical unit.
Since the first type of basic relations is concerned with internal properties of
the modified (or qualified) lexical unit, we call them internal links. Likewise, re-
lations of the second type are called external links. Because a lexical unit can be
involved in several basic relations, we enhance our lexical units with internal
and external argument positions to be able to keep track of the relations. Form-
ally, a lexical unit has two internal argument positions (indicating that the unit
is subject to modification or qualification) and a number of external argument
positions (expressing its combinatorial need).5 To depict argument positions,
we will use buckets (’ ’) and arrows that point to these buckets to represent
basic relations. The two buckets inserted in front of a lexical unit symbolise
the internal argument positions for modification and qualification (in that or-
der), while the bucket(s) behind a lexical unit stand for the external argument
position(s).
Using this notation we can represent the three relation schemes in terms of
basic relations:
4 However, this does not imply that the model is deterministic.
5Formally this means that we extend the set of lexical units L to L′ = L× ({q,m}∪S)where S
is a finite subset ofN∗, denoting the numbered external arguments. In this manner each instance
of a basic relation is an element of the set L× L′.
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qualifier       core predicate       argument predicate   argument   
qualification minor predication major predication
The use of argument positions is subject to certain restrictions. Modifying
internal argument positions can be done by any number of minor predicates.
Conversely, qualifying internal argument positions can only be filled a finite
number of times, whereas external argument positions can (and should) only
be filled once. This leads to the following principle (calling the entire input a
sentence):
Relatedness
In a syntactically correct sentence, each lexical unit is related to at least one
other lexical unit and has its external argument positions filled.
According to this principle, a sentence with an unrelated lexical unit or with
an unfilled external argument position is syntactically incorrect and will be
rejected by the algorithm.
2.3.3 Adding more detail
The greediness principle claims that lexical units relate with their ‘nearest’ sur-
rounding neighbours. We now make this ‘positive’ formulation more concise
by introducing the term invisibility, and explain when lexical units cannot relate
with others.
Sentence
A sentence is a finite sequence of lexical units. These units are numbered from
1 (the first unit) to n (the last unit). Formally one might see a sentence as a
mapping s from {1, ..., n} to L, the set of lexical units.
Invisibility
Let s(i), s(j) and s(k) be three lexical units, with i < j < k (or k < j < i). Let
s(j) and s(k) be involved in one major predication or qualification.6 All
lexical units following (preceding) and including s(j) are invisible to s(i). The
set of units visible to s(i) is called its visibility range.
6This applies to the English language. In the NLCA model minor predication does not intro-
duce a range for itself.
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As suggested by the greediness principle, there are certain circumstances
that cause the creation of a new lexical unit. In order to define the exact condi-
tions for this to happen, we must introduce some new terminology.
Linking
Two lexical units a and b are directly linked (notation a ∼ b) if and only if there
is a basic relation between a and b. Let ∗∼ be the transitive reflexive closure of
∼. The lexical units a and b are said to be linked if and only if a ∗∼ b. Finally, the
set of all lexical units linked to a lexical unit x is denoted as <x>.
Let a and b be two lexical units involved in a major predication or quali-
fication relation. The process that creates a new lexical unit (and derives its
linguistic combinatorial properties) from the set <a> is called tentative concept
formation (TCF). As a result of this formation, the lexical units involved in< a >
are replaced by the newly created unit. Note that this replacement may affect
visibility.
Hypothesis: when the combinatorial need of a linguistic unit is fulfilled, TCF
is triggered. However, the exact nature of concept formation, especially the
question of which properties the newly formed unit has, is a subject for
further research.
2.4 Lexicon
Lexical units (and their linguistic properties) play a central role in NLCA. The
lexicon contains information for each lexical unit. Since there is - to a certain
level of accuracy - no need to (syntactically) discriminate between lexical units
with the same combinatorial properties, the lexicon is ordered in classes.
It is important to distinguish between a morphological unit and a lexical
unit: the first may be ambiguous, the latter (by definition) cannot. For ex-
ample, the morphological unit ‘man’ may be mapped to a lexical unit denoting
a human being, or to a lexical unit which will act as transitive verb. Note that
this form of ambiguity only arises when two (semantically) different meanings
of a morphological unit differ in their combinatorial properties. Obviously, this
depends on the complexity (level of detail) of the lexicon.
Dictionary
The dictionary is a set of morphological units (D) and a function d from D to
L that maps morphological units to lexical units stored in the lexicon. As we
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have seen, this mapping is not injective (due to the potential ambiguity of mor-
phological units).
For each lexical unit, the lexicon contains information depicting underwhich
conditions the unit can create a specific relation and with which class of lexical
units. If the lexical unit plays a role in major predication or qualification, the
lexicon describes to which class the new lexical unit belongs.
2.4.1 Building a lexicon
Since early childhood, every speaker of a natural language has acquired an
enormous amount of (partly unconscious) linguistic knowledge. It is the task
of the NLCA lexicon builder to capture and model this knowledge using a suf-
ficiently powerful lexicon description language. At present, the project invest-
igates possible description languages and tools, which should be (machine)
translated into the so-called basic lexicon description language defined in the next
section. The reason for defining such a basic description language is to obtain
a minimal (but sufficient) implementable lexical base. Although the basic de-
scription language is not designed for building lexica ‘by hand’ we will do so
to clarify the working of the algorithm.
2.4.2 Basic Lexicon Description Language
A lexicon entry consists of a set of lines. Each line contains one or more rules
in the form r(c, d) and may be terminated by a single parameter n. The rule
r(c, d) states that the lexical unit is willing to create a type r relation (MP for
major predication, mp for minor predication or Q for qualification) with an-
other lexical unit of class cwhich is located to the d (left or right) side of it.
Multiple rules on a single line should all be satisfied (in that given order). The
parameter n (only present in the case of a major predication or qualification
relation) refers to the class of the new tentative concept which is formed.
As mentioned in section 2.3, independent of its core the qualifier of a quali-
fication relation has absolutely no meaning. The expectation of the core (in the
case that the qualifier precedes the core) is modelled in NLCA by introducing
a proto item; a lexical unit which is a placeholder for the core. As soon as the
core is realised, it replaces the proto item.
In English we distinguish between asymmetrical qualifiers (e.g. ‘the’), yield-
ing a proto item that must be filled by its core, and symmetrical qualifiers (e.g.
‘some’) yielding a proto item that may function as an implicit core, the lat-
ter need not be realised. In the lexicon this is indicated by ‘symproto’ or
‘asymproto’ for the d direction parameter. Note that a proto item belongs
to a specific lexical class (the one supplied by the lexicon entry) and can only
be filled by a lexical unit of the same class.
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2.4.3 Simple lexicon
The table below illustrates a simple lexicon which will be used subsequently in
the demonstration of the algorithm. For each (numbered) lexical class the table
contains a label, some representative class members, and a set of rules.
class label example(s) rules
1 singular noun girl
2 definite article the Q(1,asymproto) 3
3 definite singular noun the girl
4 verb stem buy, find
5 past tense affix ed1 Q(4,left) 6
6 past tense bought MP(3,left) MP(9,right) 7
7 clause
8 plural affix s1 Q(1,left) 9
9 plural noun flowers
10 det/head quantifier some Q(9,symproto) 9
11 adjective happy, sad mp(1,right)
Although the lexicon rule entry for singular nouns is empty, this does not ne-
cessarily mean that there are no rules for singular nouns. It is possible that
rules in other lexical entries induce rules for singular nouns. For example, the
rule mp(1,right) for adjectives (class 11) induces an implicit rule for singular
nouns: mp(11,left).
2.5 Algorithm
2.5.1 Ambiguity and non-determinism
There can be two reasons for ambiguity in NLCA.7 The first one corresponds
to the occurrence of an ambiguous morphological unit, the second one refers
to the fact that a lexical unit can satisfy more than one rule at the same time.
An ambiguity may lead to multiple interpretations. The algorithm depicted in
this chapter uses non-determinism to handle ambiguity. An implementation
can also make use of more elaborated techniques (e.g. tabulation) to minimise
parsing time.
2.5.2 Order of evaluation
The algorithm evaluates the input from left to right. Since all possible rela-
tions are evaluated, the order of evaluation does not affect the outcome (there
7 The potential ambiguity due to the formation of tentative concepts is not considered in this
paper.
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is always a finite number of relations possible). For the evaluation speed how-
ever, the left to right order is a plausible choice: while reading the input, the
algorithm will relate (according to the greediness principle) as many lexical
units as possible. Note that upon reading a lexical item, all relations which the
algorithm creates involve that particular item.
2.5.3 Sketch of algorithm
We will now present the outline of the algorithm written in a PASCAL-like
language. Comments are enclosed in curly braces. The non-deterministic be-
haviour of the algorithm is reflected by calls to procedures process and try.
PROGRAM nlca(output);
BEGIN
WHILE read(word)
DO
process(word) { non-deterministic call }
OD;
check wellformedness
END.
PROCEDURE process(word)
BEGIN
IF word can fill proto item
THEN fill proto item(word)
ELSE try(word.rules) { non-deterministic call }
FI
END.
PROCEDURE fill proto item
IF related qualifier has unfilled external argument position
THEN make external link(proto,qualifier)
FI
END.
PROCEDURE try(rule)
BEGIN
IF rule implies proto item
THEN create proto item;
make qualifying internal link(qualifier,core);
IF symmetric proto
THEN make external link(core,qualifier)
FI
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied
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THEN apply(rule)
FI
END.
PROCEDURE apply(rule)
BEGIN
SWITCH relation type
CASE minor predication:
make modifying internal link(predicate,argument);
make external link(argument,predicate);
inherit external links(argument)
CASE major predication:
make external link(argument,predicate);
make external link(predicate,argument)
CASE qualification:
make qualifying internal link(qualifier,core);
make external link(core,qualifier)
END.
PROCEDURE make external link(src,dst)
create external link(src,dst);
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions of dst are filled
THEN install trigger
FI
END.
PROCEDURE inherit external links(argument)
FORALL qualifiers and minor predicates related to(argument)
DO
make external link(argument,qualifier)
OD
END.
PROCEDURE trigger(unit,rule)
BEGIN
form tentative concept(<unit>,class);
process(concept)
END.
PROCEDURE check wellformedness
BEGIN
FORALL lexical units
DO
IF unreferenced(lexical unit)
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THEN fail
FI
OD
succeed
END
BOOL PROCEDURE unreferenced(lexical unit)
BEGIN
IF lexical unit part of tentative concept
THEN unreferenced(tentative concept)
ELSE all its external arguments positions are filled
FI
END
2.5.4 Example
Using the lexicon introduced in section 4.3, we will exemplify the algorithm
for the following sentence:
the happy girl bought some flowers.
We presume the existence of a morphological engine that rephrases this sen-
tence into:
the happy girl buy ed1 some flower s1.
Traceback:
read word("the")
process("the") { lexical class=2 }
IF word can fill proto item { no unfilled proto item }
ELSE try(Q(1,proto) 3)
IF rule implies proto item { yes }
THEN create proto item { lexical class=1 }
make qualifying internal link("the","proto")
IF symmetric proto { no }
the
    proto(1)
After reading the first word of the sentence, the algorithm allocates a column
for the qualifier ‘the’ and a row for the generated proto item. Since ‘the’ is an
asymmetric qualifier, only one (internal) link is created.
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read word("happy")
process("happy") { lexical class=11 }
IF word can fill proto item { no, lexical class $11 != 1$ }
ELSE try(mp(1,right))
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { yes }
THEN apply(mp(1,right))
make modifying internal link("happy","proto");
make external link("proto","happy");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { no }
inherit external links("proto")
make external link("proto","the");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { yes }
THEN install trigger("the",Q(1,proto) 3)
the   happy   
    proto(1) + +
The occurrence of the adjective ‘happy’ causes the algorithm to allocate a col-
umn for it. A minor predication is found between ‘happy’ and the (still un-
filled) proto item. Since the external argument position of ‘the’ is filled (caused
by inheritance from ‘happy’) a trigger is installed that (when activated) forms
the nominal adjective phrase ‘the happy’.
read word("girl")
process("girl") { lexical class=1 }
IF word can fill proto item { yes, lexical class=1 }
THEN fill proto item("girl")
IF related qualifier has unfilled
external argument position { no }
the   happy   
    girl + +
The proto item is replaced by ‘girl’.
read word("buy")
process("buy") { lexical class=4 }
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IF word can fill proto item
{ no, there is no unfilled proto item }
ELSE try(Q(5,right) 6) { implicit rule }
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { no }
-> trigger("the",Q(1,proto) 3)
form tentative concept("the happy girl", 3)
process("the happy girl")
IF word can fill proto item { no }
ELSE try(MP(6,right)) { implicit rule }
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { no }
the   happy   buy
    girl
the happy girl
+ +
The algorithm reads ‘buy’ and tries to relate it (without success). The pre-
viously installed trigger is activated and the tentative concept ‘the happy
girl’ is formed.
read word("ed1")
process("ed1") { lexical class=5 }
IF word can fill proto item
{ no, there is no unfilled proto item }
ELSE try(Q(4,left) 6)
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { yes }
THEN apply(Q(4,left) 6)
make qualifying internal link("ed1", "buy");
make external link("buy", "ed1");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { yes }
THEN install trigger("ed1",Q(4,left) 6)
-> trigger("ed1",Q(4,left) 6)
form tentative concept("bought", 6)
process("bought")
IF word can fill proto item { no }
ELSE try(MP(3,left))
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { yes }
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THEN apply(MP(3,left))
make external link("the happy girl",
"bought (agent)");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { no }
make external link("bought","the happy girl");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { no }
the   happy     buy ed   bought agt
    girl
the happy girl   
+ +
+ +
Upon reading the past tense suffix ‘ed1’, a series of events occur. First the
algorithm creates a column for it, finds the qualification with ‘buy’ resulting
(after triggering) in a new lexical unit ‘bought’ which, in turn, gets its first ex-
ternal position (agent) filled by a major predication with ‘the happy girl’.
read word("some")
process("some") { lexical class=10 }
IF word can fill proto item
{ no, there is no unfilled proto item }
ELSE try(Q(9,proto) 9)
IF rule implies proto item { yes }
THEN create proto item { lexical class=9 }
make qualifying internal link("some","proto");
IF symmetric proto { yes }
THEN make external link("proto","some");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions of dst are filled
{ yes }
THEN install trigger("some",Q(9,proto) 9)
the   happy     buy ed   bought agt some   
    girl
the happy girl   
  proto(9)
+ +
+ +
+
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The lexical unit ‘some’ creates a new column and a proto item. Since ‘some’ is a
symmetric qualifier, both the internal and the external links are set up, causing
the installation of a trigger.
read word("flower")
process("flower") { lexical class=1 }
IF word can fill proto item { no, lexical class 1 $!=$ 9 }
ELSE try(mp(11,left)) { implicit rule }
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { no }
ELSE try(Q(8,right) 9) { implicit rule }
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { no }
ELSE try(Q(2,left) 3) { implicit rule }
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { no }
the   happy     buy ed   bought agt some   
    girl
the happy girl   
  proto(9)
flower
+ +
+ +
+
Anew row is created for ‘flower’. As yet, it cannot relate with the other lexical
units.
read word("s1")
process("s1") { lexical class=8 }
IF word can fill proto item { no, lexical class 8 $!=$ 9 }
ELSE try(Q(1,left) 9)
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { yes }
THEN apply(Q(1,left) 9)
make qualifying internal link("s1", "flower");
make external link("flower", "s1");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { yes }
THEN install trigger("s1",Q(1,left) 9)
-> trigger("s1",Q(1,left) 9)
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form tentative concept("flowers", 9)
process("flowers") { lexical class=9 }
IF word can fill proto item { yes }
THEN fill proto item("flowers")
IF related qualifier has unfilled
external argument position { no }
-> trigger("some",Q(9,proto) 9)
form tentative concept("some flowers", 9)
process("some flowers") { lexical class=9 }
IF word can fill proto item { no }
ELSE try(MP(6,left) 7) { implicit rule }
IF rule implies proto item { no }
ELIF rule conditions are satisfied { yes }
THEN apply(MP(6,left) 7)
make external link("some flowers",
"bought (patient)");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { yes }
THEN install trigger("MP(3,left)
MP(9,right) 7")
make external link("bought","some flowers");
IF dst is qualifier or major predication AND
all external positions are filled { no }
the   happy     buy ed   bought agt thm some s   
    girl
the happy girl   
flowers
    flower
some flowers   
+ +
+ +
+
+ +
A column is allocated after reading ‘s1’. Subsequently, the qualification with
flower is identified and the lexical unit ‘flowers’ is formed, for which a
row is allocated. This lexical unit fills the proto item which leads to the lexical
unit ‘some flowers’. Now the second (theme) external argument position of
‘bought’ is filled completing the major predication.
read word(".")
-> trigger("bought",MP(3,left) MP(9,right) 7)
form tentative concept("the happy girl bought some flowers", 7)
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Reading the symbol indicating the end of the sentence will activate the last
trigger and the complete clause is formed. In the last part, the algorithm checks
wellformedness. Since all lexical units are part of the tentative concept forming
the complete clause, the wellformedness condition holds trivially. Finally, the
resulting analysis is as follows (morphologically realised relations omitted):
the   happy   bought agt thm some   
    girl
the happy girl   
    flowers
some flowers   
+ +
+ +
+
+ +
2.6 Related research
One of the linguistic theories related to NLCA is the class of dependency-based
models. A representative of them is Word Grammar [Hud84]. A major differ-
ence with Word Grammar lies in the fact that in NLCA a lexical unit can be
involved in different types of relation at the same time. Unlike Word Gram-
mar, there is no primary item that the structure of the sentence is based on.
Furthermore NLCA identifies three relation schemes, where Word Grammar
(and other dependency-based models) has only one.
NLCA as a parsing method shows resemblance with the Cocke-Kasami-
Younger (CKY) algorithm [You67], but being purely bottom-up. The lexical
information about the input lexical units is in the same complexity class as the
size of the parsing table in CKY-parsing. This implies that the complexity of
NLCA, like that of CKY, is polynomial.
2.7 Summary and further research
In this chapter we have presented a non-deterministic algorithm for NLCA and
a proposed data structure for the lexicon. Subjects for further research are an
improved support for the development of lexica and tools that provide a more
powerful and user friendly description mechanism.
Chapter 3
Coordination
Calvin: “I like to verb words”
Hobbes: “What?”
Calvin: “I take nouns and adjectives and use them as verbs. Remember
when ‘access’ was a thing? Now it’s something to do. It got verbed”
Calvin: “Verbing weirds language”
Hobbes: “Maybe we can eventually make language a complete imped-
iment to understanding”
Calvin & Hobbes - Bill Watterson
This chapter has been published as [GKS99].
A relational model of language has been developed which unifies tradi-
tional features of X-bar theory with lexicon-based modelling. It is argued that
such a model provides the appropriate basis for handling problematic cases of
non-constituent coordination and gapping. This chapter presents a prototype
implementation and discusses it on the basis of six representative examples,
corpus-based.
3.1 Introduction
The standard approach to coordination is to describe coordinate structures in
terms of identical conjuncts: X→ X and X (henceforth: the ‘X and X’-approach).
In the context of this approach, there is some discussion about the nature of the
conjuncts X. Originally X is taken to be a syntactic category; however, there
are many examples illustrating that this view cannot be upheld. More suc-
cessful alternatives describe conjuncts in terms of syntactic functions (e.g. Dik,
1968), syntactic features (e.g. GPSG, Sag et al., 1985), categorial type (Categorial
Grammar, e.g. Steedman, 1990) or any combination of these, but even then not
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all problems can be solved. In particular this is true when conjuncts contain
fragments of one or more constituents, as in some forms of conjunction reduc-
tion and gapping, or when the standard hierarchical structure is disrupted. As
yet, such cases seem to fall outside of the scope of the ‘X and X’-approach,
as there seems to be no level of abstraction to which the conjuncts can be de-
scribed [Kam98]. Systematic analysis of the surface structure of such conjuncts
has shown which relevance of the syntactic relations their component parts are
involved in. Once this level of abstraction is taken into account the full range
of coordinate structures follow from a single rule, and the ‘X and X’-approach
can be maintained.
For the sake of clarity we must explicitly mention that our approach aims
towards an analysis in terms of surface structure. In this chapter wewill restrict
ourselves to instances of binary coordination with the coordinator and.
3.2 The nature of the problem
We will discuss the relevant features of the problem on the basis of the fol-
lowing cases, derived from a corpus of contemporary British fiction and non-
fiction text.
1. . . . the change from belief in, and fear of, an awe-inspiring and vindictive
God to a conviction (. . . ) that there is no God provides a feeling of relief.
2. Thus a worker may be lazy and slow in a firm where he feels victimized, and a
keen and enthusiastic labourer in one that he likes.
3. The primary, and in some respects the secondary groups are exactly the op-
posite in their characteristics.
4. . . . mesodermal cells characteristically migrate to the centre of the mass and
ectodermal ones to the outside.
The coordinate structures in these sentences contain increasingly complex
instances of incompleteness and disruption of the regular hierarchical struc-
ture. In (1), the conjuncts ‘belief in’ and ‘fear of’ consist of the Noun Phrase
head, together with the first element of the PP-postmodifier, the preposition.
These are not located under a single node in any representation of standard
syntactic structure. Some models describe such coordinate structures by re-
ferring to omitted elements with respect to an immediate higher level of hier-
archical structure (e.g. by means of GPSG and HPSG’s feature SLASH which
refers to missing constituents). However, this solution does not always apply.
In (2), the conjuncts seem to contain an additional, adverbial-like element with
respect to some level of hierarchical structure, rather than one that is lacking.
The two categories within the conjuncts are each complete, but not directly re-
lated to one another. More precisely, they are related differently to the context
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of the coordinate structure as a whole (the first part of each conjunct as subject
complement; the second part as adverbial). Choosing a level of abstraction to
define these conjuncts is not that straightforward, even though some parallel-
ism in structure remains. This parallelism is no longer present in (3), where the
insert occurs in the second conjunct only. Repetition of the determiner forces
the interpretation of the insert at sentence level, rather than as modifier to the
adjective ‘secondary’; nevertheless the coordinate structure is noun phrase in-
ternal. The example shows a lack of parallelism as well as a clear mix of hier-
archical levels. Phrase (4) exemplifies a case of gapping which always shows a
lack of parallelism. As the example shows, gapping cannot merely be defined
by the lack of repetition of certain elements (the preposition ‘to’ is repeated).
The examples illustrate that the conjuncts of a coordinate structure may
contain multiple nodes (1-4); that these nodes need not necessarily be describ-
able in terms of a single level of hierarchical structure (2-4); that the conjuncts
need not be parallel in structure (3,4), and finally, that the nodes in a conjunct
need not be structurally contiguous (4).
While looking for the common factor that determines the surface structure
of conjuncts, we observe that the placement of individual conjuncts in the sen-
tential context resolves all structural irregularities.1 For example, the combin-
ation of the conjunct ‘fear of’ and the following context ‘an awe-inspiring and
vindictive God’ yields an ordinary NP-structure. This applies to all cases, in-
cluding the one of gapping when the first conjunct is analysed as containing
part of the (left) context. Whereas regular constituents in hierarchical structure
are characterised by constituent internal relations, the surface structure of con-
juncts appears to be determined by external ones. In other words, the conjuncts
of a coordinate structure do not necessarily correspond to regular units of de-
scription themselves, but create such units together by (part of) their context.
What we then require, is a way to describe the units contained in the con-
juncts by referring to their potential relation with their context, rather than
by indicating which kind of unit the conjuncts are themselves. To do so, we
must slightly shift our perspective. Traditionally, linguistic modelling takes
the definition of different, self-contained units of description as its starting
point. Larger clusters are defined by relating such units recursively, and are
once again self-contained. Typically, only one type of relation is applied, e.g
constituency. On every level of analysis, relations between larger clusters oc-
cur only when such clusters show internal relatedness themselves.
A different picture emerges when units are not considered in themselves, but
only in relation to other units. This means that the description of the different
units of analysis always refers to their potential participation in such relations.
Larger clusters need not perse be related internally, as each element still has
1Cf. the “substitutional generalization” mentioned by Sag et al. 1985:160; see also [Kam98].
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individual status with respect to its relational potential. In this view, language
units are perceived as inherently interacting symbols, and language structure is
portrayed as the web of their relations. We argue that a modelling method of
the latter type provides an appropriate basis for handling coordination.
3.3 Relational modelling
In relational modelling every unit is associated with information concerning the
potential relation(s) it can participate in. Therefore, it is possible to describe the
units contained in conjuncts in relation to the context that precedes and follows
that particular coordinate structure in the input.
There are several means for referring to the relations that hold between the
syntactic units of description. One option is to take the concept of syntactic
function in the sense of e.g. [QGLS85] and apply this to the relation as a whole,
rather than associate it with one of the participants in the relation. Take the fol-
lowing sentence for example: in the sentence Mesodermal cells characteristically
migrate to the centre of the mass (cf. example 4). Here we see a subject relation
between ‘cells’ and ‘migrate’; a modifier relation between ‘mesodermal’ and
‘cells’; a determiner relation between ‘the’ and ‘centre’, etc. This approach is
suggested by Link Grammar [ST93].
With respect to the description of coordinate structures, there seems to be
some support in the data for use of a more abstract type of relation. As the
following examples show, the relation between conjuncts and context need not
be the same on the functional level.
5. But Vivie has been to Newnham and owns a trained mind, capable of
standing back from and analysing sentiment.
6. He was laughing and very happy.
In (5), the noun ‘sentiment’ functions as complement to the preposition
‘from’ in the first conjunct, and as direct object to the verb ‘analysing’ in the
second. In (6), the first conjunct stands in a verbal relation with respect to the
auxiliary ‘was’, whereas the second conjunct stands in a subject complement
relation to the same verb, functioning as copula (neutralisation).2
This problem can be solved by taking into account the different syntactic
properties of functional relations, for example, with reference to optional or
obligatory realisation of functions. For this purpose, we may refer to the rela-
tions traditionally reflected by the different levels of the X-bar scheme. Keep-
ing in mind that we are dealing with an analysis in terms of surface structure,
2GPSG and HPSG handle this type of coordinate structure by means of the feature [+PRD],
that generalises over nominal and verbal complements in the context of the verb ‘be’. However,
instances of neutralisation are not restricted to the context of the verb ‘be’.
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we translate the configurational definition of the three relations into a definition
of the syntactic properties associated with each unit, according to the following
criteria:
• Can a unit occur in different syntactic environments (‘syntactic independ-
ence’), or is it bound to a specific use? For instance, a PP can function as
a modifier to a verb, a noun, an adjective, or as an argument to a verb.
An article, on the other hand, always occurs in the context of a noun (or
nominal element).
• Is the syntactic nature of the combination of units determined by one or
both participants in the relation?
According to these criteria, the different hierarchical levels of the X-bar
scheme can be characterised as follows:3
• Subcategorisation: the relation between a head and its obligatory argu-
ments. Both participants in the relation are syntactically independent.
Their combination yields a unit that is syntactically different from each
of them (cf. X + subcategorised arguments yields X).
• Modification: the relation between a head and its optional adjuncts. Both
participants in the relation are syntactically independent. Their combina-
tion yields a unit having similar syntactic properties to those of the head
(cf. X + adjuncts yields X).
• Specification: the relation between a specifier and its head. The specifier
has no independent syntactic status with respect to the head, i.e. it only
occurs in the context of a head of a specific type. Their combination yields
a unit that syntactically differs from each of them (cf. X+ specifier yields
X).
Each pair can typically be analysed as functor and argument; the functor
being the head in the case of subcategorisation, and the non-head (modifier
and specifier) in the two other relations.
In this manner, generalisation across different functions yields a more ab-
stract classification of relations. Using this analysis, the relations in (5) between
preposition and noun and between transitive verb and noun are identical (sub-
categorisation). The same applies to (6). We argue that a relational approach
that refers to the syntactic properties associated with the relations of the X-bar
scheme creates the appropriate level of abstraction for describing coordination.
In order to avoid confusion with traditional X-bar modelling, we refer to the
relations as Major Predication (for Subcategorisation), minor predication (for
3The fourth possibility permitted by the combination of these criteria is apparently uninstanti-
ated in the X-bar scheme.
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Modification) and Qualification (for Specification) respectively. With respect
to the manner in which subjects are treated, we note that the syntactic defin-
ition given above is in line with other surface structure approaches that treat
subjects as being subcategorised by the verb.4
3.4 A first sketch of the algorithm
In a syntactically well-formed sentence, all units are related to each other by
means of one of the relations Major Predication (MP), minor predication (mp)
or Qualification (Q). The aim of the parsing algorithm is to find these relations
in the input string. To minimise the linguistic knowledge required by the al-
gorithm itself, it refers to a dictionary that specifies different units according
to their relation potential (i.e. their combinatorial properties). For example,
an intransitive verb may take part in an MP-relation as functor, and in an mp-
relation as argument. Specific conditions with respect to the partner in the
relation are specified when applicable (e.g. the direction in which it is to be
found). The relation potential of the derived units is determined jointly by
that of their composite parts and the nature of the relation connecting them.
Finally, we note that from a technical aspect, relations will be represented as
binary relations.
To illustrate this, let us once again consider example 4 until the position
of the coordinator. Working from left to right, the algorithm will find an mp-
relation between ‘mesodermal’ and ‘cells’ and between ‘characteristically’ and
‘migrate’; anMP-relation between ‘(mesodermal) cells’ and ‘(characteristically)
migrate’; a Q-relation between ‘the’ and ‘centre’, followed by their Major Pre-
dication with ‘to’, followed by anmp-relation between ‘to (the centre)’ and ‘mi-
grates’;5 a Q-relation between ‘the’ and ‘mass’, followed by their Major Predic-
ation with ‘of’, followed by anmp-relation between ‘of (the mass)’ and ‘centre’.
The result of the analysis is displayed below.
Mes. cells char. migrate to the centre of the mass.
mp mp
MP
Qmp
MP
mp Q
MP
Note that certain units
can be involved in mul-
tiple relations. We allow
one of the participants
in a relation (e.g. ‘cells’)
to be the representative
for the derived unit the relation creates (‘mesodermal cells’). The default rep-
resentative of a relation corresponds to the head as defined earlier. Once a
4Traditional X-bar theory treats subjects as specifiers on the level of sentence [Har96].
5The double role of prepositions is indicated in the dictionary by the requirement that they
must participate in two relations: an MP (with their complement), and an mp (with the item the
resulting PP modifies).
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relation is established, only the representative may participate in another rela-
tion. In the listing above, non-representative units occurring within a relation
have been placed between parentheses.
3.5 Algorithmic aspects of coordination
Wewill illustrate coordination principles using the abstracted phrase structure
shown in example 2. Trying to describe this coordination using the standard
‘X and X’-approach fails, since the conjuncts do not form a single node (their
composite parts stand in relation to the verb rather than to each other). The
essential point in our view is that not units are coordinated, but relations.
NP V [ AJP PP ] & [ NP PP ]
MP
mp
MP
mp
Figure 3.1: The coordination of relations
Since both the AJP
and NP are in the same
way related to V (both
form anMP-relationwith
the verb) their relations
can be coordinated. The
same applies to the two
PPs (and their minor
predications). Notice
the role of the verb in
this example: it is the shared unit of the coordinated relations. This unit (hence-
forth called the base unit) plays an important part in the coordination algorithm.
Resuming, the relational approach is different in the following respects:
• There is no need for naming and identifying unrelated parts of conjuncts.
• It allows coordination of multiple units because the description of co-
ordination rests on the presence of a base unit, which may be involved in
multiple relations.
• It requires that coordinated relations are of the same type (the ‘X and X’
scheme refers to the level of relations, not of units).
The coordination algorithm is built on the parsing algorithm for non-coordinated
sentences. To illustrate the algorithm’s behaviour we take a look at example 4
again. Upon reading the coordinator ‘and’ the algorithm first localises the base
unit. Assume that this precedes the coordinator (as in this particular example).6
The base unit can be found by going backwards in the input and testing each
unit seperately. Since the base unit participates in all coordinated relations, the
algorithm can test a unit as follows:
6If the base unit follows the coordinator, the algorithm will start locating it when reading the
entire input.
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• conceptually disconnect all units related to the unit being tested;
• resume the parsing process, while ignoring the coordinator;
• upon reaching end-of-sentence, check if the relations established with
this unit are of the same type as those of the disconnected ones. If so,
the test has succeeded, otherwise it has failed.
In our example the algorithm eventually tests ‘migrate’7 and conceptually dis-
connects the MP-relation with ‘(mesodermal) cells’ and the mp-relation with
‘to (the centre of the mass)’. The algorithm then finds an mp-relation between
‘ectodermal’ and ‘ones’; an MP-relation between ‘(ectodermal) ones’ and ‘mi-
grate’; a Q-relation between ‘the’ and ‘outside’; and an MP-relation between
‘to’ and ‘(the) outside’ followed by an mp-relation between ‘migrate’ and ‘to
(the outside)’. The comparison of the newly created relations of ‘migrate’ to
the conceptually disconnected ones, shows their isomorphism.
Mes. cells char. migr. to the cen. of the mass and ect. ones to the outs.
mp mp
MP
Qmp
MP
mp Q
MP
mp
MP
Q
MP
mp
The algorithm now constructs a mathematical embedding of the relations
preceding and proceding the coordinator. The relational structure (shown on
the right) may be enhanced by inheritance , on the basis of this embedding ;
e.g. the mp-relation with ‘of the mass’ may be inherited from ‘(the) centre’ to
‘(the) outside’.
3.6 Summary
We have shown that a relational model of language unifying traditional fea-
tures of X-bar theory with lexicon-based modelling provides an appropriate
basis for handling coordination. An algorithm has been outlined, and a pro-
totype illustrated using problematic, corpus-based examples. Future research
focuses on the application of the relational approach to other problematic areas
of linguistic description, e.g. discontinuity.
7From a syntactic point of view, there are other base unit candidates. We will only discuss the
contextually appropriate unit.
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Appendix
The fear of and belief in a vindictive God ...
Q mp MP
Q mp mp
Q
MP
A worker may be lazy in a firm where he feels victimized and a keen labourer in one that he likes.
Q Q
MP
MP
mp
Q
MP
mp MP MP
Q
mp
Q
MP
mp
MP
MP
mpMP
The primary and in some respects the secondary groups are ...
Q
MP
mp
Q
MP
mp
mp
Q
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Chapter 4
Parsing without a grammar
It is worth repeating at this point the theories that Ford had come up with, on his first encounter
with human beings, to account for their peculiar habit of continually stating and restating the very
very obvious, as it “It’s a nice day,” or “You’re very tall,” or “So this is it, we’re going to die.”
His first theory was that if human beings didn’t keep exercising their lips, their mouths probably
seized up.
After a few months of observation he had come up with a second theory, which was this — “If
human beings don’t keep exercising their lips, their brains start working.”
Douglas Adams - Restaurant at the end of the Universe
This chapter has been published as [Gro01].
This chapter proposes an alternate view on the parsing of natural language.
Instead of looking for some predefined (phrase) structure it takes inter-word re-
lations as its startingpoint. The reason for this is twofold: firstly it circumvents
traditional parsing and linguistic problems, and secondly it offers the possibil-
ity to extract the information specifically required by IR applications. Its close
relationship with index expressions opens the door to feedback mechanisms
like ‘Query By Navigation’ [BvdW92a] and conceptual knowledge extraction
[Gro00b]. The ideas presented are accompanied by an implementation and a
small scale experiment.
4.1 Introduction
Mostly due to the progress in natural language processing over the last decade,
there is a wide-spread belief that NLP can successfully be used to solve IR
problems. An increasing number of IR models seem to focus on the use of
phrases for retrieval purposes. Unlikewords, which are tightly coupled to their
conceptual meaning, phrases are syntax-ridden. It seems to be very difficult to
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get a grip on the semantic value of a phrase, especially because the syntactic
structure of a phrase on its own does not really contribute to the semantical
value, it merely mediates between the semantical values of its units.
The parsing problem
An IR system capable of handling phrasal terms should be able to extract these
terms (or their representation) from natural language input. Most systems use
a parser, traditionally generated from a language description written in a spe-
cific formalism. Such a description (sometimes called grammar) describes the
natural language phrase structure. The parser tries to recognise this structure
in the input. There are several reasons why these methods are less suitable for
IR purposes:
• In general, these methods seem to focus on the recognition of a certain
structure. Their modelling technique is based on the part-whole par-
adigm: they describe how bigger units are constructed in terms of se-
quences of other (smaller) constituents. For IR purposes, finding the ex-
act structure is less significant. This is exactly the reasonwhy statistically-
based IR systems exploiting coocurrence (which totally ignore structure)
work substantially well [SJ98, MBSC97].
• Although they work well for clean cut sentences, in practical application
these methods show a limited success. A reason for this is due to in the
rigidity of hierarchical structure on one hand, as opposed to the high
flexibility of language use on the other. Certain linguistic phenomena
are inherently difficult to describe using the part-whole paradigm, for
example discontinuous structures and structural variation [GKS99].
• Most of thesemethods lack robustness. Especially top/down-based pars-
ers lack facilities to yield partial correct results.
Therefore, since finding phrase structure is difficult, and (from an IR point of
view) we are not really interested in it, why bother at all?
Relation-based models
An alternative to phrase structure-based parsing is relation-based parsing. Lin-
guistic models like [Hud84] and NLCA [KS98] concentrate on word-word re-
lations instead of on a predefined phrase structure. Because meaning depends
greatly on the connectives between nouns and verbs, and these connectives
are the means of expressing relations [Far80a, Far80b], it seems reasonable to
use a relation-based model to extract information from natural language texts.
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Their ability to generate partial results and their close relationship with index
expressions makes them suitable for IR applications. The rest of this chapter
describes an algorithm capable of generating index expressions from (English)
natural language input.
4.2 The relational model
The relation-based parser attempts to find relations between several linguistic
units. These units may be words or even smaller parts (morphemes).
Relation schemes
There are three basic relation schemes: predication,modification and qualification.
The relation schemes, each having their own characteristics, are embodiments
of linguistic concepts and have a philosophical foundation [DS98].
• Predication - the relationship between a predicate and its argument(s).
The predicate introduces an argument structure and incorporates its ar-
guments into a single relation (e.g. the verb-argument(s) relation).
• Modification - the relationship between a modifier and its argument. Un-
like predication, this relation is asymmetric: the modifier needs its argu-
ment, but not vice versa. (e.g. the adjective-noun relation).
• Qualification - the relationship between a qualifier and a core. The quali-
fier has no information content of its own: its purpose is to make the core
more specific (e.g. the article-noun relation).
The three relation schemes may be applied recursively. In their totality they
uniquely characterise the input.
Lexical classes
The classification of lexical units of similar combinatorial properties yields a
number of so-called lexical classes. In English, these classes correspond to the
type-of-speech categorisation (noun, adjective, adverb, verb, . . . ), enhanced by
some extra combinatorial detail.
4.3 Description of the algorithm
4.1 This section sketches the algorithm of the relation-based parser. It has been
implemented and tested on multiple titles of newspaper articles (Associated
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Press). The parsing process consists of three phases: the tagger, the classifier
and the relater (see figure 4.1).
English input
Tagger
Tags
Classifier	
Classes
Relater
Trees
Figure 4.1: Parser phases
The algorithm is sentence-based. Each sentence in the input is read and
processed individually. A sentence s is a sequence of words or morphemes:
s = w1 w2 . . . wn
Tagger
Words are tagged in the first phase of the parser.1 The tags are taken from the
LOB tagset [Joh86], a tagset with sufficient detail to reach an acceptable level
of correctness using automatic processing. The probabilistic tagger (hidden
Markov model) generates the most likely tag as well as a set of alternative tags.
This turned out to be useful since experiments have shown that the tagger itself
had difficulty in distinguishing between verbs and nouns.2 The main cause is
the lack of use of articles in newspaper headlines. These ambiguities will be
resolved later by the ‘context aware’ relater.
Let Ti be the set of tags applicable for word wi.
Ti = tag(wi)
Classifier
The classifier maps a tag onto one or more lexical classes. Mapping is needed
because in some cases the tagger is underspecific: for example the word ’has’
will be tagged to HVZwhich can be either a lexical verb(1) or the auxiliary of the
perfective aspect(2) (which obviously has different combinatorial properties).
1. John has two children
2. John has written a new novel
1The tagger used was developed by the TOSCA research group, Department of Language and
Speech, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
2In English almost every noun can be verbed.
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Let Ci be the set of lexical classes for word wi
Ci =
⋃
t∈Ti
classify(t)
If two alternative tags which are in the same lexical class are generated for a
single word the tagger is overspecific.
Relater
Readings
A reading r is a sequence of lexical classes:
r = c1 c2 . . . cn, with ci ∈ Ci
Obviously, the task of the relater is to relate the words of sentence s. Since the
combinatorial properties of words belonging to a single lexical class are equal,
it is sufficient to relate the lexical classes of r. However there may be more than
one reading for a single sentence. Letm(r) be the number of relations that can
be found while relating reading r. Assuming that sentences ’make sense’3 it is
reasonable to believe thatm(r) can be seen as a measure of the probability of r.
Relating engine
The relating engine can be seen as an iterative bottom-up process. The al-
gorithm (non-deterministically) locates two lexical units in the reading that
want to relate to one another. After the establishment of a relation, one of the
lexical units (the head) will become parent of a tree-like datastructure, while
the other (non-head) lexical unit will become the child and will be removed
from the reading. The process stops when there is nothing left to relate. The
resulting tree (or trees) can be used to generate index expressions.
Example
Consider the following English input sentence:
Rebels may claim attack on army barracks.
For this input, the tagger produces:
3In English and other languages the words ’sentence’ and ’sense’ share the same etymology.
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Word Tag Alternatives
Rebels NNS VBZ
may MD NN
claim VB NN
attack NN VB
on IN RP;FW;NC
army NN
barracks NNS NN;VBZ
. SPER
For a description of the used tags see table 4.1. For a complete overview of the
LOB tagset see appendix B.
Tag Description
FW foreign word
IN preposition
MD modal verb
NC cited word
NN singular common noun
NNS plural common noun
RP adverb which can also be a particle
SPER punctuation tag - full stop
VB base form of lexical verb
VBZ s-form of lexical verb
Table 4.1: LOB tagset excerpt
Notice the NNS/VBZ and NN/VB pairs in the tagger’s output: although
the tagger’s first guess is right, it obviously has difficulty in distinguishing
between nouns and verbs.
The classifier attaches a class to each tag. This results in the following table:
Rebels Object(Plural), Predicate(Singular, Positive, Derived)
may Predicate(Modal, Positive, BaseForm), Object(Singular)
claim Predicate(Lexical, Positive, BaseForm), Object(Singular)
attack Object(Singular), Predicate(Lexical, Positive, BaseForm)
on Preposition(), MajorModifier(), Object()
army Object(Singular)
barracks Object(), Predicate(Singular, Positive, Derived)
Examination of this table shows that there are 2 · 2 · 2 · 2 · 3 · 1 · 2 = 96 different
readings of this sentence. The relator determines a reading with the highest
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relation count. Figure 4.3 shows the parser’s output for the sample sentence.
The letters m, p and q stand for modification, predication and qualification
respectively.
Rebels may claim attack on army barracks
q
p
p m m
p
Figure 4.2: Sample sentence
4.4 Results
To test the relation-based parser we compared the parser’s output for 250 news-
paper article titles with the results when parsed manually. The outcome was
surprisingly good: 55% of the titles were parsed correctly. Furthermore, 89%
of all relations were found. This stresses the algorithms capability of dealing
with partial correct parsings.
Inspection of the (partially) failed sentences shows there is still room for
improvement:
• The relater has no facilities for recognising prepositional verbs and other
more complicated lexical classes.
• As stated before, the tagger has problems distinguishing between nouns
and verbs. This is particularly difficult because newspaper headlines of-
ten use a ’telegram like’ style where articles and sometimes even verbs
are simply left out. An additional problem is the fact that the words
in newspaper articles are capitalised. This complicates the distinction
between (proper) nouns and verbs.
4.5 Conclusion
The experiment described in this chapter shows that it is possible to parse nat-
ural language input in a relational manner without being troubled by phrase
structure. Since inter-word relations carry a considerable amount of inform-
ation, the resulting tree structures are useful for IR applications. Models like
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[Gro00b] may be used to incorporate this information into a conceptual know-
ledge base which can aid a searcher in formulating queries and navigating
through document collections.
Part II
Concepts

Chapter 5
Concepts and their properties
This chapter has been published as [Gro00a, Gro00b].
Given their simple nature, the success of keyword-based retrieval systems
is astonishing. Although these methods apparently only process words (and
their word counts), they rely on and endorse most of their success to the key-
words’ implicit semantics. In fact each keyword is a representation of a thought,
or concept.
Due to recent developments in NLP it is possible to use larger syntactical
units (like noun phrases) for IR purposes. Simply using these units as ‘large
keywords’ drastically boosts precision, but due to their rare occurrences they
really hurt recall. A way to deal with this problem is to add subphrases. The
attained phrases can be structured into a lithoid, which forms an ideal starting
point for feedback mechanisms like Query By Navigation [BvdW92a].
This paper will go even further and tries to involve the phrases’ support
into the structure using a mathematical theory called Formal Concept Analysis
[Wil82, Har82]. The resulting concept lattice shows great similarity to the ori-
ginal lithoid and, since it consists of formal concepts, guides the way to handling
phrase semantics.
5.1 Introduction
Mainly due to the progress in natural language processing, over the last decade
there has been a widespread belief that NLP can successfully be used to solve
IR problems. In fact, NLP has contributed to IR for years: every keyword-based
IR system uses an NLP-based word stemming algorithm. However, modern IR
research seems to focus on a more ambitious goal: the use of larger syntactical
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units than those of words, namely phrases. The question at issue remains
whether phrasal terms contribute more to retrieval performance as opposed
to statistical techniques exploiting for example co-occurence [SJ98, MBSC97].
One of the major issues is the fact that information retrieval must deal with
relevance. After all, the purpose of a retrieval system is to retrieve all relevant
documents, and as few of the non-relevant documents as possible. Since rel-
evance is a judgement which relies heavily on semantics, it is obvious that an
IR system should deal with semantics in some way or another. This may seem
strange at first, but it is exactly why keyword-based IR is so successful. Al-
though the system only manipulates words and their frequencies, it implicitly
uses the fact that keywords represent concepts. Syntactic noise (word forms,
conjugations) can be eliminated by stemming while homonymy (word ambi-
guities) can only hurt recall. The tight coupling of words and their semantics
is illustrated by attempts like [MRF+90] and [CH95].
For phrases the picture becomes vaguer. Although originating from a thought
or concept, a phrase is syntax-ridden. Attempts like [AvdWKvB00] which use
linguistically motivated indexing schemes show positive results, but it still
seems to be very difficult to get a grip on the semantic value of a phrase, espe-
cially since the syntactical structure of a phrase in itself does not really contrib-
ute to the semantical value, it merely mediates between the semantical values
of its units. Language models like Word Grammar [Hud84] and NLCA [KS98],
which concentrate on word-word relations instead of on a predefined phrase
structure might be advantageous here.
Apart from semantic properties, phrases have an additional value in feed-
back mechanisms. Using Query By Navigation [BvdW92a], searchers may be
confronted with several (phrasal) refinements or generalisations of their cur-
rent focus.
5.1.1 Setting
In this chapter we will focus on document collections. In order to retrieve the
information that they contain with minimal effort, the documents in the collec-
tions are coupled with a disclosure system to assist a searcher upon retrieval.
We denote the collection of all documents with the letter D. For individual
members of this collection (thus the documents themselves) wewill write d1, d2
etc, while subsets are written as D1, D2.
To avoid trivial definitions we use function and relation lifting. Suppose f is
a function from set A to set B. We define the lifted function f´ from P(A) to
P(B) as:
f´(A) = {f(a) | a ∈ A}
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For a (infix) relation ∼⊆ A×B we define ∼´ ⊆ A×P(B) and ∼` ⊆ P(A)×B as:
a∼´B ⇐⇒ ∀
b∈B
[a ∼ b]
A∼`b⇐⇒ ∀
a∈A
[a ∼ b]
Since it is clear (by their arguments) which function/relation is meant, we gen-
erally omit the accents.
During the disclosure process (sometimes called indexing) descriptors are
attached to documents. Since we are interested in IR aspects we try to abstract
from linguistic problems by using a simple characterisation language (which is
in some degree comparable to natural language) in which we can express our
descriptors. This language should be powerful enough to be illustrative and
simple enough to allow reasoning without getting lost in linguistic detail.
To formalise the disclosure, a characterisation function χ is defined which
assigns a set of descriptors to each document. The possibility of having more
than one descriptor for a single document is intentional and can lead to a better
disclosure (as will be shown in section 5.3.3).
5.2 The language of index expressions
Index expressions extend term phrases which model the relationships between
terms. In this light, index expressions can be seen as an approximation of the
rich concept of noun phrases. Their philosophical basis stems from Farradane’s
relational indexing [Far80a, Far80b]. Farradane projected the idea that a consid-
erable amount of the meaning in information objects is denoted in the relation-
ships between the terms.
Craven ([Cra78], [Cra86]) uses a similar approach to Farradane in his linked
phrase indexes. He describes a linked phrase index as a network of terms, in
which the arcs correspond to relationships denoted by prepositions. Index ex-
pressions have roots which lie in linked phrase indexes.
Definition 1 (Language of index expressions)
Let T be a set of terms and C a set of connectors. The language of index expres-
sions L(T,C) is defined over the alphabet Σ = T ∪ C ∪ {(,)} using structural
induction:
(i) t is an index expression (for t ∈ T ).
(ii) e1 ◦ c(e2) is an index expression (for index expressions e1, e2 and c ∈ C).
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Usually, if there is no means for confusion, we omit the parentheses when writ-
ing index expressions. Likewise, we will write L rather than L(T,C).
It is easy to see that an index expression e ∈ L can be written as t◦ki=1 ci(ei),
for some k ∈ N, t ∈ T , ei ∈ L, and ci ∈ C. The term t is called the lead term of
this index expression.
5.2.1 Tree diagrams
The structure of index expressions can be visualised using tree diagrams. A
tree diagram can be constructed from an index expression e = t ◦ki=1 ci(ei) as
follows:
• create a node and label it t,
• for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, create a branch labelled by connector ci to the tree
diagram resulting from the index expression ei.
Consequently, the empty index expression is represented by the empty tree.
Examples:
of
students
from
York
students
attitude
about
music
attitude
of
5.2.2 Subexpressions
Using index expressions instead of term descriptors yields a clear advantage
in precision. However, due to the rare occurrences of exact phrases they cause
bad recall. To experience the best of both worlds we will introduce subexpres-
sions.
The notion of subexpressions is most easily introduced as the subtree re-
lation on tree diagrams. We will present a formal definition of this later on.
Definition 2 (Subexpression)
We call index expression e1 a subexpression of index expressions e2, denoted
as e1 v e2, if and only if the tree associated with e1 is a subtree of the tree
associated with e2.
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Building upon the idea of an index expression, the so called power index
expression is introduced. This notion bears a strong resemblancewith the power
set concept: it can be viewed upon as the set of all its subexpressions.
Definition 3 (Power index expressions)
Let e = t ◦ki=1 ciei be an index expression. The set Λ(e) of lead expressions be-
longing to e is defined as follows:
Λ(e)
def≡
⋃
(b1,...,bk)∈{0,1}k
t ◦ki=1 (ciΛ(ei))bi
The power index expression belonging to e, denoted by P(e), is the set
P(e) def≡ Λ(e) ∪
k⋃
i=1
P(ei)
Using this definition we can now formally define what a subexpression is:
Definition 4 (subexpression)
Let e1 and e2 be two index expressions, then:
e1 v e2 def≡ e1 ∈ P(e2)
Note that the relationv is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive; in fact, (L,v)
is a poset.
Examples:
Λ(attitude OF students FROM York)= {attitude OF students FROM York,
attitude OF students, attitude}
P(attitude OF students FROM York)= {attitude OF students FROM York,
attitude OF students, attitude,
students FROM York,
students, York}
The fact that two expressions are subrelated and that there is no (other)
expression ‘in between’ is reflected by:
Definition 5 (direct subexpression)
e1 is a direct subexpression of e2, denoted as e1 v1 e2, if and only if:
e1 v e2 ∧ ∀
e∈L
[e1 v e v e2 ⇒ e1 = e ∨ e2 = e]
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5.3 Getting the picture
We assume a finite collection D of documents, and a characterisation function
χ that assigns a (yet again finite) set of descriptors to each document. These
descriptors are taken from the index expression language L. Each document
will have at least one descriptor assigned to it.
Definition 6
We will write e ∼ d (e characterises d) if and only if e ∈ χ(d).
Define the set of all (initial) descriptors χ(D) as follows:
χ(D) =
⋃
d∈D
χ(d)
Let E be the set of all the used index expressions (including their subexpres-
sions), a subset of L.
E =
⋃
i∈χ(D)
P(i)
We extend ∼ to subexpressions:
e ∼ d⇐⇒ ∃
i∈χ(D)
[e v i ∧ i ∼ d]
This extension states that if a document is characterised by an index expres-
sion, all subexpressions of that particular index expression are also character-
isations of that document.1
5.3.1 The creation of the lithoid
In this section, we describe the so-called lithoid, a crystalline structure which
organises document descriptions. This structure provides an overview of the
contents of all the documents from the collection, and can be used to support
searchers in formulating their information need via a process called Query By
Navigation ([BvdW90]).
A lithoid is a graph containing nodes and edges. Each (sub)expression in
E is represented in the graph by a node. Two nodes with their corresponding
expressions e1 and e2 are connected with an edge if and only if e1 v1 e2.
For example, consider the following collection:
1The validity of this assumption might be doubted, but is an explicit choice for the model we
are using. Its argumentation goes beyond the scope of this chapter.
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set IS instruction
set OF cpu IS
pdp
handbook
IS pdp
handbook
Microsoft
handbook
IS Microsoft
architecture
IS 386
comparing
the pdp
comparing
WITH 386
OF cpu
IS 386
set OF cpu
handbook IS microsoft IS 386 handbook IS pdp IS architecture comparing the pdp with 386
IS architecture
set IS instruction set IS instruction
OF cpu IS 386 OF cpu IS pdp
set OF cpu
IS pdp
set pdp architecture386 instruction cpu handbook comparing
IS 386
handbook
IS 386
cpu
set IS
instruction cpu
Figure 5.1: Example lithoid
d1 PDP11 architecture handbook handbook IS (pdp11) IS (architecture)
Instruction set of the PDP11 cpu set IS (instruction) OF (cpu IS (pdp11))
d2 Microsoft 386 handbook handbook IS (microsoft) IS (386)
Instruction set of the 386 cpu set IS (instruction) OF (cpu IS (386))
d3 Comparing the PDP11 with the 386 comparing THE (pdp11) WITH (386)
d4 386 architecture architecture IS (386)
This collection consists of 4 documents. Some of the documents have more
than one description. Take note of the original description and the more struc-
tured index expressions. The special connector ‘IS’ is used to reflect noun-
adjective and noun-noun relations.
The corresponding lithoid (see figure 5.1) has 28 nodes.
5.3.2 Navigation
Before we show how the lithoid can be used as a hyperindex wemust populate
the nodes:
Definition 7 (Yield)
Each node of the lithoid has a yield containing all the documents that it sup-
ports:
Υ(e) = {d ∈ D | e ∼ d}
Navigation starts at one of the lower (term index expression) nodes of the
lithoid.2 Let us assume the searcher starts with 386 as its focus. The following
refining alternatives are presented:
• 386 handbook (handbook IS 386)
2Sometimes an artificial ‘bottom’ element is added to the lithoid with connections to all of the
term index expressions. This bottom element can be used as alternative startingpoint.
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• 386 cpu (cpu IS 386)
• 386 architecture (architecture IS 386)
• comparing with the 386 (comparing WITH 386)
Suppose the searcher selects 386 handbook. This new focus offers both a refine-
ment as well as two enlargements:
• refine toMicrosoft 386 handbook (handbook IS microsoft IS 386)
• enlarge the focus to handbook
• enlarge the focus (back) to 386
Lithoid hyper-indices like this have successfully been used in the past (see for
example [BBB91]).
5.3.3 Incorporating support
While navigating through the example lithoid a few things catch our attention:
• There is little use of navigation between two nodes with exactly the same
yield. For example, the shaded nodes in figure 5.1 have the same yield
{d2}.
• Two expressions with the same yield which are not both subexpressions
of another expression will end up as two different (unconnected) lithoid
nodes. This is highly undesirable, because searches might be able to be-
nefit from this observation: it can give them a different view on their
request. It is even possible that unexpected co-occurences may come to
light. Obviously this situation can only occur when documents are char-
acterised by more than one descriptor.
All of this has a simple reason: the lithoid is a structure-based on expressions.
It does not consider their support. You might say that the lithoid structure
is static; it does not change if the number of documents at a particular node
changes. The question remains: how dowe incorporate support without losing
the lithoid’s navigational properties. In other words: how can the lithoid be
structured both on expressions and on documents. As we shall see, the answer
lies in a mathematical structure called concept lattice.
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d1 × × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
d2 × × × × × × × × × × × × × × ×
d3 × × × × × ×
d4 × × ×
Figure 5.2: Example context
5.4 Concept lattices
5.4.1 The generation of a context
In order to make a semantical classification of the documents in our document
collection we must look for relevant attributes. Within the theory of Formal
Concept Analysis [Wil82], the relation between objects and attributes is called
a context. In our case, it seems reasonable to use the characterisation of doc-
uments as a base to construct attributes. Using the linguistic structure of our
characterisation language, we will use E as the set of attributes, D for the set of
objects, and ∼ as the context relation. The context of our running example is
depicted in figure 5.2.
5.4.2 The generation of a concept lattice
Using the context, we generate a classification of documents such that each
class can be seen a concept in terms of properties of the document.
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First it is important to recognise that documents share certain attributes.
Definition 8
For the relation ∼ we define the right polar function ComAttr: P(D) → P(E)
as follows:
ComAttr(D) = {e ∈ E|e ∼ D}
On the other hand, documents shared by properties are captured by the left
polar function ComDocs: P(E)→ P(D).
ComDocs(E) = {d ∈ D|E ∼ d}
Definition 9
A concept is a pair (D,E) ∈ P(D)× P(E)with:
ComAttr(D) = E
ComDocs(E) = D
Let C be the set of all concepts which can be derived from the set of objects D,
the set of attributes E , and their context ∼.
Definition 10
Let c1 = (D1, E1) ∈ C and c2 = (D2, E2) ∈ C. We define:
c1 ⊆ c2 ≡ D1 ⊆ D2
The fact that (C,⊆) is an order follows directly from the fact that (P(D),⊆) is
an order.
Definition 11
Let C be a subset of C.
lower bound(C) = {c ∈ C|c ⊆ C}
upper bound(C) = {c ∈ C|C ⊆ c}
If a greatest element exists in the set of lowerbounds of C, we call it the greatest
lower bound. Similarly the smallest element in the set of upper bounds is called
the smallest upper bound.
Lemma 1
Let T be an index set, and for all t ∈ T let Dt ⊆ D. Then:
ComAttr(
⋃
t∈T
Dt) =
⋂
t∈T
ComAttr(Dt)
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Proof:
e ∈ ComAttr(
⋃
t∈T
Dt) ⇐⇒ e ∼ d for all d ∈
⋃
t∈T
Dt
⇐⇒ e ∼ d for all d ∈ Dt for all t ∈ T
⇐⇒ e ∈ ComAttr(Dt) for all t ∈ T
⇐⇒ e ∈
⋂
t∈T
ComAttr(Dt)
¦
Lemma 2
(C,⊆) is a total order.
Proof:
Since (C,⊆) is an order, it is sufficient to show that every subset C of C has a
greatest lower bound and a smallest upper bound. Let T an index set and
ct ∈ C for all t ∈ T such that: ⋃
t∈T
ct = C
Write ct as (Dt, Et). Consider the following pair:(
ComDocs(ComAttr(
⋃
t∈T
Dt)),
⋂
t∈T
Et
)
Since Et is ComAttr(Dt) for all t ∈ T , rewriting this pair using lemma 1
results in: (
ComDocs(ComAttr(
⋃
t∈T
Dt)),ComAttr(
⋃
t∈T
Dt)
)
And this is surely a concept, obviously being greater than all concepts ct
(since its extension is the intersection of the concepts ct). That no smaller
concept exists is trivial for the same reason. ¦
Consequently, a concept uniquely relates a set of documents (extension) to a
set of attributes (intention): for a concept, the set documents implies the cor-
responding set of attributes and vice versa. For this reason a concept may be
represented by its extension or its intension. Some precaution must be taken:
not every set of documents represents a concept; if all their common attributes
are shared by other (not included) documents they fail the premise of definition
9. The same holds for attributes.
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Lemma 3
If (D1, E1) and (D2, E2) are concepts then:
D1 ⊆ D2 ⇐⇒ E1 ⊇ E2
Proof:
Using symmetry we only proof (⇒).
Suppose D1 ⊆ D2, then obviously D2 ∼ e⇒ D1 ∼ e (for each attribute e), and
thus E1 ⊇ E2. ¦
Consequently, the concepts form a lattice under ⊆ for their extensions (or, al-
ternatively, under ⊇ for their intentions):
(D1, E1) ⊆ (D2, E2) ≡ D1 ⊆ D2
5.4.3 Example concept lattice
Using the context presented in figure 5.2 we find the following concepts:
(∅,E)
({d1},P(d1))
({d2},P(d2)),
({d1, d2},{cpu, handbook, instruction, set IS instruction OF cpu,
set IS instruction, set OF cpu, set})
({d3},P(d3)),
({d4},P(d4)),
({d2, d3, d4},{386})
({d1, d4},{architecture})
({d1, d3},{pdp11})
(D,∅)
Figure 5.3 shows these concepts in their lattice.
5.5 The lithoid and the concept lattice
In this section we investigate the relationship between the lithoid and its cor-
responding concept lattice.
5.5.1 Concepts in the lithoid
Define an equivalence relation .= between expressions as follows:
e1
.= e2 ⇐⇒ Υ(e1) = Υ(e2)
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4
pdp11 architecture
386
d d d d3 2 1
Figure 5.3: Example lattice
Let E1, E2, . . . , En be a partition of E formed by .=, creating equivalence classes
of expressions having the same yield. Because of this, and the fact that such a
class in not empty, define:
Υ(Ei) = Υ(e) for some e ∈ Ei
Extend the classes Ei to E∗i as follows:
E∗i = Ei ∪ {e ∈ E | Υ(Ei) ⊂ Υ(e)}
Effectively we extend a class Ei with expressions that have a yield which is a
superset of the yield of Ei. Because all expressions in Ei have yield Υ(Ei) and
all expressions that have Υ(Ei) are in Ei this definition may be rewritten to:
E∗i = {e ∈ E | Υ(Ei) ⊆ Υ(e)}
Lemma 4
ComDocs(E∗i ) = Υ(Ei)
Proof:
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Let T be an index set and et (t ∈ T ) enumerating the set
{e ∈ E | Υ(Ei) ⊂ Υ(e)}.
ComDocs(E∗i ) = ComDocs(Ei ∪ {e ∈ E | Υ(Ei) ⊂ Υ(e)})
= ComDocs(Ei ∪ (
⋃
t∈T
{et}))
= ComDocs(Ei) ∩ (
⋂
t∈T
ComDocs(et))
= Υ(Ei) ∩ (
⋂
t∈T
Υ(et))
= Υ(Ei) ∩ (
⋂
t∈T
(Υ(Ei) ∪Υ(et)))
= Υ(Ei) ∩ (Υ(Ei) ∪ (
⋂
t∈T
Υ(et))) = Υ(Ei)
¦
Lemma 5
ComAttr(Υ(Ei)) = E∗i
Proof:
e ∈ ComAttr(Υ(Ei)) ⇐⇒ e ∼ d for all d ∈ Υ(Ei)
⇐⇒ Υ(Ei) ⊆ Υ(e)
⇐⇒ e ∈ E∗i
¦
Lemma 6
(Υ(Ei), E∗i ) is a concept over (E,D,∼)
Proof:
This can be derived directly from lemma 4 and 5. ¦
5.5.2 Concept lattice navigation
We will now show that navigation in the concept lattice is very similar to nav-
igation in the lithoid. In fact, if two nodes are connected in the lithoid, their
corresponding concepts are connected as well.
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Definition 12
Let e be a (sub) expression, E its class formed by .=, and E∗ its class extension.
For each ewe define the following:
Concept(e) = (Υ(E), E∗)
Let e1 and e2 be two lithoid nodes.
Lemma 7
e1 v e2 ⇒ Concept(e2) ⊆ Concept(e1)
Proof:
Let E1 = Υ(e1) and E2 = Υ(e2).
e1 v e2 ⇒ ∀
d∈D
[if e2 ∼ d then e1 ∼ d]
⇒ {d ∈ D | e2 ∼ d} ⊆ {d ∈ D | e1 ∼ d}
⇒ Υ(e2) ⊆ Υ(e1)
⇒ Υ(E2) ⊆ Υ(E1)
⇒ (Υ(E2), E∗2 ) ⊆ (Υ(E1), E∗1 )
⇒ Concept(e2) ⊆ Concept(e1)
¦
Note that two directly connected nodes need not necessarily have two directly
connected concepts. The possibility exists that there is an intermediate concept.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented an approach to extract semantical information from
document collections using a combination of index expressions and concepts.
In contrast to traditional methods, the disclosure process uses both the struc-
ture of the descriptors, as well as the structure of their support. This results in
a lattice structure of formal concepts which can aid a searcher in formulating
its queries. We have shown that the concept lattice provides a way to describe
phrase semantics with the navigational properties of the original lithoid re-
maining intact.
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Chapter 6
Conceptual Relevance
Feedback
This chapter has been published as [GvdW02].
Capturing the user’s information need may be seen as a major challenge
search engines are confronted with. This paper proposes a way to interpret the
results of a user’s initial query. This is done by positioning this preliminary
result into a semantical structure called concept lattice. The resulting substruc-
ture is used for relevance feedback.
6.1 Introduction
Formulating a query is not an easy task. Web search engines observe users
spending large amounts of time reformulating their queries to accomplish ef-
fective retrieval [BYRN99]. Precise query formulation is difficult:
• Do I know what I am looking for? This often neglected aspect of informa-
tion retrieval can be best explained by the fact that information need is
created by a knowledge gap. This gap can range from being fairly specific
to very broad. During the searching process users may learn things about
their knowledge gap and even may discover aspects of this gap they were
initially not aware of [PB99]). Search methods like Query By Navigation
[BvdW92b] may help users to find out what they need.
• How do I formulate what I am looking for? As in human dialogs, the parti-
cipants must know each other’s language and somehow predict the im-
pact of the words they use. The same holds for query formulation. Good
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query formulation requires that a user can somehow predict which terms
appear in documents relevant to the information need. Accurate term
prediction requires extensive knowledge about the document collection.
Such knowledge may be hard to obtain, especially in large document col-
lections.
Experiments show that users usually submit short (one or two word) queries
that result in large inaccurate document sets, apparently preferring recall above
precision.
Relevance feedback, introduced over 30 years ago, is a well known ap-
proach to deal with this problem. This method treats the user’s first query as
an initial attempt: a rough representation of the user’s information need hope-
fully covering (part of) the knowledge gap. The documents resulting from this
initial query (the initial set) may be analysed for relevance, to get an impres-
sion of the document collection, and used to formulate a new improved query.
Usually query reformulation methods are grouped in three categories:
1. User feedback approaches. A drawback of this approach is that users are
not inclined in providing this feedback. There is no point in blaming the
user for this, providing feedback might be not cost-effective.
2. Local approaches, based on information obtained from the initial set of
documents.
3. Global approaches that incorporate knowledge of the document collec-
tion.
6.2 Conceptual Query Reformulation
Since information need is a internal mental state of the user (intension) it is
obviously difficult to grasp. Suppose a user is able to browse through all the
documents of a collection and pick out all relevant ones. One might claim
that this set of relevant documents is the representation of the information need
within the context of this collection. This representation is also referred to as
the extension of the user’s information need.
Elaborating on this idea, one might argue that the outcome of a query, that
is a set of documents, can be viewed upon as an approximation of (the exten-
sion of) the information need. Approximation, because it may not be the same
as the extension: it probably contains irrelevant documents and some relevant
documents will be missing. It would be useful if we could help users (inter-
actively or automatically) to pinpoint the right extension of their information
need. In order to give this kind of support we have created a semantical struc-
ture of interconnected nodes. Each node contains a set of documents and is
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a possible candidate to reflect the user’s information need. Of course not all
combination of documents are present in the structure: only those that form
a semantically useful group: a so called concept. Due to the concepts’ impli-
cit ordering this semantical structure called concept lattice has nice navigational
properties. Note that the used structure does not necessarily has to be derived
from the same document collection as the target collection. It is feasible that
conceptual query reformulation is done on a domain specific concept lattice
and eventually carried out on the web.
6.2.1 Running example
To illustrate our ideas we will use an example presented in [BDO95]. This
example collection (see table 6.1) contains 17 documents and 16 terms.
d1 A Course on Integral Equations.
d2 Attractors for Semigroups and Evolution Equations.
d3 Automatic Differentiation of Algorithms: Theory, Implementation,
and Application.
d4 Geometrical Aspects of Partial Differential Equations.
d5 Ideals, Varieties, and Algorithms - An Introduction to Computa-
tional Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra.
d6 Introduction to Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems and the N -Body
Problem.
d6 Knapsack Problems: Algorithms and Computer Implementations.
d8 Methods of Solving Singular Systems of Ordinary Differential Equa-
tions.
d9 Nonlinear Systems.
d10 Ordinary Differential Equations.
d11 Oscillation Theory for Neutral Differential Equationswith Delay.
d12 Oscillation Theory of Delay Differential Equations.
d13 Pseudodifferential Operators and Nonlinear Partial Differential
Equations.
d14 SincMethods for Quadrature and Differential Equations.
d15 Stability of Stochastic Differential Equationswith Respect to Semi-
Martingales.
d16 The Boundary Integral Approach to Static and Dynamic Contact
Problems.
d17 The Double Mellin-Barnes Type Integrals and Their Application to
Convolution Theory.
Table 6.1: Database of titles from books reviewed in SIAM
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6.3 Concept lattice theory
In order to support relevance feedback efficiently, we need a model that some-
how captures the ’meaning’ of terms and documents. Using the theory called
Formal Concept Analysis introduced by [Wil82, Har82] we can create a mathem-
atical structure which can be used to semantically classify documents in formal
concepts. This structure (called lattice) has nice mathematical properties and is
a starting point for navigational systems [BvdW92b].
6.3.1 Context
We denote the collection of documents with the letter D. Individual mem-
bers of this collection (documents) are written with small letters like d, d1, d2,
while subsets are written in capitals (D,D1, D2). During the indexing process,
descriptors (attributes) are attached to documents. We write A to denote the
set of all attributes, a, a1, a2 for individual attributes and A,A1, A2 for attribute
sets (subsets ofA). The result of indexing process is reflected in the binary rela-
tion∼: we write a ∼ d iff attribute a describes document d. The tuple (D,A,∼)
is called a context. The context relation ∼ is overloaded to cover set arguments.
Example 1
In our running example D = {d1, d2, . . . , d17}, A = {algorithms, application,
delay, differential, equations, implementation, integral, introduction, methods,
nonlinear, ordinary, oscillation, partial, problem, systems, theory}. The context
relation ∼ is depicted in table 6.2.
6.3.2 Properties of contexts
Using the context relation a classification of documents and attributes can be
generated such that each class can be seen as a concept in terms of properties
of the associated documents and attributes. In our interpretation, documents
and attributes assign meaning to each other via the context relation: within the
limits of this view, we can not distinguish between document with identical
properties, while attributes having the same extensionality are assumed to be
identical. Sharing document meaning thus can be seen as sharing attributes:
Definition 13
The common attributes of a set of documents are found by the right polar func-
tion ComAttr: P(D)→ P(A) defined as follows:
ComAttr(D) = {a ∈ A | a ∼ D}
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d1 × ×
d2 ×
d3 × × × ×
d4 × × ×
d5 × ×
d6 × × ×
d7 × × ×
d8 × × × × ×
d9 × ×
d10 × × ×
d11 × × × × ×
d12 × × × × ×
d13 × × × ×
d14 × × ×
d15 × ×
d16 × ×
d17 × × ×
Table 6.2: Context relation of SIAM Review
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Documents may also be shared by attributes:
Definition 14
The documents sharing properties are captured by the left polar functionComDocs:
P(A)→ P(D) defined by:
ComDocs(A) = {d ∈ D | A ∼ d}
Example 2
In the context of the running example we have:
1. ComAttr({d1, d5}) = ∅
2. ComAttr({d10, d11}) = {differential,equations}
3. ComDocs({differential,equations})
= {d4, d8, d10, d11, d12, d13, d14, d15}
4. ComAttr({d4, d8, d10, d11, d12, d13, d14, d15})
= {differential,equations}
Concepts
A special situation is when the duality of meaning between a set D of docu-
ments and a set A of attributes is symmetric: A ∼ D. It is easily verified that
D ⊆ ComDocs(A) andA ⊆ ComAttr(D). When the setsD andA are maximal,
then this combination is referred to as a concept:
Definition 15
A concept is a pair (D,A) ∈ P(D) × P(A) such that D and A are their mutual
meaning:
ComAttr(D) = A
ComDocs(A) = D
The set of documents for concept c is referred to asDocs(c), the set of attributes
associated as Attr(c). Let further DocsClass(D) = ComDocs(ComAttr(D))
and AttrClass(A) = ComAttr(ComDocs(A)).
Note that with each document set at most one concept can be associated. The
same is true for each set of attributes. The lattice has a bottom element, corres-
ponding with overspecification, and a top element corresponding with under-
specification:
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Lemma 8
(Du,A) is a concept. where Du = DocsClass(∅), This concept corresponds to
overspecification, and is called the top concept (>) of the collection. (D,Au)
also is a concept. where Au = AttrClass(∅). This concept, the bottom concept
(⊥) corresponds to underspecification.
Our intention is to apply Formal Concept Analysis in the context of Informa-
tion Retrieval. Therefore we will be interested what concept can be associated
with an initial retrieval result. The minimal concept that can be associated with
a set of documents is obtained by:
Lemma 9
Let D be a set of documents, then the pair (DocsClass(D),ComAttr(D)) is a
concept. This concept is referred to as Concept(D).
So, given a set of documents, the associated concept is readily computed by
intersecting all document characterisations, and then uniting all attribute ex-
tensions.
This operator is useful when the smallest concept that can be associated
with a query result is to be obtained. Analogously, given a set of attributes (a
query, say), we might be interested in the smallest concepts containing these
attributes:
Lemma 10
Let A be a set of attributes, then the pair (ComDocs(A),AttrClass(A)) is a
concept. This concept is referred to as Concept(A).
For each document d in the collection the smallest concept containing this doc-
ument is called the base concept associated with that document, denoted as
Base(d). Then obviously: Base(d) = Concept({d}). The base concept for an
attribute is introduced analogously.
The base document concepts in our running example are given in table 6.3.
The concepts are displayed in figure 6.2. Note that base concepts not necessar-
ily are positioned directly above the bottom element.
Base concepts are special as they may be seen as the concepts introducing
the associated document or attribute in the concept lattice. Base concepts, so to
say, are the independent components that build the concept lattice. In the next
subsection, this is elaborated further.
We will need some insight in the distribution of elementary set operations
over the Concept-function.
Lemma 11
Let c1 and c2 be concepts, then:
Concept(Docs(c1) ∪Docs(c2))
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= Concept(Attr(c1) ∩Attr(c2))
Concept(Attr(c1) ∪Attr(c2))
= Concept(Docs(c1) ∩Docs(c2))
The join and meet operator
Let C be the set of all concepts within the collection 〈D,A,∼〉. Two special con-
cepts are > and ⊥. In terms of their associated document sets, the top concept
is clearly more general than the bottom concept. In terms of documents, the as-
sociated attribute collections are more less restrictive. Focusing on documents,
being more specific is formalised by the relation ⊆ over concepts, introduced
as follows:
Definition 16
Let c1 and c2 be concepts, then:
c1 ⊆ c2 ≡ Docs(c1) ⊆ Docs(c2)
The duality between documents and attributes is present in this relation of
specificity:
Lemma 12
c1 ⊆ c2 ⇐⇒ Attr(c1) ⊇ Attr(c2)
Note that this relation is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. The relation
of specificness is a partial ordering of concepts (which is a direct consequence
of the subset relation being a partial order of P(D)).
A lowerbound of a setC of concepts is a common subconcept. If there exists
a greatest element in the set of lowerbounds of C, then this is called the greatest
lower bound. Likewise the smallest element in the set of upper bounds is called
the smallest upper bound.
Lemma 13
Let C be a set of concepts, then:
∨(C) = Concept(∪c∈CDocs(c)) is the least upperbound of C.
∧(C) = Concept(∩c∈CDocs(c)) is the largest lowerbound of C.
Proof:
We will prove this lemma only for the upperbound of a class of concepts C.
The result immediately follows via the attribute view on the concept
specificness relation (see lemma 12) and the observation: Attr(∨(C)) =
ComAttr(∪c∈CDocs(c)) = ∩c∈CComAttr(Docs(c)) = ∩c∈CAttr(c). ¦
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The join operator takes a set of concepts as an argument. However, each join
can also be seen as a succession of binary joins.
Lemma 14
1. ∨(∅) = ∅
2. ∨(C1 ∪ C2) = ∨({∨(C1),∨(C2)})
3. c ∈ C =⇒ ∨(C) = ∨(C − {c}) ∨ {c}
Proof:
1. ∨(∅) = Concept(∅D) = >.
2. The concept ∨({∨(C1),∨(C2)}) has associated the attributes
Attr(∨(C1)) ∩Attr(∨(C2))
which can be split as
(∩c∈C1Attr(c)) ∩ (∩c∈C2Attr(c)) = ∩c∈C1∪C2Attr(c)
This latter attribute set also is the attribute set of the concept ∨((C1 ∪C2).
3. This is a direct consequence of the previous property.
¦
The binary join operator is both commutative and associative. As a conse-
quence, each join can be written as a serious of binary joins, where no concept
occurs more than once, and the order of joins may be taken arbitrarily. In fact,
basic concepts are sufficient:
Lemma 15
Each concept c can be written as c = ∨(B)where B is a set of basic concepts.
Base concepts can thus be seen as a base for the lattice, in the sense that each
non-base concept can be derived from those concepts by the join-operator.
6.4 Concept lattice generation
This section deals with the problem how to find all concepts of a concept lattice.
Key point here is that definition 15 is descriptive, telling what a concept is, not
how to construct it. A straightforward method is to generate all possible sub-
setsD fromD and A fromA and check whether (D,A) is a concept. Assuming
a number of n documents and m attributes, this method has a complexity of
2n+m.
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(DocsClass(D1 ∪D2), A1 ∩A2)
(D1 ∩D2,AttrClass(A1 ∪A2))
(D1, A1) (D2, A2)
Figure 6.1: Binary join and meet
di d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9
Concept(di) c11 c12 c0 c5 c1 c14 c2 c6 c15
di d10 d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16 d17
Concept(di) c7 c4 c4 c8 c9 c10 c13 c3
Table 6.3: Base concepts
The number of concepts obviously is bounded by max(2n, 2m). In practice,
the number of concepts will be far less. As a consequence, it will be profitable
to bound the complexity of the generation algorithm to the actual number (c
say) of concepts. The generation of the concept lattice starts with the generation
of the base concepts. The complete lattice then is obtained by calculating the
closure with respect to the join-operator.
Example 3
Using the context presented in figure 6.2 we find the the concept lattice from
table 6.4. This lattice is also shown in figure 6.2. In this figure the base concepts
are bold.
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As seen before, the base concepts of a lattice can be used to find all concepts of
that lattice. Especially for large collections, it can be very time consuming to
calculate all concepts. For some applications however, we are not interested in
the complete lattice, but in a relatively small sublattice.
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Figure 6.2: Concepts in lattice
concept documents attributes
c0 d3 algorithms, application, implementation, theory
c1 d5 algorithms, introduction
c2 d7 algorithms, implementation, problem
c3 d17 application, integral, theory
c4 d11, d12 delay, differential, equations, oscillation, theory
c5 d4, d13 differential, equations, partial
c6 d8 differential, equations, methods, ordinary, systems
c7 d8, d10 differential, equations, ordinary
c8 d13 differential, equations, nonlinear, partial
c9 d8, d14 differential, equations, methods
c10 d4, d8, d10, d11, d12, d13, d14, d15 differential, equations
c11 d1 equations, integral
c12 d1, d2, d4, d8, d10, d11, d12, d13, d14, d15 equations
c13 d16 integral, problem
c14 d6 introduction, problem, systems
c15 d9 nonlinear, systems
c16 d3, d5, d7 algorithms
c17 d3, d7 algorithms, implementation
c18 d3, d17 application, theory
c19 d3, d11, d12, d17 theory
c20 all documents no attributes
c21 d5, d6 introduction
c22 d6, d7, d16 problem
c23 d1, d16, d17 integral
c24 d6, d8, d9 systems
c25 d9, d13 nonlinear
c26 no documents all attributes
Table 6.4: Concepts (intension/extension)
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6.5.1 Fingerprint
Given a query result (in the form of a set of documentsD) what are the concepts
we are interested in? The answer is simple: at least all the concepts that share
a document with D. We call this set of concepts the fingerprint of D:
Definition 17
Let D ⊆ D be a query result, then the associated fingerprint is:
Fp(D) = {c ∈ C | Docs(c) ∩D 6= ∅}
Note that the set of fingerprints is closed under the join operator. However, in
general a fingerprint is not a sublattice, since this set of concepts may not be
closed under the ∧-operator.
Example 4
For our running example, let D be {d1, d6}. The corresponding fingerprint
is {c11, c12, c14, c20, c21, c22, c23, c24}. Note that c22 ∧ c23 = c13, and thus the
fingerprint is not closed under the ∧-operator.
6.5.2 Weighting the concepts
Some concepts in the fingerprint are more relevant than others. We introduce
the traditional precision/recall figures for concepts:
Definition 18
Precision(c) =
|Docs(c) ∩D|
|Docs(c)|
Recall(c) =
|Docs(c) ∩D|
|D|
Example 5
Suppose a user formulates the initial query differential, and a traditional search
engine comes up with D = {d4, d8, d10, d13}. The corresponding fingerprint is
Fp(D) = {c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10, c12, c20, c24, c25}.
Calculating the base concepts yields {c5, c6, c7, c8} (See table 6.3). To get
smallest sublattice that contains the fingerprint we have to add the follow-
ing concepts to the base: c9 (to get c9), c11 (to get c12) and c15 (to get c24 and
c25). See figure 6.4 for the sublattice and figure 6.3 for the corresponding preci-
sion/recall graph.
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6.5.3 TREC example
To demonstrate how the system works for a real life situation, the next ex-
ample is taken from the TREC collection [Har93] (Associated Press newspaper
articles, year 1988).
The collection consists of 78.131 documents1 (newspaper articles) and has
been indexed by 2.779.380 terms (or phrases). This collection comes with a set
of topics. We will consider topic 63:
Number: 063
Domain: Science and Technology
Topic: Machine Translation
Description: Document will identify a machine translation system.
Summary: Document will identify a machine translation system.
Narrative: A relevant document will identify a machine
translation system which is being developed or marketed in any
country. It will identify the developer or vendor, name the system,
and identify one or more features of the system.
Concept(s): machine translation system, language, dictionary,
font, batch, interactive, process, user interface
According to the TREC results database the following documents are relevant
to this query2:
document TREC code
d2970 AP880425-0284
d11845 AP880718-0242
d16768 AP880906-0198
Creating the sublattice out of the corresponding base concepts yields the
following concepts: (for a graphics representation see figure 6.5). Note that
the attributes listed in this figure are cumulative: for example, node 3 ‘inher-
its’ all attributes from node 6. A catching result is that the top node (precision
and recall 1) has attributes that are not part of the query: the semantical struc-
ture concluded that (in the context of this collection) documents about machine
translation should contain the word computer.
1actually AP88 has slightly more documents, this number of documents remains after cleaning
up the collection
2Document AP880906-0202, although assessed, is a mangled document: the first few lines are
those of AP880906-0198, the rest is a medical article.
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Figure 6.5: TREC concept lattice for query 63
concept documents
c0 d2970
c1 d11845
c2 d16768
c3 d2970, d11845
c4 d2970, d16768
c5 d11845, d16768
c6 d2970, d11845, d16768
c13 no documents
6.6 Conclusions
This paper presents an approach to use a concept lattice to interpret a user
query for relevance feedback. An algorithm is proposed to generate the lattice.
Finally a TREC experiment on query expansion shows promising results. Fur-
ther research should investigate the automatic application of this approach on
larger query sets and compare the results to other feedback mechanisms and
conceptual methods [MyGLLG02].
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Chapter 7
Algorithmic considerations
It is of interest to note that while some dolphins are reported to have learned English – up
to fifty words used in correct context – no human being has been reported to have learned
dolphinese.
Carl Sagan
This chapter describes the software package CONLAB, and the results obtained
with it. During the PhD research that lead to the publications of this thesis, a
lot of material (software, data) has been developed. Most of this material was
not published before, mainly because of size constraints. A compilation of the
results can be found in this chapter.
7.1 The software package
As we will see in this chapter, the problems attacked in this thesis are too com-
plex to be handled using standard software. Until now there are no tools avail-
able that can handle ‘real world’ collections, mainly due to size constraints.
Publications using Formal Concept Analysis for Information Retrieval pur-
poses, like for example [Lin95] and [Bec99], show only limited examples. The
size of the input and the complexity of the algorithms demand a thorough ana-
lysis of the problem and dedicated solutions. That is why CONLAB has been
created: a set of interoperating tools that can be used and tested separately. In
the near future, parts of CONLAB will be made public as open source through
the PRONIR project [PRO].
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7.1.1 Package structure
The structure of CONLAB as depicted in figures 7.2, 7.9 and 7.11. The tools
(making up more than 42000 lines of source code) are ‘black boxes’ with one or
more input and output streams. Each of these streams (normally implemented
by files) work with a specific fixed syntax, and is identified by its filename
extension. Table 7.1 gives an short explanation of the used filename extensions.
Before elaborating on CONLAB’s tools we introduce the collection used to test
.raw Raw collection input.
.idx Collection data in the form of index expressions.
.clv Index expressions combined with subexpressions.
.ctx Context file, relation between objects and attributes.
.obj List of objects, for each object a line with its name.
.att List of attributes, for each attribute a line with its name.
.bos Binary Object Set, Binary data of ComAttr function.
.bas Binary Attribute Set, Binary data of ComDocs function.
.bcs Binary Concept Set, List of concepts.
Table 7.1: CONLAB file extensions
the software.
7.2 Cranfield collection
Cranfield is standard small collection of 1398 technical scientific abstracts1. The
collection contains 246174 words (14877 unique). The vocabulary of the Cran-
field collection follows Heaps’ Law [Hea78]. Figure 7.1 shows how the vocab-
ulary size varies with the text size. Heaps’ Law predicts the vocabulary size to
grow sublineair with the text size. More precise, let x be the text size in words,
than the corresponding vocabulary is of size kxβ , with k and β text depend-
ent constants. Normally k is between 10 and 100, and β between 0.4 and 0.6
[ANZ97, BYN00]. A very precise fit (asymptotic standard errors of 0.4366% for
k and 0.05893% for β, see figure 7.1) yields k = 7.095, β = 0.6167.
7.3 Relator
The relator (see section 4.1) is the first step of the process. It is capable of read-
ing natural language input, finding the implicit structure by relating lexical
1The abstracts are numbered 1 to 1400. Abstracts 471 and 995 are missing.
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Figure 7.1: Cranfield and Heaps’ law
units and generating this structure in the form of index expressions (see fig-
ure 7.2). The Cranfield collection with its 13765 lines of text produced 46185
index expressions, yielding an average of 3.4 index expressions per sentence.
27487 (approx. 59%) of the 46185 expressions were unique.
To illustrate the relator and its result we will use the following example
sentence from document d246:
The report describes an investigation into the design of minimum
drag tip fins by lifting line theory.
The corresponding parsed index expression is:
describe SUB (report IS (the)) OBJ (investigation IS
(an) INTO (design IS (the) OF (fin IS (tip IS (drag))
IS (minimum)))) BY (theory IS (line IS (lifting)))
which structure is visualised in figure 7.3. Note that in this index expression
major predication is represented by the SUB and OBJ and preposition connect-
ors, while minor predication (apposition) is represented by the IS connector.
Furthermore, a mild form of stemming is used to convert verbs to their infinit-
ive and nouns to their singular form. Figure 7.4 shows the distribution of the
length of unique parsed index expressions. The relatively high frequency of
short expressions (length 1 up to 4) is due to the ability of the relator to gener-
ate partial results.
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merger
collection
.raw
.idx
.clv.clv .clv
.ctx
.obj
list of objects list of attributes
.att
context
relator
indexer
Figure 7.2: CONLAB structure with relator, indexer and merger.
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Figure 7.3: Tree structure of example sentence.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of unique index expressions.
7.4 Indexer
The next step in the process is the indexer, a program capable of generating
subexpressions. We will sketch the outline of the algorithm in C++. For a
formal definition of subexpressions see section 5.2.2.
7.4.1 Classes
This algorithm is build around the following classes:
class members
Expression char *term
SiblingList *siblings
SiblingList Sibling *sibling
SiblingList *rest
Sibling char *connector
Expression *expression
Figure 7.5 shows how an example index expression is constructed.
For the internal household of the algorithm the next two classes are needed:
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attitude︸ ︷︷ ︸
term
OF students
sibling︷ ︸︸ ︷
connector︷ ︸︸ ︷
ABOUT
expression︷ ︸︸ ︷
music︸ ︷︷ ︸
siblings
Figure 7.5: Anatomy of an index expression
class members
ExpressionList Expression *expression
ExpressionList *rest
SiblingListList SiblingList *siblings
SiblingListList *rest
Their implementation is straightforward.
7.5 Methods
According to section 5.2.2, the subexpressions of an index expression are:
• the leaders of that subexpression, together with
• all subexpressions of its siblings.
This is expressed in the following method:
ExpressionList *Expression::sub()
{
return leaders()+siblings->sub();
}
We assume that an appropriate + operator for ExpressionLists is imple-
mented. Next we describe how to compute leaders of an index expression: the
set of sibling leaders with our term in front.
ExpressionList *Expression::leaders()
{
return term+siblings->leaders();
}
Note that this + operator is rather special, taking a list of SiblingLists and
prepending the term to each of them resulting in a list of Expressions. The
subexpressions of a SiblingList is just the sum of subexpressions of its
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Siblings (which equals obviously the subexpressions of their embedded ex-
pression).
More interesting is the way how to compute the leaders of a SiblingList.
Assume the situation as depicted in figure 7.6. There are two kind of Sibling-
n
sibling rest
c1 c2 cn
e1 e2 e
Figure 7.6: Calculation of leaders
List leaders: those without and those with the sibling (c1, e1). The leaders
without (c1, e1) are simply the leaders of the rest of the list, while the leaders
with (c1, e1) are all the leaders of this sibling combined with the leaders of
the rest.
SiblingListList *SiblingList::leaders()
{
if(this==NULL)
return NULL;
else
return rest->leaders()+
sibling->leaders()*rest->leaders();
}
Note that the process of combining is expressed by the * operator. Each sibling
leader is combined with the leaders of the rest.
To complete the description of the indexer we only have to show how to
compute the leaders of a sibling:
SiblingList *Sibling::leaders()
{
return connector+expression->leaders();
}
Here the + operator adds the connector to each leader of the subexpression.
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7.5.1 Results
The algorithm sketched above has been used to generate subexpressions for
the Cranfield collection. The 46185 parsed expressions (of which were 27478
unique) generated 5731544 subexpressions (4583421 unique). This is a blowup
with a factor 124 (167). The distribution of the length of unique subexpressions
is depicted in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Distribution of subexpressions.
Just like the word vocabulary, the index expression vocabulary of the Cran-
field collection follows Heaps’ Law. This is most visible if we limit the set
of subexpressions to those with less than 3 terms. Figure 7.8 shows how the
vocabulary size varies with the text size. Fitting produces a β = 0.8098with an
asymptotic standard error of 0.031%.
7.6 Merger
The merger (see figure 7.2) is a rather simple tool capable of merging multiple
sets of index expressions to a single context file. The motivation for this tool
is to support parallel processing: the time consuming parsing and generation
process may be distributed to a practically unlimited number of computers.
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Figure 7.8: Heaps’ law for small subexpressions
7.7 Mapper
The fact that our example sentence (see 7.3) generates 437 subexpressions
questions the usefulness of the generation. Especially, since the number of
subexpressions is a speed determining factor in the concept lattice generation
as we will see later. The next observation helps us to drastically limit the dam-
age.
If two subexpressions have exactly the same yield (i.e. they support
exactly the same set of documents), one of them may be left out
without affecting the resulting concept lattice.
Formally (in the notation of chapter 5): let E be a set of attributes, D a set of
documents and C the set of all concepts that can be derived from E ,D and their
context relation ∼. Let e1, e2 ∈ E be two expressions and Υ(e1) = Υ(e2).
Lemma 16
For each concept (D,E) ∈ C: e1 ∈ E ⇐⇒ e2 ∈ E
Proof:
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e1 ∈ E ⇐⇒ e1 ∈ ComAttr(D)
⇐⇒ e1 ∈ {e ∈ E|e ∼ D}
⇐⇒ e1 ∼ D
⇐⇒ ∀
d∈D
[e1 ∼ d]
Since Υ(e1) = Υ(e2), we know e1 ∼ d⇐⇒ e2 ∼ d.
⇐⇒ ∀
d∈D
[e2 ∼ d]
⇐⇒ e2 ∼ D
⇐⇒ e2 ∈ {e ∈ E|e ∼ D}
⇐⇒ e2 ∈ ComAttr(D)
⇐⇒ e2 ∈ E
¦
Using lemma 16 the mapper (see figure 7.9) is able to map expressions with
the same yield on a single representative.
mapper
.ctx
contextlist of attributes
.att
.ctx
mapped contextmapped attributes
.att
Figure 7.9: Schematic of mapper.
7.7.1 Results
The 437 subexpressions of our example index expression can be all mapped
onto the 22 subexpressions of table 7.2. For the Cranfield collection as a whole,
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representative #documents
2279 1
an 796
describe 153
describe OBJ (investigation) 4
describe OBJ (investigation) SUB (report) 3
describe SUB (report IS (the)) 4
describe SUB (report) 9
design 135
design IS (the) 30
drag 130
fin 9
investigation 258
investigation IS (an) 108
lifting 28
line 69
line IS (lifting) 2
minimum 42
report 112
report IS (the) 23
the 1391
theory 452
tip 22
Table 7.2: The 22 representatives of d246 and their occurrences
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the set of subexpressions is reduced from 4583421 to 22214, which is quite an
improvement.
It might seem strange to generate subexpressions, and then map them back
together. The point is that the collection as a whole (more specifically, the oc-
currence of subexpression in other documents) determines which subexpres-
sions can be mapped back and which subexpressions become representatives
on their own. Future research may investigate an integrated subexpression
generation and map algorithm that performs this task more intelligently.
One might wonder what will happen if we (after relating and indexing)
bluntly throw away index expressions with more than, say, n terms. Table 7.2
suggests that very long index expressions are unlikely candidates for repres-
entatives. Figure 7.10 confirms this assumption: removing all subexpressions
longer than 3 terms seems to have only minor effect on the number of mapped
expressions. From the actual numbers (see table 7.3) it can be deduced that the
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Figure 7.10: Effect of length on number of mapped expressions.
longest index expression shared by two documents is 6 terms long. Actually
this index expression is:
conduct AT (number IS (a) IS (mach)) SUB (test IS (the))
which occurs in d993 and d1107.
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max len #mapped
1 6241
2 17967
3 21907
4 22202
5 22213
6-22 22214
Table 7.3: Maximum length vs. number of mapped expressions
7.8 Concept lattice generation
The CONLAB package has three tools to generate concept lattices (figure 7.11):
godin
context
.ctx
.bos.bas
.bcs .bcs
.bcs .bcs
.obj
.att
mkbin
ganter/clv
browser
Figure 7.11: Concept lattice generators
• clv
This is the most straightforward tool. As described in section 6.4 this tool
creates a concept lattice by generating the base concepts and calculates
a closure with respect to the join-operator. Special (client-server) distrib-
uted versions of this program were build to increase speed.
• ganter
A very fast memory-friendly algorithm since there is no need to store
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Collection n m density
Berry 17 16 ≈ 19%
Cranfield(words) 1398 14877 ≈ 0.64%
Cranfield(subex) 1398 22214 ≈ 0.58%
Table 7.4: Context density
already found concepts. It is relatively easy to make a distributed version
of this algorithm. Originally described in [Gan84].
• godin
Fast algorithm. Capable of calculating lattices incrementally. Claimed to
be faster than ganter, something we (and others) have not been able to
reproduce. The algorithm, not very accurately described in [GMM95],
gives the possibility to easily measure changes to concept lattices.
It is inherently difficult to compare concept lattice generators, since their ac-
tual speed is tightly bound to implementation details, hardware specifications
(cache sizes) and context properties. A good article on comparing concept lat-
tice generators is [KO01].
7.8.1 Set operations
All concept lattice generation algorithms frequently use set operations. A good
implementation should minimise the time needed for AND, OR and NOT opera-
tions on large sets. Bitvector implementations are not optimal: both the amount
of memory and the number of elementary operations needed to perform a set
operation are unreasonably high. This is caused by the sparseness of the con-
text relation.
7.8.2 Sparseness
Let D be the set of documents (d1, d2, . . . dn), and let the letter A denote the
set of attributes (a1, a2, . . . am). The binary context relation ∼⊆ D × A can be
represented as a boolean n × m matrix. In practical situations this matrix is
sparse (see table 7.4). A more efficient solution, used in the CONLAB tools, is
the positive/negative set implementation.
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7.8.3 Positive/Negative Sets
The observation that only a limited number of elements have to be stored for a
set suggests a linked list implementation. For each set only the (numbers of the)
elements have to be stored. This gives a clear advantage in memory and speed,
since AND and OR operations are rather straightforward. If the lists are ordered,
a slight penalty occurs for creating sets, but a noticeable improvement can be
obtained in optimising the AND and OR operations. If the set size is fixed (i.e.
does not change after the creation of the set), the lists could be substituted by
dynamic arrays resulting in another memory/speed advantage. This is exactly
the rationale behind the tool mkbin.
The problem with this solution becomes evident when we want to imple-
ment the NOT operator. After all, the NOT (or complement) of a sparse set is def-
initely not sparse, making our solution even slower than the original bitvector
implementation.
The solution is really simple. Actually the sets we are using are either very
sparse, or very not-sparse. So we store sets in two flavours: the positive ones,
for which we store the elements that are member of the set, and the negative
ones, for which we store the elements that are not member of the set.
7.9 Results
Using ganterwe created the concept lattice for the Cranfield collection. To see
what effect the number of subexpressions (attributes) on the total number of
concepts has, we ran the generation tool with different sized attribute sets. The
results are shown in figure 7.12. Notice the relatively large spread of the batch
runs with the same number of attributes. Since the y axis is in logarithmic scale,
an exponential growth would result in a straight line. The graph however
has a clear non-linear trend. Taking the average for all batch runs and a non-
logarithmic scale produces figure 7.13. The fit for axb produces a = 8.16e− 06,
b = 2.95, with an asymptotic standard error of 0.234% for b. This means that,
although in worst case exponential, the number of concepts in this practical
case is O(n3).
7.10 Summary and future research
This chapter presents the software package CONLAB together with some results
obtained with it. It it possible to use this package to parse, generate subexpres-
sions and to compute the concept lattice for collections comparable in size to
the Cranfield collection. Some interesting empiric results were found:
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Figure 7.13: Effect of number of attributes on concept lattice size.
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• Subexpressions of length smaller 3 follow Heaps’ Law, and
• concept lattice size has polynomial O(n3) complexity (in the number of
attributes).
In order to limit concept lattice size and calculation time, future research may
investigate the effect of semantical noise to the resulting concept lattice.
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Part III
Fundaments

Chapter 8
Heaps’ Criterion
8.1 Introduction
There are many models that, given the probability of certain events, try to de-
scribe the probability of a sequence of those events. The most well-known
models that try to connect these probabilities are Zipf’s Law [Zip49] and the
Mandelbrot distribution [Man60].
Zipf’s Law states that, in many practical situations, if the r-th most prob-
able event has probability p, then p · r is (almost) equal for all events. The
Mandelbrot distribution claims this for the expression p · (c + r)θ for some
parameters c and θ. In case of c = 0, the distribution is also referred to as the
generalized Zipf’s Law. Some authors motivate the validity of these laws from
physical phenomena, see for example [Xav99] for Zipf’s Law in the context of
cities. But it is also possible to derive Zipf’s law from a simple statistical model
[Li92].
Probably the best known application of Zipf’s law is from linguistics: Zipf’s
Law can used to describe word frequencies in natural language input. For
example Tolkien’s The Lord of The Rings [Tol65] produces figure 8.1 when we
plot word frequencies against word ranks on a double log scale.
Another (experimental) law of nature is Heaps’ Law [Hea78], which de-
scribes the growth in the number of unique elements (also referred as the num-
ber of records), when elements are drawn from some distribution.
Heaps’ Law states that this number will grow according to αxβ for some
application dependent constants α and β, where 0 < β < 1. In the case of word
occurrences in natural language, Heaps’ Law predicts the vocabulary size from
the size of a text. In figure 8.2 this relationship is presented for The Lord of the
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Figure 8.1: Word frequencies from The Lord of the Rings
Rings together with a fit1 of Heaps’ law for α = 36.7 and β = 0.46.
A lot of (linguistic) research has been done to statistically describe word
distributions. Only the fact that languages are closed (having a finite number
of words) or open has been the source of a lot of discussion. In [Kor02] a good
historic overview is given. Furthermore it contains an argumented claim that
languages are open.
Independently from linguistic backgrounds, this article explores the rela-
tionship between Zipf’s and Heaps’ Law. In the next section we will sum-
marize already achieved results in this area, while section 8.3 will go one step
further and introduces Heaps’ Criterion.
8.2 Relationships
In current literature there are numerous authors writing about the relation
between Zipf’s and Heaps’ Law. Although the all try seem to make the same
point, the exact claim they make varies. In this section we will discuss those
claims, and present them in order of severity.
To describe the claims somewhat formal, we will use the predicatesH and
Z expressing that Heaps’ Law, resp. Zipf’s holds for a certain distribution.
Satisfying Heaps Law means that the vocabulary size can be written as αxβ
1Fit has asymptotic standard error of 0.75% for α and 0.13% for β
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Figure 8.2: Vocabulary growth of The Lord of the Rings
with β between 0 and 1. For satisfying Zipf’s law we demand that the word
frequencies can be computed using c
xθ
. Strictly speaking Zipf’s Law assumes
θ = 1, but we are somewhat liberal here.
8.2.1 Connecting the two Laws
The first claim we present here is the weakest: it doesn’t say anything about
the validity of the two laws, it just claims that if they both hold (for a certain
distribution) their parameters are related:
H ∧ Z =⇒ β = 1
θ
The argumentation taken from [BYN00] is as follows: Heaps’ Law predicts
the vocabulary size in a text of a given size. It is assumed that the frequency of
the least frequent word in this text is Θ(1). As a result, the prediction of this
frequency as obtained by the generalized Zipf’s is also Θ(1). Working out the
details leads to β = 1θ .
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8.2.2 From Zipf’s Law to Heaps’ Law
In [GvLvdW03] a stronger argument is presented. Assuming that a sequence
of events follows the Mandelbrot distribution, Heaps’ Law is derived. So:
Z =⇒ H
This is done by a statistical analysis, leading to a rather intractable recurrence
relation. By applying techniques from complexity theory, and restriction to
first order terms, Heaps’ Law is obtained. It is no surprise that again β = 1θ
shows up in the result.
Onemight wonder which probability distributions lead to Heaps’ Law. The
answer to this question is stronger than the previous two, and is subject of the
next section.
8.3 Heaps’ Criterion
Assume we have a (finite) set of N events, each with it’s own probability (and
are independent from each other). For the sake of convenience let us num-
ber the events from 1 to N in decreasing probability. Furthermore let δ be the
distribution function from N to the interval [0,1] of real numbers that assigns
probabilities to the events. Obviously:
N∑
i=1
δ(i) = 1
Sometimes we like to see that δ is a function taking real numbers, as was it δ′
defines as:
δ′(x) = δ(bx+ 1c)
It is easy to see that: ∫ N
i=1
δ′(i) = 1
With this distribution functionwe generate sequences of events. Let h(n) be
the number of unique encountered events after generating n events. Although
strictly speaking h takes natural numbers, we extend h to real numbers just like
we did before.
The question is, to what criteria δ should conform to let a generation of
sequences satisfy Heaps’ Law?
Heaps’ Law suggests this function has the following form (for suitable con-
stants α en β)
h(x) = αxβ
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Let h−1 be the inverse function of h:
h−1(x) = β
√
x
α
So h−1(x) expresses the number of events we have to process to encounter x
unique ones.
As to be expected, the more unique words we encountered, the longer it
will take to find a new word. We are interested in this progression, so we
define:
∆(x) = h−1(x+ 1)− h−1(x)
So ∆(x) expresses how many words we have to read to find a new one after
already encountering xwords. Obviously:
∆(x) ≈ dh
−1(x)
dx
=
β
√
x
α
βx
(8.1)
Let S(x) be the set of x different events encountered in the event sequence
so far. Define:
P (x) =
∑
s∈S(x)
δ(s)
Now we are able to recalculate∆(x), the number of events we have to pro-
cess to encounter a new event after processing x events. In the given situation
the probability to encounter a new events is 1− P (x) so:
∆(x) =
1
1− P (x) (8.2)
Combining equations (8.1) and (8.2) yields:
β
√
x
α
βx
=
1
1− P (x)
Solving P (x) from this equation gives:
P (x) = 1− βx
β
√
x
α
(8.3)
8.3.1 Approximation
If the distribution function is descending, and x not too small it seems reason-
able to assume S(x) is a rather stable set (containing many the most probable
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events). Then the value P (x) is even more stable. This leads to the idea to
approximating P (x) by summing the x most probable events:
P (x) ≈
∫ x
1
δ(t)dt = δ(x)− δ(1)
Where δ is the primitive function of δ.
Using this approximation for P (x) in (8.3) leads to:
δ(x) = 1− βxα
1
β
x
1
β
+ δ(1)
Theorem 1 (Heaps’ Criterion) In order to satisfy Heaps’ law, the distribution func-
tion δ must conform to:
δ(x) =
α
1
β (1− β)
x
1
β
Like the other derivations we see the exponent of 1β back in the formula. Notice
that α and β are not both free to choose; the distributionfunction still has to
satisfy the constraint that the sum of all probabilities equals 1.
8.4 Validation
This sectionwill experimentally validate the approximationmade in section 8.3.1.
8.4.1 Generating non uniform distributions
In some situations it is practical to generate numbers from a specific interval
with a non-uniform distribution. Since the generation of uniform distributed
numbers from [0, 1] is more common, we first derive a conversion formula.
Assume a distribution function δ for x ∈ [1, N ]with:∫ N
1
δ(x)dx = 1
Let r be a random (uniform distributed) value from [0, 1]. Determine s sat-
isfying the following equation: ∫ s
1
δ(x)dx = r
then s is a random number from [1, N ] distributed according to δ.
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Example
Let δ satisfy Zipf’s Law (with θ = 1):
δ(x) =
c
x
It is easy to see that the constant c (the probability of the most probable event)
is fixed for a given N :
c =
1
ln(N)
Let r be a random value from [0, 1]. Determine swith∫ s
1
c
x
dx = r
solving s yields:
s = e
r
c
ForN = 15, 000we find c ≈ 0.104 and generated a stream of 500,000 events
which leads to figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: Generated event frequencies for N=15,000
To get an idea about the approximation we ran 1000 random streams and
calculated the average probality sum and plotted it against the most likely. The
results are presented in figure 8.4
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Figure 8.4: Validation of lemma
8.5 Conclusion
This chapter discusses the relationship between two experimental laws known
as Heaps’ and Zipf’s Law. Compared to other studies a stronger result is ob-
tained by formulating a criterion that should hold for a probabilty distribution
function in order to satisfy Heaps’ Law. Further research may investigate the
consequences of the approximation of the expected sum of probabilities in or-
der to make an even more precise claim.
Chapter 9
Dualistic Ontologies
9.1 Introduction
To effectively use and share knowledge among AI systems, a formal specific-
ation of the representation of their shared domain of discourse – called an
ontology – is indispensable. In this chapter we demonstrate the role of du-
alistic ontologies in human activities such as searching, in-depth exploration
and browsing.
We start with the introduction of a formal definition of dualistic ontologies,
based on a dual view on the universe of discourse.
Then we relate this formal definition to three different (well known) kinds
of ontologies, based on the vector model, on formal concept analysis and on
fuzzy logic respectively. The vector model leads to concepts derived by latent
semantic indexing using the Singular Value Decomposition. Both the set model
as the fuzzy set model lead to Formal Concept Analysis, in which the fuzzy set
model is equipped with a parameter that controls the fine-grainedness of the
resulting concepts. We discuss the relation between the resulting systems of
concepts.
Finally, we demonstrate the use of this theory by introducing the dual search
engine. We show how this search engine can be employed to support the hu-
man activities addressed above.
9.2 Ontologies
Sharing knowledge is a real challenge when we can not simply rely on some
common underlying body of conceptualization and representation. An onto-
logy is a knowledge structure that describes concepts and their relations. On-
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tologies play an important role in application areas like Artificial Intelligence
and Information Retrieval. In this chapter, we will be focusing on communic-
ation aspects, assuming an information providing and an information request-
ing agent. In the context of Information Retrieval, the information requesting
agent is a human being, referred to as a searcher. The information providing
agent will be referred to as a search engine in this chapter. This does not mean
that the application of dualistic ontologies is restricted to human agents. The
formal description of this theory makes it generally applicable to agents.
In order to express an information need, a searcher could show an example
of a relevant information object (or, document). But a searcher may also be
capable to formulate the information need by a combination of search terms.
In practice, searchers find it difficult to provide a proper query formulation,
but have no problems in recognizing a document as being relevant. Ontolo-
gies usually provide a knowledge structure on the level of search terms, while
searchers would benefit from a conceptualization materialized by information
objects.
From a general point of view, the information retrieval problem may be
seen as a semantics transformation problem. We assume a searcher has some
mental model of the world. It is within this model that a searcher is aware of
a knowledge gap. The searcher will try to find information objects that help
the searcher to fill this gap. Unfortunately, information objects are not easy to
find. In order to facilitate finding information objects, a typical solution is to
construct a catalogue which offers the searcher the opportunity to have a more
directed avenue for search.
Description 1 Description 2
Universe of Discourse
Recognize 2Recognize 1
Figure 9.1: Different models of real world
Traditionally (see [SM83]),
Information Retrieval
systems try to re-
late a set of descriptors
(or terms) with a
set of information
objects (or docu-
ments). Since single
terms have only
limited descript-
ive power, Inform-
ation Retrieval sys-
tems allow indi-
vidual terms to
be combined into
bigger semantical units. These units as referred to as intentional objects. How
terms are combined to form intentional objects depends on the actual Inform-
ation Retrieval system. Likewise, a combination of documents will be called
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an extensional object. We will call an Information Retrieval system dual if it can
transform intensional objects into extensional objects, and vice versa. In gen-
eral, we will use the term dualistic system. To demonstrate the look and feel of
a realistic system, we present Duality (see figure 9.2).
An example of an intentional object is a query while an example of a ex-
tensional object is the outcome of search. We will use the terms query and
search result as alternative terms for intentional and extensional objects respect-
ively. Being a combination of terms, intentional objects can be used to capture
the meaning of a document, while extensional objects (being a combination of
documents) can be used to capture the meaning of a terms. As such, a dualistic
system may be seen as a mutual semantics assigning system.
Figure 9.2: Initial query
In this chapter, we fo-
cus on dualistic systems. In
section 9.3 we show how
different views on the real
world can be combined to
recognize concepts as se-
mantical fixed points. We
provide a formal definition
and discuss some proper-
ties. In section 9.4 we fo-
cus on the interpretation
of concepts in the context
of the vector model, and
find a relation with the lat-
ent semantical indexing ap-
proach ([DDL+90]). This
approach is based on the
singular value decomposi-
tion, usually applied when
noise removal is an issue.
In section 9.5 we study concepts in the set model, and find the relation with
formal concept analysis ([GW96]). This approach is very fine-grained, and can
be used to find a needle in the haystack. In section 9.6 the fuzzy set model and
fuzzy logic are the basis the formal concept approach is generalized, to cover
some degree of uncertainty. This degree is a parameter steering the trade-off
between granularity and (computational) complexity. In section 9.7 we apply
this general theory by introducing the dual search engine Duality, and show
the validity of the approach taken in this chapter. Finally, in section 9.8 we
present some conclusions.
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9.3 Dualistic systems
Consider a dualistic system as described in the previous section. Let I be its set
of intentional objects and E its set of extensional objects. We assume an equi-
valence relation ≡i for comparing intentional objects expressing their similar-
ity, and its counterpart ≡e on extensional objects (we will leave out the indices
when no confusion is likely to occur). The motivation to introduce similarity
relations is to be able to handle for example equivalences that originate from
syntactic variety in queries.
9.3.1 The model
Intentional and extensional objects are assigned a meaning in terms of each
other. The function match : I → E interprets intentional objects in terms of
extensional objects, the function index : E → I does it the opposite way (see
figure 9.3.1). We assume the assignment of meaning to be closed under simil-
arity:
DS 1. Similar queries yield a similar query result:
q1 ≡i q2 =⇒ match(q1) ≡e match(q2)
DS 2. Similar collections have a similar description:
d1 ≡e d2 =⇒ index(d1) ≡i index(d2)
These requirements are referred to as the similarity closure assumptions. The
resulting dualistic system is denoted as
〈〈I,≡i〉 , 〈E ,≡e〉 ,match, index〉
We do not make any special assumptions on the relation between the functions
match and index governing their interaction.
9.3.2 Proto-concepts
The meaning assigning functions match and index are not assumed to be in-
verse to each other. As a consequence, mutual sharing of meaning is a special
property. One might wonder what objects are invariant under mirroring, i.e.
the subsequent application of index and match in either order. We introduce
proto-concepts as objects that have a similar mirror:
Qpc = {q | index(match(q)) ≡i q} query proto-concepts
Dpc = {d | match(index(d)) ≡e d} search result proto-concepts
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index
Intensional objects Extensional objects
match
Figure 9.3: A dualistic system
The functionsmatch and index can be restricted and seen asmappings between
these setsQpc and Dpc of proto-concepts:
Lemma 17
1. q ∈ Qpc =⇒ match(q) ∈ Dpc
2. d ∈ Dpc =⇒ index(d) ∈ Qpc
Furthermore, as a direct consequence of the similarity closure assumptions,
this restricted functions respect similarity:
Lemma 18
1. q ∈ Qpc ∧ q ≡i q′ =⇒ q′ ∈ Qpc
2. d ∈ Dpc ∧ d ≡e d′ =⇒ d′ ∈ Dpc
9.3.3 Abstracting from variation
The similarity relations on intentional and extensional objects may be seen as a
relation dealing with the variation that is offered by the underlying description
mechanism. In this subsection we abstract from these variations.
It is easily verified that the restriction of the relation ≡i to Qpc still is an
equivalence relation. Let Qc = Qpc\ ≡i be the corresponding set of equival-
ence classes. The equivalence class containing q is denoted as [q]i. The same
holds for the restriction of ≡e to Dpc. The set Dc is introduced analogously,
[d]e will denote equivalence class of d ∈ Dpc.
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The functions m : Qc → Dc and i : Dc → Qc are the generalizations of the
restricted versions of match and index over equivalence classes. Let qc ∈ Qc
be some equivalence class from Qpc\ ≡i thenm(qc) is obtained by taking any
q from class qc, and taking the equivalence class containing match(q). As a
result of lemma 17 we have match(q) ∈ Dpc. As a consequence of lemma 18
the resulting class does not depend on the actual q taken from qc. The function
i is introduced analogously:
m(qc) = [match(q)]e for q ∈ qc
i(dc) = [index(d)]i for d ∈ dc
This brings us to a main result of this chapter:
Theorem 2 The functionsm and i are inverse functions.
Proof:
1. Assume qc ∈ Qc, and let q ∈ qc. As q ∈ Qpc, we conclude
index(match(q)) ≡i q, and thus qc = [index(match(q))]i. Consequently,
i(m(qc)) = qc.
2. Assume dc ∈ Dc, and let d ∈ dc. As d ∈ Dpc, we conclude
match(index(d)) ≡e d, and thus dc = [match(index(d))]e. Consequently,
m(i(dc)) = dc. ¦
9.3.4 Concepts
As we are looking in a dualistic system for sharing of meaning, we concentrate
on combinations of intentional and extensional objects. Symmetry in mutual
meaning assignment for such combinations is a central issue in text and data
mining environments. Such combinations are referred to as concepts.
Definition 19
A pair (qc, dc) is called a concept if: m(qc) = dc ∧ i(dc) = qc
Let C be the set of concepts, then the following is a direct consequence of the-
orem 2:
Theorem 3 C = {(qc,m(qc)) | qc ∈ Qc} = {(i(dc), dc) | dc ∈ Dc}
Concepts consist of an intentional and an extensional part. Concepts may be
ordered by the knowledge they reflect, as represented both by their intention
and extension. We will not further elaborate on this ordering of concepts, as
such an ordering will become meaningful only is some further properties are
assumed on the interaction between the functions index andmatch.
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9.3.5 Descriptor approximation
An interesting operator is the approximation of intentional or extensional ob-
jects. Let d be some extensional object. Then d is described by intentional
object index(d). It is possible, however, that no intentional object can produce
this meaning, or: ∀
q
[match(q) 6= d]. The question then is what descriptors are
good approximations of the contents of this query result. We call an intentional
object q an approximation of query result d if the materialization match(q) of
this descriptor has the same (intentional) meaning as query result d.
Definition 20
The set Approx(d) of approximations of extensional object d is defined by:
Approxe(d) = {q | index(match(q)) ≡i index(d)}
Analogously we can introduce the approximations of a descriptor q:
Definition 21
The set Approx(q) of approximations of extensional object d is defined by:
Approxi(q) = {d | match(index(d)) ≡e match(q)}
Approximations are an important feature in the dualistic system. If a searcher
would offer a query result as a typical specimen of the information need. Ap-
proximations of this query result can be used as a starting point during the
process of Query by Navigation, supporting the searcher in finding a proper
formulation of the information need.
Lemma 19
If query result d and query q are approximations of each other, then
([index(d)]i, [match(q)]e) is a concept.
Proof:
Suppose query result d and query q are approximations of each other, or:
index(match(q)) ≡i index(d) andmatch(index(d)) ≡e match(q). Then
match(q) ∈ Dpc and index(d) ∈ Qpc are easily verified. The result then
follows from theorem 3. ¦
9.3.6 Application
The following sections show how different IR models, the vector model, the
set model and the fuzzy model use this observation and basically follow the
same line of reasoning. However, the resulting conceptual view is of a rather
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different nature. In the vector model, the focus is on finding a minimal set
of concepts spanning the conceptual space available in a document collection.
With each concept a value is associated that describes the relevancy of that
concept in the collection. This provides the opportunity to eliminate concepts
that are a consequence of semantical noise. The set model results in a much
more refined look, trying to give a complete view on the concepts in the col-
lection, providing an ontology that describes the nature of concepts in terms
of generality. This conceptual view will usually be much larger than the con-
ceptual view obtained by the vector model. However, in cases likes looking
for a needle in the haystack, the searcher actually may be looking for rare in-
formation that would be interpreted as noise in the vector model approach.
The fuzzy model provides the opportunity to balance between granularity and
cost of computation.
9.4 The vector model
Assume a set D of documents and a set T of terms, and an aboutness function
A : D × T → [0, 1]. This function A is usually represented as a matrix. The
value Ad,t describes the degree in which document d is about term t.
In the vector model intentional objects are linear combinations of terms,
referred to as document vectors. On the other hand, extensional objects are
seen as a linear combination of documents. As a consequence, both intentional
and extensional objects are seen as vectors. The equivalence relations ≡1 and
≡e are straightforward: two vectors are considered to be equivalent if they are
a (positive) linear combination of each other:
x ≡ y ⇐⇒ ∃
λ>0
[x = λy]
One might say that x and y cover the same topic, but only differ in degree of
intensity, which is expressed by the scalar λ.
The functionsmatch and its dual functionmatch are defined as follows:
match(q) = Aq
index(d) = AT d
These functions satisfy the similarity closure assumptions:
Lemma 20
1. q1 ≡i q2 =⇒ match(q1) ≡e match(q2)
2. d1 ≡e d2 =⇒ index(d1) ≡i index(d2)
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Proof:
1. Suppose q1 ≡i q2, then q1 = λq2 for some λ > 0. Consequently:
match(q1) = Aq1 = λAq2 = λmatch(q2)
and thusmatch(q1) ≡e match(q2)
2. Analogously.
¦
T
T
Term space
d
d − Aq
Aq
m
1
Figure 9.4: Projecting an extensional object onto term space
A value λ such that Aq = λd and AT d = λq for non-zero vectors q and d, is
called a singular value of matrix A. The vectors d and q are called left-singular
and right-singular values for λ, respectively. Invariance under subsequent ap-
plication of match and index leads to the eigenvectors of ATA and AAT re-
spectively:
Lemma 21
1. Qpc =
{
q | ∃
λ>0
[
ATAq = λq
]}
2. Dpc =
{
d | ∃
λ>0
[
AAT d = λd
]}
Finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofATA for a given matrixA is called
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). This approach, well known as Latent Se-
mantic Indexing in IR research ([DDL+90], [BDO95]), is commonly used to sort
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out noise and relevant data. The idea behind this decomposition is that eigen-
vectors with relatively small eigenvalues can be eliminated (set to 0) without
essentially disturbing the relevant data.
The singular value decomposition of a square matrix An (note that in our
case ATA is square) results in the following decomposition:
An = U
(
Xr,r 0
0 0
)
V T
Where:
• U is the matrix of left singular vectors, UUT = UTU = 1
• X is a diagonal matrix containing of the roots of the eigenvalues, r is the
rank of ATA.
• V is the matrix of right singular vectors, V V T = V TV = 1
The set Approx(d) of approximations of extensional object d is described by:
Approx(d) =
{
q | ATAq = AT d}
In terms of linear algebra, the vector q is the best solution of the equation Aq ≈
d. Being the best solution means that (see figure 9.4) d − Aq is orthogonal on
the image space of A (the term space), i.e., AT (d−Aq) = 0. This optimal query
q thus is the solution of the equation ATAq = AT d. As a consequence, the set
Approx(d) consists of the projection from d onto term space.
9.5 The set model
9.5.1 Formal Concept Analysis
Assume a set D of documents and a set T of terms, and assume a relation ∼ ⊆
T ×D. We write t ∼ d to denote that term t describes document d. For example,
t ∼ d ⇐⇒ Ad,t > 0. The tuple (I, E ,∼) is called a formal context (see [GW96]).
It will be convenient to overload the similarity relation as follows:
t ∼ D ≡ ∀
d∈D
[t ∼ d]
Q ∼ d ≡ ∀
t∈Q
[t ∼ d]
Q ∼ D ≡ ∀
t∈Q,d∈D
[t ∼ d]
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While the vector model uses vectors as a grouping mechanism, the set
model uses sets for this purpose. In the set model, intentional objects thus
are sets of terms, while extensional objects are sets of documents. Like before,
intentional objects represent both queries and document meaning, while ex-
tensional objects represent the outcome of a search, or describe the meaning of
a term. Similarity on intentional and extensional objects is introduced as set
equivalence:
x ≡ y ⇐⇒ x = y
The function index is introduced as the left-polar function:
index(D) = {t ∈ T | t ∼ D}
The functionmatch corresponds to the right-polar function:
match(Q) = {d ∈ D | Q ∼ d}
Due to the simplicity of the similarity relation for both intentional and exten-
sional objects, the similarity closure assumptions DS1 and DS2 are trivially sat-
isfied. Notice that index and match form a Galois connection, a pair of reverse
order functions between two partially ordered sets.
Note the special similarity relation implies that the set Qpc and Qc are iso-
morph, as is the case withDpc andDc.
Before further focusing on the nature of concepts in this case, we summar-
ize some properties that will be needed (for proofs, see [GvdW02]. The polar
functions introduce mutuality between documents and terms.
Lemma 22
1. ComAttrD ∼ D
2. Q ∼ ComAttrQ
Both polar functions are non-increasing functions as larger sets have more re-
strictions for sharing than smaller sets: the larger a set, the less the elements
have in common.
Lemma 23
1. D1 ⊆ D2 =⇒ ComAttrD1 ⊇ ComAttrD2
2. Q1 ⊆ Q2 =⇒ ComDocsQ1 ⊇ ComDocsQ2
Mutual sharing of meaning between documents and attributes is a special case.
First we provide a better characterization of this situation. In the next section,
mutual sharing of meaning will be the basis for the introduction of concepts.
Lemma 24
A ∼ D ⇐⇒ D ⊆ ComDocsA⇐⇒ A ⊆ ComAttrD
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The polar functions can be decomposed in terms of elementary set operations.
The following property shows how these operations distribute over the polar
functions.
Lemma 25
1. index(D1 ∪D2) = ComAttrD1 ∩ ComAttrD2
2. match(A1 ∪A2) = ComDocsA1 ∩ ComDocsA2
Both document class and term class are extensions of their argument set:
Lemma 26
1. D ⊆ DocsClassD
2. A ⊆ AttrClassA
After these properties we return to the sets Qpc and Dpc. From each starting
point, these sets are encountered after one step:
Lemma 27
1. match(q) ∈ Dpc
2. index(d) ∈ Qpc
Proof:
We will only prove the first statement, the second is proven analogously.
From lemma 26.2 we conclude A ⊆ AttrClassA, and thus by lemma 23 we get:
ComDocsA ⊇ ComDocsAttrClassA.
On the other hand, using lemma 26.1, substituting D by ComDocsA, we get:
ComDocsA ⊆DocsClassComDocsA.
As a consequence: ComDocsComAttrComDocsA = ComDocsA. ¦
The set Approx(d) of approximations of extensional object d has been intro-
duced as:
Approx(d) = {q | index(match(q)) = index(d)}
Let index(match(q)) = index(d), then alsomatch(index(match(q))) = match(q) =
match(index(d)) So Approx(d) is the set containing the intentional object that
approximates to the concept determined by intentional object index(d).
9.6 The fuzzy set model
In this section we consider a fuzzymodel for information retrieval based on the
construction of a fuzzy formal context. The basis for interpreting Information
Retrieval in terms of many-valued logics is the introduction of a fuzzy implic-
ation. In [vR86] a non classical logic is proposed for information retrieval (see
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also [Cv95]). We will use →f as a generic symbol for fuzzy implementation.
Fuzzy implementation is seen as a function with signature [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ [0, 1].
a →f b indicates how certain we are over the validity of the implication given
how certain we are over its arguments (a and b respectively). Fuzzy logic
provides a logics of vagueness ([HGE96]). Fuzzy logics may be based on a
conjunction operator t(x, y) and an implication operator i(x, y). They form an
adjoint couple if z ≤ i(x, y)⇐⇒ t(x, y) ≤ y. There are three main variants:
1. Łukasiewicz’ logic
x&y = max(0, x+ y − 1)
x→Ł y = min(1, 1− x+ y)
2. Go¨del’s logic
x ∧ y = min(x, y)
x→G y = (x ≤ y → 1; y)
3. product logic
x¯ y = xy
x→P y = (x ≤ y → 1; y/x)
In these logic’s, the constants true and false correspond to 1 and 0 respectively.
As in the set model, we assume a set D of documents and a set T of terms. The
aboutness relation is seen as a fuzzy relation, i.e., for each document d and term
t the Ad,t describes the degree in which document d is supposed to be about
term t. This fuzzy relation may be identified with the aboutness matrix from
the vector model.
In our fuzzy model for Information Retrieval, an intentional object is a
fuzzy set over terms T, while an extensional object is a fuzzy set of documents
D. Intentional and extensional objects are similar when they are equal. The
similarity closure assumptions thus obviously are satisfied.
Indexing a set of documents can be seen as finding for each term the de-
gree in which this term is implied by the (fuzzy) collection being indexed. The
result of indexing is an intentional object, or a fuzzy set of terms. This may be
expressed as:
index(D) = λt∈T [∧d [D(d)→f Ad,t]]
During matching it is determined to what degree documents are implied by
the query. The result is an extensional object, or a fuzzy document set.
match(T ) = λd∈D [∧t [T (t)→f Ad,t]]
Small certainty may originate from noise. A threshold θ is introduced for the
recognition of noise. Scoring above this thresholdmeans acceptance, otherwise
the statement is believed to be invalid. In [EJA+04] this is effectuated by:
matchθ(T ) = λd∈D [∧t [T (t)→f Ad,t ≥ θ]]
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where the outcome of the comparison operator is to be interpreted using the
identities: true=1 and false=0. As a consequence, the result matchθ(T ) is a set
of documents.
Using Go¨del’s logic, the index operator is further elaborated as follows:
index(D) = λt∈T [∧d [D(d)→G Ad,t]]
= λt∈T
[
min
d
(D(d) ≤ Ad,t → 1; Ad,t)
]
= (in case D is a crisp set) λt [mind∈D Ad,t]
So it seems reasonable to restrict extensional objects to sets of documents. For
the match operator we get:
matchθ(T ) = λd∈D [∧t [T (t)→G Ad,t ≥ θ]]
= λd∈D
[
min
t
(T (t)→G Ad,t ≥ θ → 1; 0)
]
= λd∈D
[
min
t
(Ad,t ≥ min(T (t), θ)→ 1; 0)
]
Thusmatchθ corresponds to the (crisp) set {d | Ad,t < T (t) =⇒ Ad,t < θ}. So
documents should satisfy sufficient information on each term, except if the
term is noise in that document. Note that a drawback of this approach is that
documents with noisy terms only, will be retrieved.
In [EJA+04] a hybrid approach for matching is taken. The conjunction op-
erator is defined as in Go¨del’s logic, while the implication is substantiated ac-
cording to Łukasiewicz’ logic. The matching operator then is elaborated as
follows:
matchθ(T ) = λd∈D [∧t [T (t)→Ł Ad,t ≥ θ]]
= λd∈D
[
min
t
(min(1, 1− T (t) +Ad,t) ≥ θ)
]
Thus in this case,matchθ corresponds to the (crisp) set{
d | ∀
t
[Ad,t < T (t) =⇒ (T (t)−Ad,t) ≤ 1− θ]
}
So if a document would fail the requested supply of some term, then the term
shortage for this document should be limited by 1− θ.
First we note the special case θ = 1. In that case the limit for term shortage
is so strict that uniform term supply is requested:
match1 =
{
d | ∀
t
[Ad,t ≥ T (t)]
}
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Figure 9.5: Granularity of concepts
Lemma 28
For θ = 1 the fuzzy set model is equivalent to the set model
Proof:
For the formal concept we have: t ∼ d⇐⇒ Ad,t > 0. If we assume
Ad,t ∈ {0, 1}, then Ad,t ≥ T (t) is equivalent with Ad,t = 1, and therefore with
t ∼ d. ¦
For the case θ = 0 all documents will pass the membership test to match the
query. The resulting concept lattice thus will contain only 1 concept. The noise
threshold may be used to take a position in between. For example, if small
variation is not likely to be a consequence of noise, then θ could be chosen
near to 1. If a limited number of concepts is required, then a smaller value
should be taken for the noise threshold. In figure 9.5 we see how for an example
document collection the number of concepts depends on the noise threshold.
Note that the figure suggests an almost linear dependency on a logarithmic
scale.
The set Approx(D) of approximations of extensional object D has been in-
troduced as:
Approx(D) = {Q | index(match(Q)) = index(D)}
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Let Q be some query, then the associated query result reflects the degree in
which the documents support the query. If this query result :
index(match(Q)) = λt [∧d [∧t [Q(t)→f Ad,t]→f Ad,t]]
The condition index(match(Q)) = index(D) thus is formulated as:
∧d [∧t [Q(t)→f Ad,t]→f Ad,t] = ∧d [D(d)→f Ad,t]
This expression may be further simplified using the rules of the underlying
logic.
9.7 The dual search engine
In this section we show how dualistic systems may be employed in practice
to support information retrieval. We will describe a search engine based on
dualistic system technology. The resulting search engine is called a dual search
engine. This engine is capable of processing two kinds of request:
Matcher
Indexerdocs
extent
query
intent
op
op
display
display
enter
enter
Hyperindex
Hyperbase
Figure 9.6: Dual search engine architecture
Q 1. after entering a query q, the engine evaluates the search result match(q).
This will produce the conventional list of documents, ordered by relev-
ancy.
Q 2. after entering a weighted set d of documents, the engine will produce a
common desciption by evaluating index(d). This will produce a list of
terms, ordered by their weight.
Furthermore, the dual search engine makes it possible to further elaborate on
the results obtained:
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R 1. The result r of an match-operation may be combined with a new query q
into q Op r. This combination then is evaluated by the dual search engine,
producingmatch(q Op r).
R 2. The result r of an index-operation may be combined with a newweighted
set of documents d into d Op r. This combination then is evaluated by the
dual search engine, producing index(d Op r).
The architecture of the dual search engine is displayed in figure 9.7. Note
that this architecture has a clear resemblance with the stratified architecture
([BvdW92a]), as this architecture also has a separation in a hyperindex and a
hyperbase. The contrast to the stratified architecture is that the primary fo-
cus of the stratified architecture is the support of Query by Navigation. The
focus of the dual search engine is on exploiting the ability to switch between
hyperbase and hyperindex
The dual search engine may be employed in several ways.
Query by example A searcher may offer the dual search engine a document d
that is very much alike the kind of documents wanted. The dual search
engine determines these documents by evaluatingmatch(index({d})).
The searcher may also use this for relevance feedback, by selecting a rel-
evant subset from the initial query result.
Document contents Offering a document (or a set of documents) to the dual
search engine may also be done in order to get an impression of its con-
tents.
Coverage After entering a query q, the dual search engine evaluatesmatch({q}).
After inspecting some document d, the searcher might conclude a partial
satisfaction of the information need. This can be done by requesting the
dual search engine to extract the characterization index({d}) from the
original query q, leading to a new query for evaluation.
9.7.1 A sample session
We now demonstrate how a searcher may perform a search using the dual
search engine Duality. The results are calculated by the BRIGHT system, an
generic tool for experimental Information Retrieval research [GvdW04c]. The
underlying collection is the Cranfield Collection [Cle67].
Query by Example
Suppose a searcher wants to know about problems associated with high speed
aircraft. As an initial attempt the query ’high speed aircraft’ is entered into the
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search engine (figure 9.2) which produces a classical ranked list of documents
(see figure 9.7). Notice that the output of the search engine has two different
panels, one called the Intentional View containing the (weighted) entered query
keywords, and one called the Extensional View which shows the set of ranked
documents.
After inspecting the document titles and excerpts of the top 10 ranked doc-
uments, the searcher assesses the 4th document (d12) to be relevant, and selects
the document’s checkbox. Since the selected document covers the desired topic
Figure 9.7: Ranked list
area, the user decides to use ’Query by Example’. This is done in two steps: first
the corresponding Intentional object is created by pressing the index button
(the button marked with the symbol >). This will update the Intentional View
panel and shows a new list of weighted terms. The second step is to update
the Extensional View panel using these new terms. This is done by pressing
the match button (the button marked with the symbol <). The result, depic-
ted in figure 9.8, shows the new list of documents. Since this query is part of
the Cranfield Collection, and therefore accompanied by relevance judgements,
we can calculate the performance of the retrieval result. Not surprisingly, the
performance improves drastically (see figure 9.9). Note that, in contrast to the
example, more than one document can be selected when performing Query by
Example.
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Figure 9.8: Query by example
Coverage
In the previous example a document selection is used to create a new set of ter-
minals, which is directly used as input to a subsequent match call; the original
query terminals are replaced by the new ones. Duality offers the possibility
to do more than that: in some cases we don’t want the old terminal set to be
replaced (Op =). So two simple operators are implemented allowing the user
to add (Op +) or subtract (Op –) the index or match result to the current set.
Another possibility is to modify the resulting terminal list before invoking the
index function: the searcher might add or penalize terminals.
These operators can be used to disambiguate the original query: for ex-
ample a query about operating systems returns pages about Linux which we
want to ignore. Or when our information need is already partly covered, and
we are looking for additional (new, residual) information.
Note that after selecting a relevant document, and invoking index with Op
+ followed by a match is equivalent to applying the standard Rocchio tech-
nique for relevance feedback (see for example [BYRN99]).
Crossing the boundary
We will conclude this example section by showing the benefits of combining
two dualistic ontologies: we will show how the vectorspace model and the
fuzzy model can be combined to yield one powerful search tool.
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Figure 9.9: Retrieval performance
Suppose a searcher as an information need described as query 173 of the Cran-
field collection:
References on Lyapunov’s method on the stability of linear differential
equations with periodic coefficients.
From the relevance judgement we know that there are only 3 relevant docu-
ments in the collection. Assume that during (vectorspace based) browsing the
searcher finds the relevant document d532. Instead of using Query by Example
or Relevance Feedback, the searcher decides to switch to the fuzzy concept
model1. Using the approximation function Duality presents the fuzzy concept
containing d532 with its fuzzy terminal set. One of the extra features of the
conceptual model is that the concepts are ordered. This enables the user to nav-
igate to related concepts (Query by Navigation). As shown in figure 9.10 the
searcher can beam down to the bottom concept of the lattice or beam up to 3
different superconcepts. After inspecting the terminals presented by the con-
cepts, the searcher decides to beam up to the concept containing both d532 and
367 (which happen to be both relevant). The process of beaming up increases
the extension, and reduces the intention. This is clear when we look at the res-
ult (figure 9.11): the list of terminals is shorter since it covers two documents.
In this new fuzzy concept the searcher can beam up to the top concept of the
lattice, beam down back to the concept containing only d532, or beam down to
1The used fuzzy concept lattices is generated with threshold 0.775 and contains 993 concepts
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Figure 9.10: Switching to fuzzy concept model
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the concept of document d367. If the searcher switches back to the vectorspace
model, doing a Query by Example of the two found documents, he will get a
ranked document list as extension, with the three relevant documents ranked
1, 2 and 3.
Figure 9.11: Beaming up
9.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have introduced the concept of dualistic ontologies, dis-
cussed properties of such ontologies, and related them to some well-known
retrieval models. In order to demonstrate their usefulness, dual search engines
were introduced and illustrated by a sample session of the dual search engine
Duality.
Further investigations might consider the question of how the combination
of several dualistic ontologies may offer further opportunities for searchers to
improve their retrieval efefctiveness.
Part IV
Validation

Chapter 10
Effectiveness of Index
Expressions
What would you do if my heart was torn in two
More than words to show you feel
That your love for me is real
What would you say if I took those words away
Then you couldn’t make things new
Just by saying I love you
More than words – Extreme
This chapter has been published as [GvdW04b].
10.1 Introduction
The quest for improving retrieval performance has led to the deployment of
larger syntactical units than just plain words. This chapter presents a retrieval
experiment that compares the effectiveness of two unsupervised languagemod-
els which generate terms that exceed the word boundary. In particular, this
chapter tries to show that index expressions provide, beside their navigational
properties, a good way to capture the semantics of inter-word relations and by
doing so, form an adequate base for information retrieval applications. The
success of single-word content descriptors in document retrieval systems is
both astonishing and comprehensible. Single-word descriptors are expressive,
have a concise meaning and are easy to find1. This explains the success of word
1This might be true for the English language, but for some Asian languages (for example
Chinese and Vietnamese) the picture is less clear
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based retrieval systems. Even nowadays, modern internet search engines like
Google use complicated ranking systems and provide boolean query formula-
tion, yet are in principle still word based.
The employment of larger syntactical units than merely words for Inform-
ation Retrieval purposes started in the late sixties [Cle67], but still do not seem
to yield the expected success. There are several non-trivial problems which
need to be solved in order to effectively make use of multi-word descriptors:
• the introduction of multi-word descriptors boosts precision, but hurts re-
call.
• themanner of weighting is not obvious, especially in comparison to single-
word descriptors which react suitably to standard statistically motivated
weighting schemes (such as term frequency/inverse document frequency).
• it is not easy to find distant, semantically related, multi-word descriptors.
The great success of the present statistical techniques combinedwith such “shal-
low linguistic techniques”[SJ98] has compelled the idea that deep linguistics is
not worth the effort. However, advancements in natural language processing,
and the ability to automatically detect related words [Gro01, KS98] justifies
reevaluation.
This chapter attempts to compare the effectiveness of several languagemod-
els capable of the unsupervised generation of multi-word descriptors. A com-
parison is made between standard single-word retrieval results, word n-grams
and index expressions.
10.2 Method
10.2.1 Measuring retrieval performance
To compare the linguistic models we use standard precision figures measured
on 11 different recall values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, and on the 3 recall values
0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. Subsequently these values are averaged over all queries.
SMART and BRIGHT
The SMART system, developed by Salton [Sal71a], played a significant role
in experimental Information Retrieval research. This vector space based tool
offers the capability to measure and compare the effect of various weighting
schemes and elementary linguistic techniques, such as stopword removal and
stemming.
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It became apparent that extending SMART to the specific needs of modern
Information Retrieval research would be rather challenging. The lack of doc-
umentation and the style of coding complicates the extension of the system
in non-trivial ways. These arguments invoked the decision to redesign this
valuable system, preserving its semantic behavior, but written using modern
extendible object oriented methods. The resulting system, BRIGHT, has been
used in the retrieval experiments presented in this chapter.
Inside BRIGHT
In contrast to SMART, the BRIGHT system consists of two distinguishable com-
ponents: the collection specific parser and the retrieval engine. The communic-
ation between the constituents is realized by an intermediate statistical collec-
tion representation. SMART’s capability to specify the input structure, and thus
parameterizing the global parser, has been eliminated. Though resulting in the
construction of a parser for each new collection2, it provides the flexibility of
testing elaborated linguistic techniques.
The architecture of BRIGHT is shown in Figure 10.1.
Retrieval
Parser
Language
module
Intermediate
statistical
collection
representation
Reweighting
Matcher
Retrieval EngineCollection Specific Parser
Judgements
Queries
Documents
results
Figure 10.1: The BRIGHT architecture
2Thanks to the object oriented structure of existing BRIGHT parsers, a parser rewrite is relatively
easy.
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Test collections
The principal test collection used in this chapter is the Cranfield test collection
[Cle67], a small standard collection of 1398 technical scientific abstracts3. The
collection is accompanied by a rather large set of 225 queries along with human
assessed relevance judgments. It consists of approximately 14,000 lines of text,
and contains almost 250,000 words of which 15,000 unique.
To show that the approach presented is feasible, we tested our findings on
the Associated Press newswire collection, part of the TREC dataset. This collec-
tion is approximately 800Mb big, containing 250,000 documents and 50 quer-
ies. It consists of more than 100,000,000 words of which 300,000 unique.
Baseline
The retrieval results of the distinct models will be compared to the standard
multiset model, without the use of a special weighting scheme (simply cosine
normalization). This baseline will be referred to as nnc equivalent to SMART’s
notation for this particular weighting. The justification for not usingmore elab-
orated weighting methods is twofold:
• statistically motivated weighting schemes may mask the linguistic issues
• the purpose of the experiment is to compare different models, not tomax-
imize (tune) retrieval results
Although one of the language models outperforms term frequency/inverse
document frequency weighting (atc), this is of less importance regarding the
scope of this chapter.
10.2.2 Beyond the word boundary
Akey issue in Information Retrieval is to find an efficient and effectivemechan-
ism to automatically derive a document representation that describes its con-
tents. The most successful approach thus far is to employ statistics of indi-
vidual words, ignoring all of the structure within the document (the multiset
model). Obviously indexing is not necessarily limited to words. The use of
larger (syntactical) units has been the subject of research for many years. The
benefit is clear: larger units allow more detailed (specific) indexes and are a
way to raise precision. On the other hand, the rare occurrences of these units
will hurt recall. We describe two indexingmodels that exceed the word bound-
ary, namely word n-grams and index expressions and compare their retrieval per-
formance using BRIGHT
3The abstracts are numbered 1 to 1400. Abstracts 471 and 995 are missing.
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Word n-grams
The word n-gram model tries to capture inter-word relations by simply denot-
ing the words as ordered pairs, triples etc. In effect, the n-gram model extends
the multiset model with sequences of (at most n) consecutive words in the or-
der which they appear in the text. Consider the following document excerpt:
An experimental study of a wing in a propeller slipstream was
made in order to determine the spanwise distribution of the lift in-
crease due to slipstream at different angles of attack of the wing and
at different free stream to slipstream velocity ratios.
The 2-gram model will add, besides each word individually, the descriptor
’propeller slipstream’ which is obviously meaningful. The model is rather impre-
cise however, since adding the descriptor ’and at’ will probably not contribute
to retrieval performance. Some researchers therefore only add n-grams consist-
ing of non-stopwords, or consider an n-gram only worthwhile if it has a (fixed)
frequency in the collection.
Index expressions
As already shown before, simply using sequences of words for indexing pur-
poses has some drawbacks:
• Sequential words are not necessarily semantically related.
• Sometimes words are semantically related, but are not sequential.
It seems plausible to look for combinations of words that are semantically re-
lated. In [Gro01] an algorithm is presentedwhich is capable of finding relations
between words in natural language text. These relations form a hierarchical
structure that is represented by index expressions.
Index expressions extend term phrases which can be seen as a way tomodel
the relationships between terms. In this light, index expressions can be seen
as an approximation of the rich concept of noun (and verb) phrases. Their
philosophical basis stems from Farradane’s relational indexing [Far80a, Far80b].
Farradane projected the idea that a considerable amount of the meaning in
information objects is denoted in the relationships between the terms.
Language of index expressions
Let T be a set of terms and C a set of connectors. The language of index ex-
pressions is defined over the alphabet Σ = T ∪ C ∪ {(,)} using structural
induction:
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(i) t is an index expression (for t ∈ T ).
(ii) e1 ◦ c(e2) is an index expression (for index expressions e1, e2 and c ∈ C).
In this definition, the ◦ operator denotes string concatenation. If there are no
means for confusion, we omit the parentheses when writing down index ex-
pressions.
The structural properties of these expressions provide special opportunities
to support a searcher in formulating their information need in terms of a (in-
formation system dependent) query. The resulting mechanism is called Query
by Navigation [BvdW92a]. In [GvdW02] this mechanism is described from a
semantical point of view. By employing the relation between terms and doc-
uments, concepts are derived which are used as navigational pivots during
Query by Navigation. Index expressions have been motivated and validated
of their potential to support interactive query formulation, without assuming
that the searcher is familiar with the collection. The rationale of the approach
is that a searcher may not be able to formulate the information need, but is well
capable of recognizing the relevance of a formulation.
Consider the following input sentence:
The report describes an investigation into the design of minimum
drag tip fins by lifting line theory.
The corresponding parsed index expression is:
describe SUB (report IS (the)) OBJ (investigation IS (an)
INTO (design IS (the) OF (fin IS (tip IS (drag)) IS (minimum))))
BY (theory IS (line IS (lifting)))
whose structure is visualized in figure 10.2. Note that in this index expression,
the verb-subject and verb-object relations are represented by the SUB and OBJ
connectors, while apposition is represented by the IS connector. Using this
index expression it is possible to generate subexpressions. Simply put, subex-
pressions of an index expression are like subtrees of the tree structure. Pre-
ceding a more formal definition, we will introduce power index expressions, a
notion similar to power sets.
Power index expressions
Let e = t ◦ki=1 ciei be an index expression. The set Λ(e) of lead expressions be-
longing to e is defined as follows:
Λ(e)
def≡
⋃
(b1,...,bk)∈{0,1}k
t ◦ki=1 (ciΛ(ei))bi
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Figure 10.2: Tree structure of example sentence.
The power index expression belonging to e, denoted by P(e), is the set
P(e) def≡ Λ(e) ∪
k⋃
i=1
P(ei)
Using this definition we can now formally define what a subexpression is:
Subexpression
Let e1 and e2 be two index expressions, then:
e1 v e2 def≡ e1 ∈ P(e2)
Among the subexpressions in our example sentence we find ‘describe
BY theory’, clearly non-sequential words having a strong semantic relation.
Instead of using all subexpressions as descriptors, we restrict ourselves to
subexpressions having a maximum length.4 In this chapter we evaluate the
retrieval performance for 2-index, 3-index and 4-index subexpressions. Note
that a similar linguistic approach which creates head-modifier frames [Kos04]
is essentially a cutdown version of index expressions, while their unnesting
into head-modifier pairs generates index expressions of length 2.
4The length of a index expression is the number of terms that occur in the expression.
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10.3 Results
10.3.1 Validation results
Baseline
The Cranfield baseline experiment yields the following results:
scheme 11-pt average 3-pt average
nnc 0.2363 (100.0%) 0.2201 (100.0%)
Word n-grams
We performed retrieval runs using BRIGHT on n-grams with 1 ≤ n ≤ 4 and
weighting scheme nnc. n = 1 produces the multiset model (baseline). Note
that, for example, the run with n = 3 uses word sequences of length 3 and those
smaller as semantical units.
n units 11-pt average 3-pt average
1 7223 0.2363 (100.0%) 0.2201 (100.0%)
2 79675 0.2554 (108.1%) 0.2401 (109.1%)
3 230870 0.2519 (106.6%) 0.2384 (108.3%)
4 422554 0.2422 (102.5%) 0.2273 (103.3%)
The results of different n-gram runs are depicted in figure 10.3. It is easy to see
that all n-gram runs perform better than the baseline. The best improvement is
obtained in the high precision - low recall area, which is not surprising, since n-
grams have a more specific meaning, but occur less frequently than words. The
best results are obtained for n = 2. As anticipated, the retrieval performance
decreases slightly when n is increased, because more ‘meaningless’ units are
generated than ‘meaningful‘ units.
Index expressions
Aswith n-grams, we use BRIGHT tomeasure retrieval performance for different
maximum lengths of index expressions. Again, for n = 1 the multiset model
is produced which functions as baseline. The results are presented below and
visualized in figure 10.4.
n terminals 11-pt average 3-pt average
1 7223 0.2363 (100.0%) 0.2201 (100.0%)
2 68061 0.2771 (117.3%) 0.2635 (119.7%)
3 206034 0.2645 (111.9%) 0.2517 (114.4%)
4 429084 0.2515 (106.4%) 0.2353 (106.9%)
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Figure 10.3: n-grams compared
The best results are obtained for n = 2. Obviously, long index expressions
have high descriptive power, but are rare. So, similar to n-grams we notice the
highest improvement in high precision - low recall area. Interesting is is that
the 4-index starts off relatively good, but as soon precision drops under 0.4 it
is almost indistinguishable from the baseline.
Comparing n-grams with index expressions
Combining the results of the previous two sections we are capable of compar-
ing the retrieval performance of index expressions with the performance of
n-grams (see figure 10.5). 2-index outperforms 2-ngrams throughout the re-
call spectrum. The gain in performance achieved by 2-ngram is doubled by
2-index. This stresses the semantical validity of automatically generated index
expressions.
10.3.2 TREC results
We performed two retrieval runs on the Associated Press collection: a standard
word based retrieval run (baseline) and the 2-index run.
type 11-pt average 3-pt average
word 0.0272 (100.0%) 0.0142 (100.0%)
2-index 0.0620 (227.9%) 0.0380 (267.6%)
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Figure 10.4: index expressions
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Figure 10.5: index expressions vs. n-grams
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The relatively low score for the baseline is primarily due to the absence of an
elaborated weighting scheme. Nevertheless, the 2-index run (with the same
simple weighting scheme) scores significantly better.
The resulting precision-recall data is shown in see figure 10.6.
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Figure 10.6: Associated Press words vs. 2-index
10.3.3 Weighting Index expressions
In the previous experiments we treated index expressions in the same man-
ner as terms. Because index expressions often consist of more than one word
it seems reasonable to give them a higher weight than simple (single word)
terms. The following experiment compares the 11-pt average retrieval per-
formance of index expressions for several weight factors. In figure 10.7 we
show how the retrieval performance is effected by adjusting the weight factor
of index expressions having length 2. The best retrieval performance is ob-
tained using a weight factor of approximately 2. The minimal improvement
of 5% for weight factor 0 might seem strange at first glance; one might expect
a gain of 0%, since eliminating index expressions with length 2 leaves us with
plain terms. However, there is a mild form of stemming in the index expression
model which contributes to this small gain in retrieval performance.
Studying the retrieval results of index expressions with length smaller or
equal to 3, there are two changeable parameters; the weightfactor of index ex-
pressions of length 2, and the weightfactor of index expressions of length 3.
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Figure 10.7: Influence of weight factor
This results in the 3d plot depicted in figure 10.8. Again, the maximal per-
formance is obtained by doubling the weight of index expressions with length
2. For index expressions with length 3 the picture is vague. Apparently the
weightfactor (and the importance of these index expressions) is less obvious.
According to the data, the maximal combined performance is for (2.3,3.1).
10.4 Conclusions
As shown in this chapter, index expressions are suitable for capturing the se-
mantics of inter-word relations. Experiments show that 2-indexes perform bet-
ter than standard word-based retrieval runs, especially on the large TREC col-
lection where the retrieval performance is more than doubled.
Compared to 2-grams, index expressions show an improvement of 10% on
the small Canfield collection. Due to the enormous number of possible 2-grams
in large collections, it was unfeasible to compare 2-grams and 2-indexes for the
TREC collection.
In situations where the structure of index expressions can be exploited (as
in query by navigation) they seem to form a beneficial alternative to term based
systems, which is validated in [GvdW04a].
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Chapter 11
Conceptual Query Expansion
11.1 Introduction
Without detailed knowledge about a collection, most users find it difficult to
formulate effective queries. In fact, as observed fromWeb search engines, users
may spend large amounts of time reformulating their queries in order to satisfy
their information need. A method proven to be successful to treat the query as
an initial attempt in retrieving information and then use it to construct a new
and hopefully more adequate query. Another way to improve a query is to
make use of global (thesauri-like) information. This article presents a new, hy-
brid approach that projects the initial query result onto the global information,
yielding a local conceptual overview. The resulting concepts are candidates for
query refinement.
To demonstrate the method’s effectiveness, we show that the resulting con-
ceptual structure after a typical short query of 2 terms, contains refinements
that perform just as well as a most accurate query formulation.
Subsequently we illustrate that query by navigation is an effective mechan-
ism which in most cases finds the optimal concept in merely a small number of
steps. In the case that the optimal concept is not found, this navigation process
still finds an acceptable sub-optimum. As a consequence, we demonstrate that
the proposed method compares favorably to existing techniques.
Formulating queries is not a simple task. Most searchers seem to use a
searching strategy where the search engine’s contribution is recall whereas the
searcher is concerned with precision (see for example [BYRN99]). Typically,
searchers carefully select a small number (3 or less) of keywords to describe
their information need. Such queries are referred to as short queries. For ex-
ample, in [SJWT01] it is reported that for the Excite Web search engine the
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average number of terms in a query amounted to 2.4 over 1997, 2.4 over 1999
and 2.6 over 2002.
The searcher is thus challenged with finding a small combination of dis-
criminating keywords. This is an especially critical issue when the searcher
is not familiar with the actual description of relevant documents. In addition,
short queries usually have a high degree of ambiguity. The query result of an
adequate short query can be seen as an indication of the lowerbound on query
formulation expressiveness.
On the other hand, full text queries as used in TREC [Har93] ad-hoc eval-
uations (see figure 11.1) can be seen as a most accurate formulation of the in-
formation need. They are balanced, and cover all kinds of details that are of
relevance for the searcher. We interpret the results of these queries as an indic-
ation of the upperbound on query formulation expressiveness. In this chapter
we will try to bridge the gap between lowerbound and upperbound, offering a
mechanism to reach beyond this upperbound on formulation expressiveness.
In order to deal with this problem, the query result is interpreted as a materi-
Weather related fatalities.
Document will report a type of weather event which has directly caused at least one
fatality in some location.
A relevant document will include the number of people killed and injured by the
weather event, as well as reporting the type of weather event and the location of the
event.
Figure 11.1: TREC query 59
alized meaning assignment to the query (see [GvdW03]). In case of ambiguity,
the query result is a mix of the various interpretations of the query. For non-
ambiguous queries, the interpretation may lead to a better formulation of the
information need by refining the query with elements of t his meaning. In case
of ambiguity, the refinement process starts with the selection of the intended
particular meaning variant.
In literature, some directions have been chosen to handle the query refine-
ment problem. We will shortly discuss the extensional approach, the inten-
tional approach and the collaborative approach.
1. The extensional approach is based on the materialization of the inform-
ation need in terms of documents. This query enrichment method may
be done with user intervention, for example using relevance feedback, or
without user intervention, by a so-called local analysis. In case of relev-
ance feedback, the searcher may be asked to assign relevance judgements
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to a number of documents. Another approach is to ask the searcher to in-
dicate the highest ranked relevant document.
2. The intentional approach is based on the meaning of the keywords.
Thesauri are used to describe the meaning and relations of terms. By loc-
ating the short query within the thesaurus, a reformulation of the query
can be obtained. The thesaurus may be based on the underlying col-
lection (if any) or based on world knowledge (Wordnet). In the case of
a restricted area of interest, a representative collection may serve as a
meaning framework (knowledge base) for that area of interest.
3. In the collaborative approach the system tries to employ previous be-
havior of searchers to obtain a better idea of the intended meaning of a
query. See for example [CWNM, KHJD02, Kli01]. A possibility is to intro-
duce a similarity measure between searchers, providing the opportunity
to carry over (implicit) relevance judgements.
In this chapter we employ a mix between the extensional and the inten-
tional approach. We discuss a hybrid form of query expansion called Concep-
tual Query Expansion.
In this approach, both the local initial query result and the global informa-
tion from the complete collection are used. Rather than using the conceptual
structure resulting from global collection information, we project this structure
onto the local initial query result. The resulting concepts may be seen as a
structured overview of the various interpretations of the query.
In our experiments on the TREC Associated Press collection, we use in-
dex expressions to describe the contents of documents. Recent research (see
[GvdW04b]) has shown that index expression perform better than word com-
binations (like n-grams). The main reason is that index expression omit useless
word combinations but express word combinations that go beyond word pos-
ition in the sentence. Besides, index expressions use a connector to clarify the
relation between the combined words. This will lead to a better quality of the
generated concepts. Index expressions are effectively obtained from a text with
a high level of precision by a grammarless parser technique [Gro01].
Our assumption is that the best ranked documents of the initial query res-
ult form a proper basis to generate a local thesaurus. Even when a top ranked
document is not relevant for the searcher, it will still address the topics around
the query. The top-ranked documents thus may be used to map out the mean-
ing structure associated with the query to some reasonable extent. In order
to investigate this principle and to get an impression of its potentials, we will
restrict ourselves in this chapter to the benefits of a single document, the top-
ranked document. In our experiments, we will also consider the effect of using
the highest ranked relevant document instead.
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After generating the local thesaurus by projecting the global thesaurus onto
this top-ranked document, we obtain a conceptual structure. Several tech-
niques are possible to balance between granularity of concepts and algorith-
mic complexity. In this chapter we will show that a substructure is sufficient,
thus limiting the computational complexity. We argue that each concept in this
structure relates to a specific and meaningful query expansion. The problem is
to find the best concept, and then use the related query expansion.
An important result of our experiments is that this local thesaurus contains
concepts that approximate the full text formulation very well. In the case of
relevance feedback it is even superior to the full text formulation (see sec-
tion 11.4). As a consequence, the local thesaurus is a reasonable framework
for query expansion.
However, a simple heuristic to locate a (nearly) optimal concept is not obvi-
ous. In practice, a searcher may navigate through this local thesaurus (Query
by Navigation, see [BvdW92a]) to locate the best suitable concept. To illus-
trate the power of this mechanism, we let a simulated searcher perform this
process of Query by Navigation. Our experiments show that this searcher will
effectively locate the best concept in only a few navigation steps. Usually this
searcher takes a straight course. In some cases, however, finding the optimal
concepts requires a bit of wandering around. The average navigation path in
all cases is limited.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 11.2 we discuss re-
lated work. In section 11.3 the proposed model is described. In section 11.4
we describe the experiments that show the presence of good quality concepts.
In section 11.5 the experimental results for query by navigation are presented
and discussed. Section 11.6 contains conclusions and further directions for re-
search.
11.2 Query expansion
In this section we discuss in some more detail the query expansion techniques
hat will be used for comparison.
11.2.1 User Relevance Feedback
Probably the most popular query reformulation technique is Relevance Feed-
back. Using an initial retrieval result the user is asked to mark relevant docu-
ments in a list of 10 (or 20) ranked documents. Early experiments [Sal71b] have
shown good improvements in precision for small test collections using relev-
ance feedback. Although relevance feedback is relatively easy to implement, in
practice it seems to be very difficult to persuade a searcher to tediously work
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through a list of documents and marking them relevant. At best, a searcher
may be asked to select a relevant document when presented a list of document
excerpts. Information like this is easy to collect, since this is exactly what we
do when using a search engine like for example Google.
If the initial query result is expected to be significant, one might consider
an alternative form of relevance feedback, assuming for example that the top
ranked document is relevant. This mechanism is called pseudo relevance feed-
back.
There are several ways to calculate an improved query. For the vector
model, a single relevant document and plain positive feedback strategy (no
non-relevant documents selected by user), Rocchio [Roc71] and IDE [Ide71]
provide the same formula for the modified ~qm.
~qm = α~q + β~d
where ~q is the original query, and ~d the relevant document, and α and β are
tuning parameters. Assuming that both the query and the documents are nor-
malized, taking α = 1 and β = 1 seems to be a reasonable choice.
11.2.2 Global query expansion
Another way of query expansion is adding words (synonyms) or words that
are related to the original query. By doing this the knowledge stored in a
thesaurus or other (global) information source is used to increase recall.
Thesauri have frequently been incorporated in information retrieval systems
as a device for the recognition of synonymous expressions and linguistic en-
tities that are semantically similar but superficially distinct. Note that unlike
the previous expansion techniques, global query expansion does not require a
relevant document.
Automatic query expansion using thesauri has been the target of research
for nearly four decades, and a lot of methods have been proposed. [MTT99]
presents an concise overview of these methods and distinguishes 3 categories:
• Hand-crafted thesauri
• Co-occurrence based thesauri
• Head modifier based thesauri
Query expansion based on hand-crafted thesauri is only successful if a the
thesaurus is domain-specific and corresponds closely to the domain-specific
document collection being searched[Fox80]. The use of general purpose hand-
crafted thesauri for automatic query expansion has not been very successful
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[Voo94, SB96]. Experiments with co-occurence based thesauri show a gain of
20% in retrieval performance [QF93a] on small test collections, but are less ef-
fective on larger collections [SP94]. More linguistically motivated approaches
like headmodifier based thesauri show similar results [Gre92, JC94]. As shown
in [MTT99], a combination of query expansion techniques yields better per-
formance than the techniques on their own.
11.2.3 Related work
The use of concept lattices for the construction of knowledge bases has been re-
cognized before, see for example [Sar97]. The effects of such term dependence
structures have been studied before, with spanning trees as underlying data
structures. The results were not positive (see [SvR83, RHP81]). In [QF93b]
a term similarity thesaurus is used, and shown to lead to a significant re-
trieval improvement on small collections. In [SMLB04] an client side web
agent (ARCH) uses domain knowledge fromweb based classification hierarch-
ies such as Yahoo combined with user profile information.
In this chapter we show that it is feasible to create local thesauri on-the-fly,
tailored to both the query and the collection being searched. Using this method
we combine the advantages of local and global query expansion.
11.3 Conceptual Query Expansion
Obviously, the words in a (pseudo) relevant document are good candidates for
query expansion. However, the question is: which words (or better, combina-
tions of words) are the most suitable? Even when a document contains only a
couple of hundreds of words, there are many possible combinations. Most of
them will be meaningless. We will use term and descriptor as generic terms for
word.
The technique proposed in this article, called Conceptual Query Expansion,
uses a special notion to drastically limit the number of possible term combina-
tions: the notion of formal concepts. The key thought is to consider only those
combination of terms that make sense in the collection, that is: only consider
combinations of terms that form a formal concept.
11.3.1 Formal Concept Analysis
Before continuing, we will shortly discuss the elements of Formal Concept Ana-
lysis [Wil82, Har82].
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Context
Suppose we have a collectionD of documents. Individual members of this col-
lection (documents) are written with small letters like d, d1, d2, while subsets
are written in capitals (D,D1, D2). During the indexing process, descriptors
(attributes) are attached to documents. We write A to denote the set of all at-
tributes, a, a1, a2 for individual attributes and A,A1, A2 for attribute sets (sub-
sets of A). The result of indexing process is reflected in the binary relation ∼:
we write a ∼ d iff attribute a describes document d. The tuple (D,A,∼) is
called a context.
The context relation∼ is overloaded to cover set arguments in the following
way:
a ∼ D ≡ ∀
d∈D
[a ∼ d]
A ∼ d ≡ ∀
a∈A
[a ∼ d]
A ∼ D ≡ ∀
a∈A,d∈D
[a ∼ d]
Properties of contexts
Using the context relation a classification of documents and attributes can be
generated such that each class can be seen as a concept in terms of properties
of the associated documents and attributes. In our interpretation, documents
and attributes assign meaning to each other via the context relation: within the
limits of this view, we can not distinguish between document with identical
properties, while attributes having the same extensionality are assumed to be
identical. Sharing document meaning thus can be seen as sharing attributes:
Definition 22
The common attributes of a set of documents are found by the right polar func-
tion ComAttr: P(D)→ P(A) defined as follows:
ComAttr(D) = {a ∈ A | a ∼ D}
Documents may also be shared by attributes:
Definition 23
The documents sharing properties are captured by the left polar function
ComDocs: P(A)→ P(D) defined by:
ComDocs(A) = {d ∈ D | A ∼ d}
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Concepts
A special situation is when the duality of meaning between a set D of docu-
ments and a set A of attributes is symmetric: A ∼ D. It is easily verified that
D ⊆ ComDocs(A) and A ⊆ ComAttr(D). If the sets D and A are maximal,
then this combination is referred to as a concept:
Definition 24
A concept is a pair (D,A) ∈ P(D) × P(A) such that D and A are their mutual
meaning:
ComAttr(D) = A
ComDocs(A) = D
Obviously not every set of documents (attributes) forms a concept. But when it
does, at most one concept can be associated with it. So a concept is uniquely
identified by its set of documents or by its set of attributes.
Definition 25
Let c = (D,A) be a concept, we will write δ(c) to denote its extensionality D
and α(c) for its intention A.
The concept lattice
Let C be the set of all concepts that can be derived from the set of documents
D an the set of attributes A and their relation ∼. These concepts are ordered in
the following way:
Definition 26
A concept c1 is more specific than concept c2 if it has a restricted extensional
meaning:
c1 ⊆ c2 ≡ δ(c1) ⊆ δ(c2)
Having a restricted extensional meaning is equivalent with having an augmen-
ted intentional meaning: c1 ⊆ c2 ⇐⇒ α(c1) ⊇ α(c2). The fact that (C,⊆) is a
partial order follows directly from the fact that (P(D) is a partial order.
Let C be a set of concepts. A lower bound of C is a common subconcept.
If there exists a greatest element in the set of lower bounds of C, then this ele-
ment is called greatest lower bound, and denoted as ∧(C). Likewise the smallest
element in the set of upper bounds is called smallest upper bound, denoted as
∨(C).
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It can be proven that for each set of concepts C:
δ(∧(C)) = ⋂c∈C δ(c) α(∧(C)) = ComAttr(δ(∧(C)))
α(∨(C)) = ⋂c∈C α(c) δ(∧(C)) = ComDocs(α(∨(C)))
As (in our case) each set of concepts has a unique lower and upper bound, the
resulting lattice (C,⊆) is a complete lattice. This property is important when
generating concept lattices as we will see in section 11.4.5.
11.4 Evaluating the Expressiveness of the Concept
Lattice
In order to test the expressiveness of the concept lattice, we investigate the
quality of the concepts as possible query expansions bridging the gap between
the lower boud and the upperbound. Our intention is to show that the concept
lattice contains concepts that approximate the full text query reasonably well.
To test the different query expansion techniques we ran a number of ex-
periments on the Associated Press collection used in TREC competitions. This
collection is approximately 800Mb big, contains 250,000 documents and is ac-
companied by 50 queries with their relevance judgements. It consists of more
than 100,000,000 words of which were 300,000 unique. All tests were done by
BRIGHT, a SMART like vector model based tool using tf-idf document weight-
ing.
BRIGHT uses linguistic stemming (lemmatizing thewords to their base form)
without stopword removal. The indexer is capable of generating both single
word descriptors as well as index expressions (with length 2). This improves
retrieval results (see [GvdW04b]). Index expressions go beyond linguistic head-
noun modifiers (see [AvdWKvB00, Kos03]). Furthermore, BRIGHT contains a
concept lattice builder.
The retrieval results are measured on recall levels 0.0, 0.1 . . . 1.0 and aver-
aged over all queries. For each run we calculate the Mean Average Precision.
Our experiments are based on queries 51-100. A special case is query 65, as
it has no relevant document in the AP collection. In the next subsections we
describe the various elements of our experiments.
11.4.1 The full query retrieval experiment
For each selected query the retrieval result is determined on the original full
text query. This run will probably yield the best retrieval results since all in-
formation in the original query is used.
The results of this retrieval experiment will be used as a baseline for com-
parison with the query expansion runs (see table 11.1).
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type Mean Average Precision
full 0.1331 (100%)
2-word 0.0726 (55%)
wordnet1 0.0551 (41%)
wordnet2 0.0490 (37%)
rftop 0.0761 (57%)
rfrel 0.1140 (86%)
cqetop 0.1085 (82%)
cqerel 0.2628 (197%)
navtop 0.0977 (73%)
navrel 0.2132 (160%)
Table 11.1: Result overview
11.4.2 The 2-word query experiment
Since full text queries are not so common, we manually produced for each
query a 2-word query alternative (see table 11.2). The selection of two key-
words is straightforward for most queries. The difficulty of describing the
information need in two words becomes apparent while performing this ex-
ercise. Although the choice for some of keywords seems to be arbitrary, it is
the goal of the experiment to see what happens in different situations.
The retrieval performance of this sophisticated searcher using 2-word quer-
ies is summarized in table 11.1. In Figure 11.2 lowerbound and upperbound
are presented in a recall-precision graph.
11.4.3 Global query expansion
In this sub-experiment the 2-word query is expanded with global information.
We use Wordnet [MRF+90] to expand the query in two ways:
1. Adding all synonyms (words from the same Wordnet-sense)
2. Adding all synonyms and related words
The effects on the retrieval performance for global query expansion usingWord-
net synonyms (wordnet1) and both synonyms and related words (wordnet2)
are shown in table 11.1.
As can be seen in figure 11.3 the results for global query expansion are poor.
This is consistent with other research. Still, the experiment is included to make
the contrast between feedback mechanisms on the same document collection
more explicit.
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# query # query # query
51 airbus, government 52 Africa, sanction 53 leveraged, buyout
54 satellite, launch 55 insider, profit 56 prime, rate
57 MCI, financial 58 rail, strike 59 weather, fatality
60 merit, seniority 61 Israel, affair 62 military, coup
63 machine, translation 64 hostage, political 66 language, processing
67 disturbance, political 68 fiber, hazard 69 SALT, revive
70 surrogate, motherhood 71 border, incursion 72 U.S., movement
73 country, movement 74 conflicting, policy 75 automation, cost
76 constitution, intent 77 poaching, wildlife 78 greenpeace, protest
79 german, party 80 platform, president 81 scandal, broadcaster
82 genetic, engineering 83 protect, atmosphere 84 alternative, energy
85 corrupt, official 86 bank, failure 87 criminal, officer
88 oil, price 90 oil, gas 91 advanced, weapon
92 military, sale 93 nra, backing 94 computer, crime
95 computer, detective 96 computer, medical 97 fiber, application
98 fiber, manufacturer 99 iran, affair 100 technology, transfer
Table 11.2: 2-word queries
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Figure 11.2: Comparing lowerbound and upperbound
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Query expansion based on hand-crafted thesauri only succeeds if a domain-
specific thesaurus is used which corresponds closely to domain-specific docu-
ment collection [Fox80]. The results for general-purpose hand-crafted thesauri
are disappointing [Voo94, SB96]. However some good results are obtained by
automatically created thesauri [MTT99]. For a detailed study why Wordnet
expansion is not working see [MTT98].
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Figure 11.3: Performance after global query expansion
11.4.4 Relevance feedback
This experiment uses classical user relevance feedback to expand the query.
The query is expanded according to the Rocchio method in two ways:
1. Assuming the top ranked document is relevant (pseudo relevance feed-
back)
2. Using the top relevant document from the retrieval result (user relevance
feedback)
The outcome is summarized in table 11.1, and displayed in Figure 11.4.
11.4.5 Conceptual Query Expansion
The use of Formal Concept Analysis for Information Retrieval purposes looks
appealing, but due to the size of collections a straightforward calculation of
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Figure 11.4: Performance after incorporating Rocchio relevance feedback
concept lattices is impossible. Even with the fastest algorithms known today,
calculating the complete lattice for the Associated Press context, spanning some
250,000 documents and 4,000,000 attributes is out of the question.
But in some cases, there is no need to calculate the complete lattice. Some-
times a sublattice, calculated on the fly, may suit its purpose.
Suppose that the initial query produced a relevant (or pseudo relevant) doc-
ument. The terms in this document are probable candidates for query expan-
sion. By calculating the sublattice generated from these terms as attributes, we
find concepts (that is combinations of terms) that have a conceptual meaning
in terms of the collection. The calculation of this sublattice is easy, and may be
split into two steps:
1. Base concepts: For each attribute a calculate the concept
(ComDocs(ComAttr({a})), {a}).
2. Compound concepts: Take two concepts c1 and c2, and generate their
join c1 ∨ c2.
3. Repeat step 2 until while new concepts can be generated.
The concept lattice generated by the attributes of a document from the Associ-
ated Press collection typically contains a few hundred concepts. In this exper-
iment, we evaluate all concepts in the lattice and use the concept with the best
11 point average precision/recall value.
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The following table show some example expansions generated for both top
ranked as top relevant documents.
query original query top relevant top ranked
q51 airbus, government germany, spain germany
q53 leveraged, buyout repay use
q54 satellite, launch commercial, the company, the department, govern-
ment, license, launch license, rocket, transportation
rocket
q58 rail, strike commuter commuter
q59 weather, fatality central, destroy, flood, home, kill, more, people,province, the storm -
q72 movement, u.s. bureau, census bureau edge
q73 movement, country emigration here
The power of conceptual query expansion is illustrated by the fact that even
non-relevant documents may lead to good expansion: both the relevant doc-
ument ap900914-0105 as the non-relevant document ap890203-0058 ex-
pand rail and strike to commuter for query 58. The difference in expan-
sion for query 72 and 73 is also remarkable.
The results of the conceptual query expansion are presented in table 11.1
and in figure 11.4.5
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Figure 11.5: Conceptual Query Expansion
11.5 Navigation experiment
From the previous section we know that the generated concept lattice contains
concepts that can be used to create appropriate query expansion terms. The
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results show that both in the case of selecting the top ranked and top relevant
document the lattice contains such optimal concepts.
A good heuristic to find an optimal concept is not obvious. This section
discusses how to find good concepts in the lattice by navigation.
11.5.1 Distribution
Figure 11.6 shows (for query 51) the distribution of the concepts according to
their Mean Average Precision they would produce if they were used for query
expansion. It is clear that some concepts degrade retrieval performance, while
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Figure 11.6: Concept distribution for query 51
others improve it. The question is, how do we find the best concept?
11.5.2 Navigation
Concept lattices are structured; the concepts in the lattice form a partial order.
This partial order can be used for navigation: a user may select a subconcept
and navigate down in the lattice making his query more specific by adding
terms, or loosing terms by navigating up to a superconcept and making the
query more general. We will call the current concept the user’s focus. The
process of navigating down is called refinement, and navigating up is called
enlargement.
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Wewill illustrate the navigation process for query 59 (see figure 11.7). Nav-
igation starts at the top node (empty expansion). The user selects flood as ex-
pansion candidate. By doing so themean average precision rises from 0.0231 to
0.0725. Subsequently the next step adds both the terms central and storm,
with the accompanying score of 0.1088. Finally the end concept is reached by
adding (in one single step) the terms destroy, home, kill, more, people,
province and the storm, good for an mean average precision of 0.1867.
<top>
at least<num> flood
day destroy, home, 
kill, more, people
province, the storm
flood water central, storm
Figure 11.7: Example navigation
In the next section we will we try to make it plausible that a searcher is able
to efficiently find a good query expansion concept by navigating the concept
lattice in only a few steps.
11.5.3 Simulation
In order to simulate a searcher, we wrote a simple program program called
autonav that is capable of navigating the concept lattice. The program starts
in the top concept of the lattice (the least specific concept) and iteratively chooses
the best sub or super concept (in terms of the mean average precision) and
changes its focus to that new concept. The navigation process ends if there is
no neighboring concept with a better score than the concept in focus.
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11.5.4 Navigation results
The results of the simulated navigation for the selected top ranked document
and top relevant document are presented in table 11.3. For top ranked doc-
ument selection, the average number of navigation steps is ≈ 1, the average
approximation of the best concept is 90%. For top relevant document selection
the average number of navigation steps is somewhat higher (≈ 2). The average
approximation of the best concept is 82%.
Figure 11.8 shows the results together with standard relevance feedback.
From the figure it is clear that:
• Conceptual relevance feedback delivers a significant gain in retrieval per-
formance, even if the top document is not relevant.
• Since it is not guaranteed that the best concept is found during navig-
ation, the performance is somewhat lower, but still significantly better
than without feedback or standard relevance feedback.
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Figure 11.8: Navigation performance for top ranked document selection
11.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed a way to overcome the inherent shortcomings
of short queries, and discussed its potential effectiveness. We showed that it is
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top ranked document top relevant document
query steps score approx query steps score approx
q51 1 0.1616 82% q51 2 0.2560 100%
q52 1 0.2889 100% q52 1 0.2925 100%
q53 1 0.2503 86% q53 1 0.2521 86%
q54 2 0.1982 100% q54 1 0.2671 79%
q55 3 0.2462 100% q55 1 0.2123 91%
q56 0 0.1288 100% q56 1 0.3739 100%
q57 1 0.1616 96% q57 2 0.1966 85%
q58 1 0.2209 89% q58 1 0.2277 100%
q59 0 0.0213 100% q59 3 0.1867 100%
q60 1 0.0008 100% q60 4 0.2118 100%
q61 1 0.0124 67% q61 1 0.0941 28%
q62 1 0.1013 84% q62 3 0.1334 98%
q63 1 0.0687 100% q63 2 0.2528 87%
q64 1 0.1065 63% q64 1 0.1140 69%
q66 1 0.0005 100% q66 1 0.5030 50%
q67 1 0.0180 88% q67 3 0.2021 100%
q68 2 0.2055 100% q68 2 0.2196 100%
q69 1 0.0036 100% q69 5 0.9174 100%
q70 1 0.2904 100% q70 7 0.7424 100%
q71 1 0.2500 100% q71 1 0.2500 100%
q72 1 0.0005 100% q72 3 0.0863 100%
q73 1 0.0014 100% q73 1 0.0401 67%
q74 1 0.0036 100% q74 1 0.0116 88%
q75 0 0.0299 100% q75 1 0.1063 91%
q76 1 0.0101 100% q76 1 0.0409 50%
q77 1 0.3030 65% q77 1 0.3030 65%
q78 0 0.4711 90% q78 0 0.4711 90%
q79 0 0.0146 100% q79 1 0.0344 53%
q80 1 0.0238 66% q80 1 0.0471 30%
q81 1 0.0101 100% q81 2 0.1018 100%
q82 1 0.1852 100% q82 2 0.4364 100%
q83 0 0.0326 98% q83 2 0.1701 80%
q84 2 0.0369 88% q84 1 0.0716 66%
q85 1 0.0270 21% q85 2 0.1296 100%
q86 1 0.0309 100% q86 1 0.1483 28%
q87 1 0.0016 89% q87 5 0.2299 100%
q88 0 0.0073 86% q88 2 0.1317 100%
q90 1 0.0424 60% q90 1 0.1133 70%
q91 1 0.0001 100% q91 2 0.2411 88%
q92 1 0.0226 100% q92 4 0.0999 100%
q93 1 0.3367 69% q93 1 0.3400 69%
q94 0 0.0307 100% q94 1 0.0586 80%
q95 0 0.0028 100% q95 1 0.0342 64%
q96 1 0.0034 100% q96 1 0.0888 83%
q97 1 0.0144 50% q97 1 0.1111 44%
q98 1 0.0289 96% q98 3 0.2674 100%
q99 1 0.0371 100% q99 3 0.3555 100%
q100 1 0.0312 96% q100 1 0.0570 45%
Table 11.3: Navigation results
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Figure 11.9: Navigation performance for top relevant document selection
even possible to benefit from non-relevant documents. We proposed amechan-
ism to help searchers finding their way in the semantical richness of the mean-
ing of a short query by exploiting latent knowledge stored in the collection..
A possible direction for further research is to incorporate previous behavior
of the searcher. This may lead to heuristics for query reformulation without
searcher interaction.
Another direction can be to investigate ‘reference lattices’ or cross lingual
lattices for general usage.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
But I still haven’t found what I’m looking for
Bono – U2
Given their simple nature, the success of keyword-based retrieval systems is as-
tonishing. Although these methods apparently only process words (and their
word counts), they rely on and endorse most of their success to the keywords
implicit semantics. In fact each keyword is a representation of a thought, or
concept.
Recent attempts to use larger syntactical units (like noun phrases) for IR
purposes run into several problems. This thesis presents an approach to attacks
these problems.
In a nutshell, the combination of the following is argued to tackle these
problems:
• A relational language model can be used to effectively capture the se-
mantic value of inter-word relations (Chapter 2 and validated in Chapter
10).
• This relational model has descriptive powers that lead to new linguistic
views (Chapter 3).
• The languagemodel can be implemented into a robust grammarless parser
(Chapter 4 and Appendix A).
• A method that couples phrases with their support can be used to pro-
duces a semantical classification of documents. This method produces a
hierarchical structure which has nice navigational properties (Chapter 5).
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• This semantical classification can be used in IR applications, for example
in relevance feedback systems (Chapter 6) and query expansion systems
(Chapter 11).
Conclusion 1
It is possible to extract syntactical units from natural language input efficiently.
As shown in Chapter 2, 3, 4 and Chapter 10, the proposed relational model:
• is able to capture the semantic value of inter-word relations,
• is not bothered by the rigidity of fixed syntactic structures,
• has high descriptive power, even for difficult linguistic problems,
• can be implemented by a grammarless parser,
• is specially suited for IR applications,
• has a high relational yield,
• is able to deal with partial incorrect sentences.
Further researchmight compare the relational model withmodels such as head
modifier pairs [KS03, Elf02] and dependency-based models [Hud84]. A direct
head to head with phrase structure models is difficult since parse trees and
relations are inherently difficult to compare. Matching retrieval performance
however, is an good indirect way of comparing these models.
Conclusion 2
It is possible to couple syntactical units with their support in order to effectively
classify documents.
As shown in Chapter 5 a concept lattice
• is able to semantically structure a document collection,
• presents the possibility to create a navigational hyperstructure,
• has the same navigational properties as a lithoid,
• improves the lithoid structure by structuring it on both expressions and
documents.
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Another well known way of capturing conceptual meaning, sometimes re-
ferred to as latent semantic indexing, is done using Singular Value Decompos-
ition. Chapter 9 shows that both Formal Concept Analysis as well as Singular
Value Decomposition have their foundations in semantic transformations: they
are just two different ways to the same idea. However, the applicability of these
methods depends on the objected goal. Singular Value decomposition yields
a limited number of concepts which globally describe the document-term re-
lationship, while Formal Concepts Analysis yields a large number of highly
detailed structured concepts in which every single conceptual detail is visible.
The relative large number of concepts in a concept lattice is an issue of con-
cern, both from practical as from computational point of view. In Chapter 9
an alternative method called Fuzzy Concept Analysis is presented which is
capable of reducing the concept lattice size by introducing a threshold value.
Chapter 7 shows that the software package CONLAB using a a carefully chosen
set implementation together with a parallel concept generation algorithm is
capable generating ‘real world’ concept lattices. Furthermore it shows that the
high number of attributes, caused by the generation of subexpressions, may
drastically be reduced by mapping equivalent subexpressions on each other.
Finally, the number of different words in a collection (see Chapter 8) is growing
sublineair while the number of concepts, although in worst case exponential,
appears to be in practical O(n3).
Although it appears to be feasible to generate complete lattices, Chapter 6
demonstrates that in some cases there is no need to calculate the lattice before-
hand. Using a fingerprint only a part of the lattice may be generated. Obvi-
ously this gives a significant computational advantage.
Conclusion 3
It is possible to deploy these classifications for IR purposes.
As shown in Chapter 5, 6 and Chapter 11 a concept lattice
• can be used as hyperindex,
• can be used to interpret user queries for relevance feedback,
• can be used to perform (automatic) query expansion.
Chapter 5 presents a disclosure process which uses both the structure of the
descriptors, as well as the structure of their support. The resulting concept lat-
tices may be viewed upon as ’enhanced lithoids’. This enhancement is proven
to be consistent with the original navigational properties. In this light, pre-
vious research regarding lithoids may be extrapolated to concept lattices. In
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[GMA93] a small scale experiment is conducted to compare traditional Inform-
ation Retrieval techniques with navigation through a Galois (Concept) Lattice.
Although the experiment was rather limited and only word-based, it shows
that retrieval using lattices can be an attractive alternative since it combines
good performances with browsing potential.
In the case of navigation through a lattice it is not obvious to pick an initial
focus. Starting with single attribute (at the bottom of the lattice) can be a way
out, but this sometimes forces the user to perform quite a large number of
navigation steps. Theory developed in focussed structured document retrieval
[KLR02, KLR03, Lal00], which addresses a similar problem looking for Best
Entry Points, may be of use here.
Both lattices as lithoids pose a difficulty in presentation. They tend to be-
come very large resulting in cumbersome visualisation. Further researchmight
address this issue, perhaps using sublattices, nested line diagrams [GW96,
VW94, Pri97] or reduced fingerprints (Chapter 6). Since fuzzy concept lattices
(see Chapter 9) contain weighted sets of terminals, visualization can be simpli-
fied by only showing the top ranked terminals of a concept, which has been
implemented in the dual search engine Duality.
Appendix A
Meaning Extraction from a
Peircean Perspective
Nihil est in intellectu quod non prius fuerit in sensu.
(nothing is in the mind that was not in the senses before)
First cotary proposition, Peirce’s Lectures on Pragmatism
This appendix is a result of the initial phase of the PhD research, which was
conducted under the supervision, and reflecting original research of J. Sarbo
which led to [SFG+99].
Meaning extraction from text documents is a form of information manage-
ment. The approach suggested in this chapter is based on Peirce’s semiotic
which, by virtue of its deeper foundation, provides us with an adequate mod-
elling of the information content of language. We exemplify the potential of
the Peircean approach by extracting the meaning of a sample English text.
A.1 Introduction
We consider the problem of determining the structure of the information con-
tent of a text document. Such a structure will be referred to as its meaning.
We will present a partial solution to this problem which is based on syntactic
analysis, and we will argue that the meaning of a text (in the above sense)
can be derived from the syntactic structure of its constituent sentences. Pre-
liminary research using conceptual lattices is presented in [SF95], [Sar97] and
[Sar99]. Related research on text summarisation can be found, amongst others,
in [SJ93].
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Meaning extraction requires an adequate modelling of language. We ar-
gue that the traditional approaches are not satisfactory in this respect, as it
is witnessed by the limited success of such models in natural language pro-
cessing. Traditional language modelling takes as its starting point that hier-
archical structure is somehow given. However, this assumption is sometimes
too rigid and cannot fit the high flexibility of language use.
The approach proposed in this chapter is based on Peirce’s semiotic ([Pei31])
which provides us with a deeper foundation of language. In this approach,
which is monostratal, hierarchical structure arises via the interaction of lan-
guage symbols as a result of linguistic semiosis ([FS99], [DFS99]). Because in-
teractions are events, language will be considered a set of symbol-events, a
process. We apply the process view of language to syntactic (and morpholo-
gic) structure ([AA82]), and by using English as an example we illustrate the
potential of the Peircean framework in the parsing of sentences.
Because a text consists of sentences, and sentences are symbols, the above
model can also be applied to texts. It will be argued that the meaning of a text
arises as a result of the interaction of sentences, and precisely by adopting the
same approach and representation as in sentence parsing.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In the first part we introduce
Peirce’s semiotic, and outline a Peircean approach to language and its adapt-
ation to English. In the second part, we illustrate the potential of the Peircean
model by extracting the meaning of a sample text.
A.2 Peirce’s semiotic
Peirce’s semiotic is strongly related to his categories. In his doctrine of cat-
egories Peirce states that all phenomena present three aspects which, though
irreducible to one another, have a different degree of dependency. The aspect
of firstness is the aspect by virtue of which each phenomenon has an absolutely
novel quality, unrelated to anything whatever. The aspect of secondness is the
aspect by virtue of which each phenomenon involves an interaction. The aspect
of thirdness is the aspect by virtue of which each phenomenon involves some
habit (meaning). Though secondness cannot be reduced to firstness, it presup-
poses firstness, and, similarly, though thirdness cannot be reduced to either
firstness or secondness, it presupposes both firstness (through secondness) and
secondness. This dependency of the categories is formalised by the ordering
firstness<secondness<thirdness, where “<” is a total order on categories.
Peirce’s early papers suggested a convergence of his theory of the three
categories and his presentation of the various semiotic triads. The most im-
portant of these triads is the triad of sign, object, and interpretant, which is a
kind of ontological triad telling us what there is in the world. Based on the on-
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tological triad, Peirce defined three triads of sign: the triad of icon, index, and
symbol, dealing with how signs refer to their objects; the qualisign, sinsign
and legisign triad, referring to the sign itself, prior to any relational possibil-
ities and actualities; and the triad of rheme, dicent sign and argument, char-
acterising the formal rules that associate signs and objects (cf. fig. A.1). The
above order relation on categories can be applied to Peirce’s signs, according
to their category exhibited. For example, icon<index<symbol is an expres-
sion of degeneracy with respect to the realisation of the sign’s object and inter-
pretant; qualisign<icon<rheme is an expression of degeneracy with respect to
the sign’s ontological type.
Ontological type
1 Material 2 Relational 3 Formal
Phenome- 1 Quality Qualisign Icon Rheme
nological 2 Indexicality Sinsign Index Dicent Sign
type 3 Mediation Legisign Symbol Argument
Figure A.1: Peirce’s classification of signs
A.3 Language and ontological perspective
Language appears only as a form of interaction, whether we speak it or write it.
In terms of Peirce’s categories, interactions, or events, represent the category of
secondness. An event involves the fact that something happens, but says noth-
ing whatever about what happens. The latter aspect is the aspect of thirdness.
What happens in an event requires that the event be embedded in a context of
events which are related to each other. Such web of related events is what is
called a process.
Language consists of symbols. Because signs are generated from signs, and
in turn generate other signs, every sign must be related to an event. From
this it follows that language symbols are sign-events which, by virtue of their
interpretants, are embedded within a process. Language is a process involving
symbol-events which are themselves generated according to rules which, in
Peircean terms, are habits evolving from interaction with other symbol-events.
Language processes involve both syntactic and semantic rules or habit.
A.3.1 Syntactic signs
From a syntactic point of view, symbol-events have a specific function, regard-
less of their semantic function. The syntactic value of the language symbols
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making up the unit of meaning may be seen in the function of the value which
they have in forming such a unit.
By virtue of their secondness, events aremarked by a binary relation. There-
fore, linguistic symbol-events must be also binary. This is why, strictly speak-
ing, one lexical item by itself has no meaning. The syntactic value of the
symbol-events will therefore depend upon the sort of relation that obtains between
two language symbols.
If one of the symbols has by itself no information content and therefore is
a mere quality (a phoneme or a visible character), it will need another symbol
to actualise its ‘potential’ content. Such nexus of two symbols, one of which is
self-sufficient, but the other has mere potential content, may be called a proto-
symbol (P) which corresponds to the category of firstness. An example of this
is the symbol-nexus of free morpheme and affix.
Similarly, when the nexus is constituted by an asymmetrical relation between
one language symbol which derives its full content from its association with
another language symbol which is in principle self-sufficient, it may be called
a deutero-symbol (D) which corresponds to the category of secondness. An ex-
ample of this is the symbol-nexus of adjective and noun, or the one of determ-
iner and noun.
Finally, when the nexus consists of two language symbols which are self-
sufficient but together generate the interpretant of the unit formed by the string,
e.g. a sentence, it will be called a trito-symbol (T) which, by its aspect of third-
ness, mediates between the language symbols constituting a unit of meaning,
or a thought, in the Fregean tradition. An example of this is the symbol-nexus
between verb and subject.
To complete the picture, it is necessary to say a word about the triadic re-
lation characterising each of these signs, because without such relation, they
would not be signs, let alone syntactic signs. But precisely what makes them
syntactic signs is the very fact that they stand for specific rules or habits. Thus,
the object of syntactic signs is the rule for which they stand. Their interpretant
on the other hand is the generation of the selection of the next symbol-event.
The interpretant of the entire string of language symbols is, from a syntactic
point of view, the establishment of the correctness of the string, regardless of
its semantic content.
A.3.2 Levels and classes of syntactic signs
In as much as linguistic symbols are also syntactic symbols, proto-, deutero-,
and trito-symbols constitute a Peircean triad of linguistic symbols. By virtue
of their category exhibited, these signs define the ordering P<D<T which, in
turn, defines the levels of syntactic signs. In the remaining we will denote by
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X a level of syntactic signs, and by X
′
the level subsequent to X. A sign (or
symbol-event) of some level X will be called an X-level sign (or symbol-event).
Language implements syntactic signs basically by lexical items and their re-
lations. These are called syntactic structures or, equivalently, language units, de-
pending on whether we want to emphasise their structural or linguistic prop-
erties. In the mapping of syntactic signs to syntactic structures (syntactic map-
ping), the notion of argument and functor, an abstraction from the combinator-
ial properties of lexical items, plays a crucial role. This combinatorial property
can be characterised as relational or argumental need. A lexical item has rela-
tional need if it can be a functor, and argumental need if it can be an argument in
some relation.
By analysing the structure of the three types of syntactic sign, we can re-
cognise an argument and a functor symbol in each of them. In the case of trito
symbols, the functor is that symbol which has the most relational need in the
determination of the interpretant. We tacitly assume that such a distinction can
always be made.
We denote the constituents of an X-level symbol-event, the argument and
the functor symbol, and the syntactic symbol itself as X1, X2 and X3. By vir-
tue of the category and dependency which different signs respectively exhibit,
syntactic signs may be said to define the ordering X1<X2<X3 which, in turn,
defines the classes of level X. The total order on levels and classes can be exten-
ded, by flattening, to a total order on syntactic signs.
The syntactic sign emerging from a symbol interaction is called its descend-
ant. A syntactic sign that has no combinatorial need is a completed or well-
formed sign. Two symbols are said incompatible if they cannot establish a rela-
tion syntactically, and compatible, otherwise. A completed sign is incompatible
with any symbol. A sign of class Xi (i=1,2,3) of some level X is denoted an Xi
sign.
A.4 The emerging syntactic sign
A.4.1 Symbol interactions
From a receiver’s point of view, input symbols have merely potential content
according to the receiver’s (parser’s) hypothesis. The set of such hypotheses
is called the parser’s dictionary. Input symbols appear one after the other, in-
teract, and syntactic signs emerge by symbol relation. This might be called the
‘automatic’ type of sign generation. Because the descendant sign contains, be-
sides the meaning of its constituents, the additional meaning of the relation
itself, the signs generated by symbol relation are monotonously increasing.
From the monotonicity of the ordering of syntactic signs it follows that a lower
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level combinatorial need must have priority over a higher level one.
But there are also cases of a degenerate symbol interaction. One of them
is the interaction between incompatible symbols. In such a case, one of the
interacting symbols, which is a sign generated in one symbol-event, is coerced
to an argument or a functor, but not both, in another symbol-event. This type
of sign generation is called symbol coercion.
Syntactic signs are composite signs which meet certain criteria. Thus, if a
syntactic sign consists of related signs, the signs involved must in principle be
contiguous to one another. This requirement is based upon the triadic structure
of a syntactic sign the object of which is always a rule expressive of the expect-
ation that a certain type of language unit must be followed by another type of
language unit. The contiguity property can be defined as a covering relation
on the ordering of syntactic signs ([DP90]).
The contiguity property is the driving force behind symbol coercion. Briefly,
two symbols which are contiguous, but cannot establish a relation on some
level X, must relate with each other on some level, higher than X. For this
reason, one of the interacting symbols (the one appearing first) will be forced
to enter a higher class of syntactic signs without symbol relation which is the
essence of symbol coercion.
A.4.2 Towards an algorithm for syntactic signs
The properties of symbol coercion are formalised as follows (Xi→Yj denotes
that a sign of class i of level X may enter class j of level Y, and Xi→Yj ∨ Yk is a
shorthand for Xi→Yj ∨ Xi→Yk):
(α1) X1→X3; (α2) X1→X′1 ∨ X
′
2; (α3) X3→X
′
1.
In sum, X1 and X3 signs can increase their meaning without symbol rela-
tion, but an X2 sign presupposes an X1 sign and must relate with it. This meets
our expectation that a relational need must be fulfilled always, though an ar-
gumental need can be optional.
Because language possesses a finite number of lexical items only, some syn-
tactic signs must be generated incrementally via degenerate symbol relations.
In such a relation the mediation aspect is incomplete and the descendant of
the X-level symbol interaction will become an X1 or X2 sign on the same level.
Accordingly, the rules of symbol relation are formalised as follows (the symbol
relation of X1 and X2 is denoted as X1-X2):
(β1) X1-X2→X1 ∨ X2; (β2) X1-X2→X3; (β3) X1-X2→X′1 ∨ X
′
2.
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A.4.3 Cumulative signs
Because of the incremental nature of syntactic signs, there may be encountered
simultaneously more than one sign of the same class. By virtue of its aspect of
firstness, an X1 class may contain a number of signs which are unrelated, but
the collection of which is a sign. By virtue of its aspect of secondness, an X2
class may contain a number of signs which are unrelated, but which share a
common referent. By virtue of its aspect of thirdness, an X3 class may contain a
completed sign which must be a single sign.
The simultaneous occurrence of signs of a class corresponds with another
case of a degenerate symbol interaction, called symbol stacking. In such a case,
the symbols involved are accumulated on a stack. The need for a stack is a
consequence of the contiguity property, by virtue of which, symbols which are
not contiguous may not interact. Stacking is a hypothesis which, due to a next
symbol interaction can be further developed. In such a case, the stack has to
be split and a segment of it, which must be a tail segment by the contiguity
property, is removed from the stack, as a single sign, by symbol relation or
coercion.
A.4.4 Primary signs
We assume that the input symbols enter a lowest class (prm) as a sequence
of primary signs, e.g. phonemes or characters. Prm, which has the aspect of
firstness, is by definition a class of syntactic signs. The input primary signs,
which have no combinatorial need, are collected in prm, as long as their se-
quence forms a morphological symbol which is a dictionary entry. When this
happens, the symbol receives its combinatorial need from the dictionary, and
enters the lowest level, in particular, P1 if it has no P-level relational need; and
P2, otherwise:
(γ) prm→P1 ∨ P2.
A.4.5 Mediating evaluation
Syntactic signs are yielded by symbol interaction. But the decision as to when
the mediation takes place depends upon the type of evaluation, which can be
lazy or greedy. In general, we will assume lazy evaluation of relations, be-
cause it can be more economic in some cases. The lazy evaluation of syntactic
sign-events affects the modelling of the terminator symbol (e.g. the point sym-
bol) which, therefore, will be treated as an incompatible argument and a nul-
lary functor on each level, thereby forcing the realisation of pending relational
needs.
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In sum, syntactic signs arise in language due to (1) the quality of contiguity,
(2) symbol interaction, and (3) mediating evaluation which, respectively, have
the aspect of the categories, firstness, secondness and thirdness. The emerging
syntactic sign may become part of a cumulative sign, or change its aspect of
correspondence with its object, or establish a relation with another sign. In
sum, symbol interactions do emerge by (1) symbol stacking, (2) symbol coer-
cion, and (3) symbol relation, which, as above, exhibit the aspects of Peirce’s
categories.
A.5 English syntactic signs
The Peircean model we developed so far applies to language in general. The
subject of this section is its adaptation to a particular language, English. After
introducing an important transformation we will exemplify our model in sec-
tion A.5.6.
A.5.1 Syntactic mapping
We illustrate the syntactic mapping of language by using English as an ex-
ample. In this mapping we capitalise on the semiotic properties of syntactic
signs and the syntactic and conceptual distinctions that may be expressed in
English ([FKS97]).
Trito-symbols correspond to the symmetric relation between two constitu-
ents which are both self-sufficient and require the presence of the other, e.g. the
relation between noun and verb. Such a relation is called predication(p).
Deutero-symbols correspond to the asymmetric relation between an ac-
tion/state or participant, and its properties: both are self-sufficient, and the
latter requires the presence of the former, but the reverse does not hold. In
English, two instantiations of this type of relation can be identified: modifica-
tion(m), e.g. the relation between adjective and noun; and qualification(q), e.g.
the relation between determiner and noun.
The third type of symbols, proto-symbols, correspond to the morphological
relation of affixation(a). An affixation relation distinguishes between a root (or
base), e.g. a free morpheme, and an affix: the root is self-sufficient; the affix has
only potential meaning actualised by the root.
From the semiotic point of view, q- and m-signs form subsets of deutero-
symbols. Using the analogy of the relational triad, q- and m-signs represent
iconic and indexical meaning, respectively, and, therefore, these signs may be
said to define the ordering q<m. Eventually, this yields the ordering a<q<m<p
which, in turn, defines the levels of the English syntactic signs.
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A.5.2 Syntactic relations
Syntactic relations emerge due to the combinatorial need of syntactic symbols.
In general, a syntactic symbol can have argumental need, optionally, but its
relational need is a function of that of its constituents, or, in the case of a lexical
item, it is some constant value. Lexical items can contribute to the relational
need of syntactic signs, on each level.
A lexical item has a potential combinatorial need, which is a finite set. The
combinatorial need of a syntactic symbol generated by a symbol relation is the
disjoint union of the combinatorial need of its constituents, possibly modified
(i.e. restricted) by the interaction itself. The potential relational need of the
types of lexical items is exemplified in fig. A.2 (respectively, a ‘+’ or ‘-’ repres-
ents the presence or absence of a relational need on the level indicated by the
column). The relational need of a particular lexical item is the subset of that of
its type.
For example, the q-level relational need of adjectives and adverbs allows
symbol-events like keep awake, or walk by; and their m-level relational need the
modification relation like happy girl, orwalk quickly. In the case of a preposition,
the q-level relational need contributes to the relation with the obligatory argu-
ment (qualification), and the m-level one to the modification of the optional
argument by the qualification yielded.
Verb–complement relation is classified as modification. Such a symbol-
nexus fits the definition of a deutero sign: verb and complement are both self-
sufficient, but the verb derives its full content from the complement. Because
the descendant symbol of a verb–complement relation has an indexical char-
acter (the verb points in the direction of its complement), this type of relation
must be identical with modification (we admit that the terminology might be
confusing for the linguist).
In sum, a verb relates with its complement(s) due to its m-level relational
need (which is fulfilled when all necessary complements are found), and with
the subject, due to its p-level one. A copula or an auxiliary relates with its
complement due to its q-level relational need, but the copula relates with the
subject due to its p-level one. The SV(O) rule of English is modelled by de-
manding that, a sign having p-level relational need entering some level X, is
incompatible with any X1 sign except for a p1 one, potentially.
The development of the relational need of syntactic signs can be illustrated
as follows. The potential m-level relational need of a preposition will be actual
if the q-level relation it is involved in does not disallow that. For example,
there will be such need in the case of in London, and there won’t be, in the case
of drive in.
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a q m p
primary - - - -
affix + - - -
noun - - - -
determiner - + - -
a q m p
preposition - + + -
adjective - + + -
adverb - + + -
verb - + + +
Figure A.2: Potential relational need
A.5.3 Parsing English syntactic signs
The ordering of the classes of a level is depicted in fig. A.3a (edges represent
the “<” relation). In the case that degenerate signs are allowed, this graph can
be paraphrased as a two-level scheme consisting of a finite automaton (FA)
and a number of stacks. A state of the FA corresponds to a sign class, and a
transition to an application of an α or β rule, represented by solid and dashed
lines, respectively (but in later graphs we will use solid lines for both types
of transition). The resulting graph is depicted in fig. A.3b (an edge which is a
cycle is omitted).
In virtue of the syntactic mapping introduced in section A.5.1, the classes of
English syntactic signs define a total ordering as shown in fig. A.3c. By using
the interpretation of fig. A.3b to fig. A.3c, we get a two-level system (this is not
illustrated). We map the X3 and X
′
1 classes, e.g. a3 and q1, to same states (same
signs, different interpretants). The initial state is prm, all others are final states;
each state has a stack. The output language of the system is the set of signs in
the different stacks, upon termination.
In [FS99] we describe an equivalency transformation of the two-level sys-
tem depicted in fig. A.3c with respect to its input and output languages. In
sum, this transformation makes use of the properties of symbol coercion al-
lowing immediate transitions like m1→p1 (cf. fig. A.4a) and q1→m1→p1 (cf.
fig. A.4b), the orthogonality of q2 and m1 signs allowing these classes to be
merged (q2m1), and the fact that the a-level morphological signs may directly
enter the states of the q- and m-levels (cf. fig. A.5). Notice that the state q2m1
exhibits the properties of both q2 and m1.
A.5.4 Peirce’s signs and English syntactic signs
The resulting system of fig. A.5b can be interpreted, the other way round, as
a classification of syntactic signs: states can be mapped to sign classes, the
ordering of which is derived from the transitions (cf. fig. A.3a). A comparison
of this classification with Peirce’s triads shows their isomorphism. The analogy
between the corresponding signs is justified as follows:
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Figure A.3: English syntactic signs
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q
Figure A.4: Transformation
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prm
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q 1 m1 m22q
a) p3 p
a
Figure A.5: Transformation (cont.)
prm a pure quality, unrelated to anything else; a primary.
a2 a particular quality, referring to an actually existing argument; an affix.
m2 a sign involving the convention that arguments have certain properties
which are general types; a modifier.
a1 an image, a name of some ‘thing’, e.g. a free morpheme; a root.
q2m1 a morphological sign (a3), or a qualifier (q2), or an m-level sign, each
involving a reference to the argument; we call them collectively, a relative.
p2 a sign involving the convention that arguments have somemore basic prop-
erties; a predicate.
q1 a sign representing the possible existence of some ‘thing’; a noun.
p1 a sign used to assert the actual existence of something, e.g. a clause; a
nominal.
p3 a sign expressing a lawlike relation between subject (p1) and predicate (p2),
a ‘thought’; a sentence.
This completes our English syntactic mapping. In fig. A.6, it is illustrated
howEnglish implements the signs of the ‘real’ world, syntactically. The upward-
right diagonals represent the material, relational and formal ontological types;
and modifier-, predicate- and nominal-formation, on the left- and righthand
side of fig. A.6, respectively; and, similarly, the upward-left diagonals repres-
ent the quality, indexicality and mediation phenomenological types; and, re-
spectively, word-, expression- and sentence-formation.
A.5.5 Parsing algorithm revisited
The above classification of syntactic signs can also be seen as a specification of
the formal rules of a parsing algorithm. Indeed, fig. A.5(b) can be considered a
‘grid’ having sign classes as nodes and transitions as edges along which signs
are ‘moved’ from one class to another as a result of symbol interactions. A des-
cendant sign is moved upward left if it has an argumental need, and upward
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modifier
Dicent sign
Index
clause
word relativeLegisign
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Rheme
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noun
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nominal predicate
Figure A.6: Peirce’s signs and English syntactic signs
right if it has a relational one.
The algorithm is also capable of parsingmultiple signs which are independ-
ent of each other, simultaneously, by recursion. This potential might be neces-
sary, for example, in the case of signs known as subordination and insertion.
A.5.6 Example
In this section we show the analysis of a sentence (cf. fig. A.7) which is taken
from our later example illustrating meaning extraction in section A.6. We omit
the signs of the a-level morphological analysis (also in other examples), and
assume that the input signs leave the a-level and enter q1 or q2m1 conform to
their combinatorial need. The potential relational need of the lexical items is as
follows: there={}, are={q,p}, several={q}, document={}, base={}.
In the table below, an item represents the content of the storage of a class
(column) prior to the evaluation of an input symbol (row). We denote by ‘/’ a
left-associative stack constructor, and by [ ] the operator that converts a stack of
signs to a single sign. Symbols having a non-empty relational need are written
in capitals.
step next input q1 q2m1 m2 p1 p2 p3
0 there(t)
1 are(A) t
2 several(S) t A
3 document(d) S t-A
4 bases(b) d S t-A
5 . d/b S t-A
6 . . . . s-[d/b] t-A
7 . . . . . t-a-s-[d/b]
Figure A.7: “There are several document-bases”
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In step0, the symbol there enters q1. The symbol are, which is compatible
with there (a notional subject) on the q-level, enters q2m1 in step1. The next
symbol, several, enters q2m1 in step2. This symbol is not compatible with are,
and this triggers the relation between q1 and q2m1. Their descendant symbol
has p-level relational need, and enters p2, accordingly. In step3 and step4 the
parts of the compound noun are accumulated in q1. Triggered by the termin-
ator symbol, this q1 relates with q2m1 in step5, and their descendant with the
predicate (p2) in step6.
A.5.7 Coordinate structures
Because of its importance in regard to our example of meaning extraction, we
must briefly discuss the parsing of coordinate structures. Coordination is a
complex phenomenon which is considered too sophisticated to be described
adequately in traditional modelling. It turns out however that in the Peircean
approach the analysis of such structures is most simple (because of space, in
this chapter we will only concentrate on the technical aspects of parsing).
The treatment of coordinate structures is as follows. First, the signs pre-
ceding the coordinator are analysed (non-deterministically) and saved tem-
porarily. Second, the input following the coordinator is analysed stepwise.
Whenever a sign of some class is found, such that, there is a sign among the
saved ones, of the same class and consistent with the sign found, then the two
signs are coordinated. This involves the inheritance of relations between the
saved sign and the coordinated one, in agreement with their combinatorial
properties.
Third, upon a successful coordination, the analysis of signs preceding the
coordinator is resumed starting from the last sign coordinated. If, eventually,
all signs preceding the coordinator are known, the analysis proceeds with pars-
ing the remaining input. Technically, a coordinated sign is treated as a single
sign, the future relations of which must be checked for both signs involved,
separately. Information for keeping track of corresponding signs of a coordin-
ate structure is maintained (but omitted in the examples).
A.6 Meaning extraction
The goal of this section is an attempt to illustrate the potential of the Peir-
cean approach in meaning extraction from text documents. We will consider
a sample text taken from [Hui96] which specifies the notion of information re-
trieval (IR) as follows:
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(1) There are several document-bases.
(2) Each document-base contains different types of information.
(3.1) There are various types of users and
(3.2) there are vast differences between their information needs.
(4.1) There are various kind of search-tasks,
(4.2) or stated differently,
(4.3) there are several ways in which
(4.4) a user can be satisfied with
(4.5) the returned information.
We first analyse the above sentences and determine their syntactic struc-
ture, which, subsequently, will form the basis of the classification of these
sentences as syntactic signs. It will be argued that the resulting classification
provides us with a representation of the meaning of the given text.
A.6.1 Sentence level analysis
We will assume that the preposition ‘of ’ establishes, respectively, a q- and an
m-level relation with its optional argument and its complement, whereas the
prepositions ‘between’ and ‘in’ do relate the other way round. The analysis of
(2) is depicted in fig. A.8, the one of (1) has been shown in fig. A.7.
step next input q1 q2m1 m2 p1 p2 p3
0 each(E)
1 document(do) E
2 base(b) do E
3 contains(C) do/b E
4 different(Di) C e-[do/b]
5 types(t) C/Di e-[do/b]
6 of(O) t C/Di e-[do/b]
7 information(i) t O C/Di e-[do/b]
8 . i C/Di/t-O e-[do/b]
9 . . i C/Di/t-O e-[do/b]
10 . di-t-o-i C e-[do/b]
11 . . . . e-[do/b] C-di-t-o-i
12 . . . . . . e-[do/b]-c-di-t-o-i
Figure A.8: “Each document-base contains different types of information”
The third sentence consists of two clauses, (3.1) and (3.2), the analysis of
which must be clear by now (cf. fig.A.9). The signs available in step6 are suf-
ficiently analysed for the coordination which takes place in step15 yielding
m2=&various/types-ofvast/between-their-info.needs and q2m1=&usersdifferences where &ab is a shorthand for
‘a and b’.
The analysis of the last sentence reveals the presence of an or-coordination
in which the coordinator itself is modified. The parse of (4.1) yields: q2m1=
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step next input q1 q2m1 m2 p1 p2 p3
0 there(t1)
1 are(A1) t1
2 various(V1) t1 A1
3 types(t2) V1 t1-A1
4 of(O) t2 V1 t1-A1
5 users(u) t2 O V1 t1-A1
6 and(&) u V1/t2-O t1-A1
7 there(t3)
8 are(A2) t3
9 vast(V2) t3 A2
10 diff.s(d) V2 t3-A2
11 between(B) d V2 t3-A2
12 their(T4) d/B V2 t3-A2
13 info(i) d/B V2/T4 t3-A2
14 needs(n) i d/B V2/T4 t3-A2
15 . i/n d/B V2/T4 t3-A2
16 . . d V2/B-t4-[i/n] t3-A2
17 . . . . &[v1/t2-o]-u
[v2/b-t4-[i/n]]-d t3-A2
18 . . . . t3-a2-&
[v1/t2-o]-u
[v2/b-t4-[i/n]]-d
Figure A.9: “There are various types of users and there are vast differences between
their information needs.”
search/tasks, m2=Various/kinds-Of, and p2=there-Are. The other conjunct con-
tains a subordinate clause (4.4–5) which is analysed recursively (cf. fig. A.10).
The resulting sign, that we denote by ‘σ’, arises in step11. The partial analysis
of (4.3–5) is displayed in fig. A.11. Coordination takes place between the signs
of (4.1) above, and those available in step8. The completion of the example is
simple and left to the reader.
A.6.2 Text level analysis
We argue that sentence and text level analysis are basically the same except that
a text consists of signs which, considered individually, are completed symbols.
In the remaining we will refer to such symbols simply as completed signs. Be-
cause of their completedness, in their classification we will capitalise on their
analogy with the ‘real’ world signs, and refer to the classes of fig. A.1, accord-
ingly.
The class of a completed signwill be determined on the basis of the relations
involved in it. If such a sign is one containing a p-level relation, then, in the
case of English, its class is determined by the type of the verb participating
in the relation. Functionally, verbs can be expressive of the types existence,
state or event, which, respectively, correspond with quality, indexicality and
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step next input q1 q2m1 m2 p1 p2 p3
0 a(A)
1 user(u) A
2 can(C) u A
3 be(B) C a-u
4 satf.(S) B C a-u
5 with(W) S c-B a-u
6 the(T) c-b-S/W a-u
7 ret.(R) c-b-S/W/T a-u
8 inf.(i) c-b-S/W/T R a-u
9 . i c-b-S/W/T R a-u
10 . . c-b-S W-t-r-i a-u
11 . . a-u c-b-S-w-t-r-i
12 . . a-u-c-b-s-w-t-r-i
Figure A.10: “a user can be satisfied with the returned information”
step next input q1 q2m1 m2 p1 p2 p3
0 there(t)
1 are(A) t
2 several(S) t A
3 ways(wa) S t-A
4 in(I) wa S t-A
5 which(Wh) s-wa/I t-A
6 σ s-wa/I Wh t-A
7 . σ s-wa/I Wh t-A
8 . s-wa I-wh-σ t-A
Figure A.11: “there are several ways in which σ”
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mediation. A completed sign not containing a p-level relation is expressive of
the existence of some ‘thing’. The structural types of completed signs are the
material, relational and formal types, as usual.
A verb always refers to some existing quality which has the aspect of first-
ness. For example, the completed sign ‘the clock strikes’ involves a reference via
the verb to some ‘clock-striking-quality’. A verb expressive of a state points in
the direction of its object, and has the aspect of secondness. Such verbs are, for
example, have, contain, is complemented by a preposition, adjective, or adverb,
and most intransitive verbs. Verbs expressive of an event (e.g. most transit-
ive verbs) refer to some general or lawlike property, and have the aspect of
thirdness. The above interpretation of verbs is conform with the epistemolo-
gical view of predication, according to which, the subject is understood as an
instance of the ‘concept’ described by the predicate.
Meaning extraction is initiated when all completed signs of the text are in-
put. Each classification of signs developed during the analysis corresponds
with one outcome of meaning extraction. From the monotonicity property of
symbol interactions it follows that we will find all of them, eventually.
The combinatorial properties of the text level symbols is basically due to the
anaphoric relations existing between them. Technically, text and sentence level
analysis differ only in one aspect. Because a text consists of completed signs,
these signs can enter their class directly (we can model this aspect by defining
each state, the one corresponding to a sign class, as an initial state). From this
it follows that a descendant may preceed its constituents in the analysis (which
implies that the rules of symbol interactions must be adjusted, accordingly).
But even in such a case, we demand that the descendant derives from its ‘con-
stituents’ by symbol interaction, the verification of which, however, might be
beyond our scope.
A.6.3 Example
Sentence (1) involves a reference to an existent quality recognised as an icon
(docb). (2) is a reference to an actually existing thing via a quality, a sinsign
(cont.inf), which classification is justified by the anaphoric relation of its sub-
ject. The symbol relation of (1) and (2) yields a rheme (docb.cont.inf), a ‘thing’
identified via its qualities, a sign of essence. The result of the analysis so far is
displayed in fig. A.12a.
Similarly, (3.1) is recognised as an icon, and (3.2) as a sinsign. Their interac-
tion yields a sign of a general quality referring to some ‘thing’, a legisign (users
inf.needs), which is justified by the anaphoric relation of its predicate. In the
last sentence we find two icons derived from (4.1) and (4.3), respectively, (s.t)
and (s.w). In as much as (4.3) is also related to (4.4–5) via the modification of
‘in’, it points to that sign and, by virtue of the coordination, (4.1) must do the
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cont.inf
.docb.cont.inf
a) IR
ret.inf s.t/s.w users inf.needs
b)
docb.cont.inf users can be satf.with
docb
Figure A.12: Signs yielded from the text level analysis
docb.cont.infret.inf
users can be satf.with
users inf.needss.t / s.w
docb.cont.inf.
a) b)
users can be satf.with
IR
c)
Figure A.13: Sign triads
same. Therefore the coordination of these icons must be an index sign (s.t/s.w).
Notice that this index sign and the current rheme sign are not compatible. Be-
cause (4.4) is expressive of an event referring to an iconic subject (users), it must
be a symbol sign (a user can be satf.with). Notice that the event aspect of the verb
is reinforced by its qualification.
The binding of the preposition (with) to the verb is explained as follows.
A verb cannot be deprived of the subject and/or the complement(s) without
changing its meaning, in general, but a modification due to a qualification
(known as a PP) can be removed from the verb (and considered as a feature,
e.g. location, or condition). In as much as prepositions can be regarded as com-
plex predicates ([Jol93]), we will consider them, semiotically, as part of the verb
(we demand, however, that the argument of such a preposition is a completed
sign).
Finally, (4.5) is classified as a rheme (ret.inf). The appearance of this rheme
sign triggers the symbol coercion of (1)–(2), which, thereby, becomes a dicent
sign via symbol coercion. The differences in meaning between (4.5) and (1)-
(2) do not allow their interaction to be implemented by symbol stacking. The
resulting classification of symbols is depicted in fig. A.12b.
A.6.4 Extracted meaning analysed
We consider the signs of fig. A.12b as a representation of the meaning of our
text. According to this the meaning of Information Retrieval is that, users
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with information needs can be satisfied with the returned information, which are
document-bases containing information yielded by the search tasks. We argue that
this paraphrasis can be derived from the symbol relations indicated in fig. A.12b.
According to the triad of rheme, index, and dicent sign (cf. fig. A.13a),
when the search-tasks are brought into relation with the returned information,
we get document-bases containing information. The descendant of this symbol
relation is a completed sign which is part of the notion of IR. Functionally, the
rheme (ret.inf) and the index (search-tasks/several ways) together generate the
dicent sign (docb.cont.inf) which corresponds with reasoning by deduction, in
as much as each document returned must contain some information searched.
The second triad (cf. fig. A.13b) tells us that, if the users’ information needs
are combined with the search tasks, then their relation will result in users
which are satisfied, potentially. Again, the descendant sign is part of the no-
tion of IR. This triad corresponds with reasoning by induction, in as much as it
postulates that all information needs of the users can be satisfied by the search-
tasks/(in)several ways. We can observe that the IR paradigm does not state
that the users will be satisfied by the retrieval, but it only states it as a possible.
Finally, from the triad of dicent sign, symbol and argument it follows that,
when the documents containing information are brought into relation with the
users (which can be satisfied with the returned information), then we get the
meaning of Information Retrieval. From the logical reasoning point of view,
this triad corresponds with reasoning by abduction, in as much as it postu-
lates the hypothesis that the users gleaning from the returned information
and making yes/no judgements (whether the information was, or was not ad-
equate) satisfy their information needs, potentially (or otherwise, they adapt
their search tasks), which is precisely what the paradigm of IR says.
Conclusions
The goal of this chapter is an attempt to offer a Peircean explanation ofmeaning
in language. First, from properties of signs we derive a parsing algorithm for
syntactic signs. We apply this algorithm to English and show that, by its syn-
tactic structures, the English language implements signs, analogous to those
introduced by Peirce. Second, we argue that the syntactic analysis of sentences
can also be applied to the analysis of texts which, thereby, provides us with
a representation of their meaning. We illustrate the proposed approach by a
non-trivial example.
Appendix B
LOB Tagset
Tags with a m-superscript may be used as multi-token tags.
ABL pre-qualifier (quite, rather, such, somesuch)
ABN pre-quantifier (all, half)
ABX pre-quantifier/double conjunction (both)
APm post-determiner (only, other, little, few, several, many, next, last ... )
APS plural post-determiner (others)
AT singular article (a, an, every)
ATI article (the, ze, no)
BE (be)
BED (were)
BEDX (weren’t)
BEDZ (was)
BEDZX (wasn’t)
BEG (being)
BEM (am)
BEN (been)
BER (are)
BERX (aren’t)
BEZ (is)
BEZX (isn’t)
CCm co-ordinating conjunction (and, or, but, so, then, yet, only, for)
CD cardinal number (two, three, dozen, hundred ... )
CD-CD hyphenated cardinal number (1985-1995 ... )
CD1 (one, 1)
CD1S (ones)
CDS plural cardinal number (tens, hundreds ... )
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CSm subordinating conjunction (if, because, as, whether ... )
DO (do)
DOD (did)
DODX (didn’t)
DOX (don’t)
DOZ (does)
DOZX (doesn’t)
DT singular determiner (that, this, neither ... )
DTI singular or plural determiner (any, enough, some ... )
DTS plural determiner (these, those)
DTX determiner/double conjunction (either, neither)
EX existential THERE
FO formula
FW foreign word
GENM (split off) genetive marker
HV (have)
HVX (have’nt)
HVD (had) (past tense)
HVDX (hadn’t) (past tense)
HVG (having)
HVN (had) (past participle)
HVZ (has)
HVZX (hasn’t)
INm preposition (after, by, of, for, since ... )
JJm general adjective (turquoise, happy ... )
JJBm attributive adjective (inner, main, chief ... )
JJRm comparative adjective (older, better, stronger ... )
JJTm superlative adjective (utmost, youngest, best ... )
JNP adjective with word initial capital (Arab, Catalan, Czech ... )
MD modal verb (can, would, will ... )
MDX modal verb (can’t, wouldn’t, won’t ... )
NC cited word
NNm singular common noun (boy, pencil ... )
NNP singular common noun with word initial capital (Austrian, ... )
NNPS plural common noun with word initial capital (Americans ... )
NNSm plural common noun (pencils, skeletons, days, weeks ... )
NNUm abbreviated unit of measurement unmarked for number (in, ... )
NNUS plural abbreviated unit of measurement (ins, ccs ...)
NP singular proper noun (London, James, Skerton ... )
NPL singular locative noun with word initial capital (Island, Circus .
NPLS plural locative noun with word initial capital (Islands, Streets ... )
NPS plural proper noun (Freds, Londons ... )
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NPTm singular titular noun with word initial capital (Mr, Rev)
NPTS plural titular noun with word inital capital (Messrs, Presidents ... )
NR singular adverbial noun (January, Tuesday, tonight, north, south)
NRS plural adverbial noun (Septembers, Wednesdays, tomorrows, yesterdays ... )
OD ordinal number (first, second, third ... )
PNm nominal pronoun (none, anyone, everything, anybody, one ... )
PP1A (I)
PP1AS (we)
PP1O (me)
PP1OS (us)
PP2 (you, thou, ye, thee)
PP3 (it)
PP3A (he, she)
PP3AS (they)
PP3O (him, her)
PP3OS (them)
PPG prenominal possessive personal pronoun (her, your, my, our ... )
PPGG nominal possessive personal pronoun (hers, yours, mine, ours ... )
PPL singular reflexive personal pronoun (yourself, itself ... )
PPLSm plural reflexive personal pronoun (yourselves, themselves ... )
QL qualifier (very, so, too ... )
QLP post-qualifier (enough, indeed ... )
RBm adverb (else, galore, about, afterwards, hopefully ... )
RBR comparative adverb (better, longer ... )
RBT superlative adverb (best, longest ... )
RI adverb (homograph of preposition) (above, alongside, underneath .
RN nominal adverb (downstairs, here, indoors, now, then, to-day ... )
RP adverb which can also be a particle (about, along, back, out, up ... )
SBC punctuation tag - right bracket
SBO punctuation tag - left bracket
SCOL punctuation tag - colon
SCOM punctuation tag - comma
SDSH punctuation tag - dash
SELL punctuation tag - ellipsis
SEXT Extra textual material
SMRK SGML markup
SPER punctuation tag - full stop
SQDC punctuation tag - close quotes
SQDO punctuation tag - open quotes
SQM punctuation tag - question mark
SQSC punctuation tag - close quote
SQSO punctuation tag - open quote
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SSEM punctuation tag - semicolon
SSOL punctuation tag - slash
SXM punctuation tag - exclamation mark
TOm infinitival TO
UH interjection (oh, yes, um ... )
VBm base form of lexical verb
VBD past tense of lexical verb
VBG present participle of lexical verb
VBN past participle of lexical verb
VBZ s-form of lexical verb
WDTm wh-determiner (which, what, whichever ... )
WP wh-pronoun, neutral between nominative and objective (who ... )
WPA nominative wh-pronoun (whosoever)
WPG possessive wh-pronoun (whose, whichever’s, whosever ... )
WPGR ?
WPO objective wh-pronoun (whom, whomever, whomsoever ... )
WPOR ?
WPR ?
WQL wh-qualifier (not in Tosca/LOB?)
WRB wh-adverb (where, when, how, why, however ... )
XNOT (not, n’t)
ZZ letter(s) of the alphabet
Due to the seperation of the genitive marker the following tags are obsolete:
APG genitive post-determiner (former’s, next’s, last’s ... )
APSG genitive plural post-determiner (others’)
CD1G (one’s)
CDG genitive cardinal number (ten’s, dozen’s, hundred’s ... )
CDSG genitive plural cardinal number (tens’, hundreds’ ... )
DTG genitive singular determiner (another’s ... )
NNG genitive singular common noun (boy’s, parliament’s ... )
NNPG genitive singular common noun with word initial capital (Sioux’)
NNPSG genitive plural common noun with word initial capital (Americans’)
NNSG genitive plural common noun (boys’, weeks’ ... )
NNUG genitive abbreviated unit of measurement unmarked for number
NNUSG genitive plural abbreviated unit of measurement
NPG genitive singular proper noun (Fred’s ... )
NPLG genitive singular locative noun with word initial capital (Island’s)
NPLSG genitive plural locative noun with word initial capital (Islands’) .
NPSG genitive plural proper noun (Freds’ ... )
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NPTG genitive singular titular noun with word initial capital (Lord’s .
NPTSG genitive plural titular noun with word initial capital (Lords’ ... )
NRG genitive singular adverbial noun (January’s, Tuesday’s, tomorrow’s .
NRSG genitive plural adverbial noun (Octobers’, Sundays’ ... )
ODG genitive ordinal number (first’s, second’s ... )
PNG genitive nominal pronoun (one’s, nobody’s ... )
RBG genitive adverb (else’s)
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Appendix C
The Bright Side of
Information Retrieval
Some things in life are bad
They can really make you mad
Other things just make you swear and curse.
When you’re chewing on life’s gristle
Don’t grumble, give a whistle
And this’ll help things turn out for the best. . .
Always Look on the Bright Side of Live - Eric Idle
C.1 Introduction
In essence, Information Retrieval is an experimental science, born from Library
Science and adopted by Computer Science in the late sixties. The possibility
to store and manipulate large amounts of data (for example by introducing
the CDROM) and the opportunity to exchange data with an vast number of
other computers and users (using the Internet) propelled the importance of
Information Retrieval to unforseen heights.
Last decades, a large numbermodels were proposed, most of them founded
by experiences from Cognitive Science and research on Natural Language Pro-
cessing. Although most of the models provided insight in important retrieval
issues, they all seem to lack the expected retrieval performance improvements.
One of the major problems within Information Retrieval research is the dom-
inant role of the user.
The annual TREC competition offers a possibility to compare the perform-
ance of different models under the same circumstances.
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The SMART system, developed by Salton [Sal71a], played a significant role
in the initial experimental Information Retrieval research. This vector space
based tool offers the possibility to measure and compare the effect of various
weighting schemes, stopword removal and stemming techniques.
It appeared to be very difficult to extend SMART to the specific needs of
modern Information Retrieval research. The lack of documentation and the
coding style make it very hard to extend the system in non-trivial ways. This
lead to the decision to make a redesign of this valuable system, preserving its
semantic behavior, but rewritten in a modern extendible object oriented way.
The resulting system is called BRIGHT and will be presented in this chapter.
C.2 Inside BRIGHT
C.2.1 Design Considerations
In information retrieval processes, the vector space model belongs to the clas-
sic models, which is based on vector representation in a t-dimensional space.
Based on this model there are some information retrieval tools developed over
the years. One of these tools, called SMART, is an efficient test environment for
Information Retrieval experiments. Unfortunately, mainly due to its architec-
ture, it is difficult to extent. This is why we decided to build another vector
space model based system called BRIGHT.
This new tool is a complete rewrite of SMART. Since the design and imple-
mentation are based on the Object Oriented paradigm, it is easy to adapt and
can tailored to attack a large scale of different research questions.
The architecture of BRIGHT is shown in Figure 10.1.
In contrast to SMART, the BRIGHT system consists of two distinguishable
components: the collection specific parser and the retrieval engine. The com-
munication between the constituents is realized by an intermediate statistical
collection representation. SMART’s capability to specify the input structure,
and thus parameterizing the global parser, has been eliminated. Though res-
ulting in the construction of a parser for each new collection1, it provides the
flexibility of testing elaborated linguistic techniques.
C.2.2 The parser
Let D denote a set of documents. It is the intention of the parser to construct a
statistical overview of each document d ∈ D in terms of a setM of semantical
units, using the syntactical structure of that document. The setM of semantical
1Thanks to the object oriented structure of existing BRIGHT parsers, a parser rewrite is relatively
easy.
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units may be given to the parser as an input, or may be derived by the parser
from the document to be parsed. So, the parser can be written as
supervised parsing: P1(D,M) : D ×M→ N
unsupervised parsing: P2(D) : 〈Dom :M,Stats : D ×M→ N〉
For reasons of consistency, the following condition can be formulated:
P1(D,Dom(P2(D))) = Stats(P2(D))
which states that the statistics produced by unsupervised parsing variant (i.e.,
Stats(P2(D))) are equal to those obtained by parsing supervised by the se-
mantical units obtained during unsupervised parsing.
For example, after unsupervised parsing the set Q of queries, a set MQ
is derived, containing the semantical units that are relevant for this specific
query-context. Then the supervised parser will parse the documents according
to these semantical units: P1(D,MQ).
Rather than understanding the documents from the viewpoint of the quer-
ies, it is also possible to understand the queries from the viewpoint of the doc-
uments: P1(Q,Dom(P2(D))).
The language model
The complexity of an unsupervised parser mainly depends on the character-
istics of the produced semantical units. If the semantical units are just words
occurring in the text, a fairly simple parser would suffice. Such a parser will
hardly contain any detailed linguistic knowledge.
The generation ofmore elaborate semantical units however, requires amore
sophisticated view on language. This view, usually referred to as ’the language
model’ becomes visible in the two main parts of the parser:
1. the generic language module, containing rules and principles that hold
for (almost) all natural languages, and
2. the specific language module, describing the properties specific for a par-
ticular language.
The task of the language specific module is to maps the input words or
morphological units to tags. Each tag represents a linguistic class of words that
exhibit the same linguistic combinatorial properties.
The generic module is based on a semiotic model of human communica-
tion (see [FKS97], [Gro01]). In sum, the generic language module is based on
the creation of relations. As opposed to (grammar)-based description methods,
the interaction between linguistic units (words, and composite units) drives
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the formation of the hierarchical structure of the sentence. As a consequence,
this approach is applicable on a large class of natural languages and, due to
its constructive nature, is less vulnerable to spelling and formulation errors.
Moreover, the possibility to generate partial results, makes it suitable for In-
formation Retrieval applications.
The knowledge model
Several approaches exist to represent the contents of a document. The most
popular model in Information Retrieval is to see a document as a bag of terms.
In this approach, all information that is incorporated in language structure is
ignored. Despite its simplicity, this knowledge model has been proven rather
successful.
A more advances approach is to consider term sequences as compound se-
mantic units. Occurring in a (collating) sequence is semantically meaningful,
and thus provides a better opportunity to represent the contents of the docu-
ment.
Even more structure of the original text is involved when index expres-
sions are used. In this case, the reason for co-occurrence is also captured in
the semantical representation. Index expressions are more powerful than term
sequences, as term sequences may be seen as a restricted form of index ex-
pressions. Traditionally, index expressions may also consist of terms and con-
nectors. The approach taken in the BRIGHT system is to also allow arbitrary
syntactical categories in index expressions. This way, the fragment the president
is a valid index expression, different from the the expression president.
Index expressionsmay be further refined in representations that use a know-
ledge network as underlying basis, and that locate the document in this net-
work. The contents of the document then can be seen as a weighting of the ele-
ments of the knowledge network. This approach has been described in [GvdW02]
in the context of pseudo relevance feedback.
Finally it should be noted that in case of query dominance (such as question-
answering systems) the representation may be triggered by these queries, as
described in the beginning of this section.
Input-output specification
A test collection contains:
1. a set D of documents,
2. a set Q of queries,
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3. relevance judgements ρ ⊆ D × Q, combining queries with documents,
where ρ(d, q)with d ∈ D and q ∈ Q holds iff document d has been judged
to be relevant for query q.
The parser will generate a statistical overview, which contains of the following:
1. A document information file, which contains for each d ∈ D a represent-
ation of its contents in the form of (1) a list Sem(d) of semantical units
in the order they were encountered by the parser, and (2) the number
SemSize(d) of semantical units in this list. Let freq(d, i) = be the fre-
quency of semantical unit i in document d.
2. A query information file, representing the queries in the same way.
3. A terminal information file, which contains the frequency CollFreq(i) =∑
d freq(d, i) of each semantical unit i, and number of documents nDocs(i) =
#d(freq(d, i) > 0) containing semantical unit i.
For more details on the actual format of these files in BRIGHT, see section C.3.1.
C.2.3 The retrieval engine
The aim of the retrieval engine is to yield a ranked list of documents for each
query and compare them with their relevance judgements. This process is
roughly divided into 4 parts:
1. Reading the intermediate statistical collection representation and build-
ing the document and query vectors,
2. Re-weighting of document and query vectors
3. For all queries q ∈ Q, match q with d ∈ D, and compare the outcome with
the supplied relevance judgements in order to calculate precision recall
figures.
The retrieval engine will yield average precision (over all queries) at recall val-
ues 0.0, 0.1, . . . 1.0, together with the Mean Avarage Precision value.
Vector constructing
The parser has obtained an initial exploration of the contents of documents and
queries. The intention relevance estimations is to gain a deeper understanding
by having a more global view.
In terms of the underlying representation, information contents is represen-
ted as a weighted vector. The process of building these vectors is called vector
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weighting, and is performed in BRIGHT by a three stage process. In the first
stage (or local stage) the term frequencies are used to compose an initial vector
representation. In the second stage (or global stage) these vectors are altered,
based on global collection frequency information. In the third and final stage
the vectors are normalized to make them better mutual comparable.
The weighting scheme may be specified (similar to SMART) using a three
letter combination, consisting of a single letter for each stage. Valid combina-
tions are those specified by the following regular expression:
[nbmasl][ntpfs][nscfm]
More formally, assume first stage functions Fa, with a ∈ {n,b,m,a,s,l},
second stage functions Sb, with b ∈ {n,t,p,f,s} and third stage functions
Tc, with c ∈ {n,s,c,f,m} be defined on document vectors (yielding docu-
ment vectors). Then for weighting scheme abc the resulting weighted docu-
ment vector is: Tc ◦ Sb ◦ Fa(d).
Vectoring
During this stage the initial document vectors are constructed. The vector as-
sociated with document d is denoted as Fa(d) with i ∈ {n,b,m,a,s,l}. The
individual components of the document vectors are addressed as Fa(d, i). The
several possibilities are presented in the following table:
Vectoring
n normal transformation Fn(d, i) = freq(d, i)
b binary transformation Fb(d, i) =
8<:1 if freq(d, i) > 00 otherwise
m max norm Fm(d, i) =
freq(d, i)
Maxjfreq(d, j)
a augmented Fa(d, i) =
8<: 12 + 12 ·
freq(d, i)
Maxjfreq(d, j)
if freq(d, i) > 0
0 otherwise
s square Fs(d, i) = freq(d, i)2
l log Fl(d, i) =
8<:ln(freq(d, i)) + 1 if freq(d, i) > 00 otherwise
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Re-weighting
In the second stage the document vectors are re-weighted using the informa-
tion of their appearance over the whole collection. The following possibilities
are provided by BRIGHT:
Re-weighting
n no conversion Sn(d) = F(d)
t tfidf2 St(d, i) = di · log
„
N
CollFreq(i)
«
p probabilistic Sp(d, i) = di · log
„
N − CollFreq(i)
CollFreq(i)
«
f frequency Sf(d, i) =
di
N
s squared St(d, i) = di · log2
„
N
ColFreq(i)
«
Normalization
Finally, the vectors are normalized by one of the five following possibilities:
Normalization
n unnormalized Tn(d) = S(d)
s sum of weights Ts(d) =
S(d)
‖S(d)‖1
c Cartesian distance Tc(d) =
S(d)
‖S(d)‖2
f fourth Tf(d) =
S(d
‖S(d)‖4
m maximum vector component Tm(d) =
S(d)
‖S(d)‖∞
Note that ‖x‖p is the p-norm of vector x, defined as p
√∑
j d
p
j . Using the prop-
erty limp→∞ ‖x‖p = maxi xi, the so-called sup-norm ‖x‖∞ is defined.
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C.3 Internal representation
C.3.1 Parser report files
To simplify access to these entities they are numbered, starting with 0. The
format of the .dcn, .qrn and .trn output files is rather straightforward:
they start with a line containing an integer denoting the number of documents,
queries or terminals, followed by exactly that number of lines containing their
names (in increasing order, starting with number 0). The format of the .dci,
.qri and .tri output files depends on its type:
• .dci - Document information file
For each document (in increasing order starting with document 0) a vari-
able block of binary (4 byte) words in network order. Each block starts
with a word describing the number of terminals used in this document,
followed by words containing the numbers of these terminals.
n−1⊕
d=0
Word(DocSize(d))
|Sem(d)|⊙
t=0
Word(Sem(d, t))
where
⊕
represents line concatenation, and
⊙
juxtaposition. Word(x)
yiels the binary representation of x as a 4 byte word in network order.
• .tri - Terminal information file
For each terminal (in increasing order starting with terminal 0) a fixed
block of two binary (4 byte) words in network order. The block contains
the frequency of the terminal in the collection followed by the number of
documents it appears in.
m−1⊕
t=0
Word(CollFreq(t))
K
Word(nDocs(t))
• .qri - Query information file
For each query (in increasing order starting with query 0) a variable block
of binary (4 byte) words in network order. Each block starts with a word
describing the number of terminals used in this query, followed bywords
containing the numbers of these terminals. The block continues with a
word describing the number of relevant documents for this query, fol-
lowed by words containing the numbers of these documents.
k−1⊕
q=0
Word(DocSize(q))
|Sem(q)|⊙
t=0
Word(Sem(q, t))
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C.3.2 Example file layout
Consider a collection with the following (very short) documents:
d1: the rise and fall of the roman empire
d2: the garden in fall
d3: the empire state building
and the queries with their relevance judgements:
q1: empire (d1 and d3 are relevant)
q2: garden (d2 is relevant)
The structure of the corresponding name files is depicted in figure C.1. The
contents of the (binary) information files can be found in figures C.3, C.2 and
C.4.
23
d1
.dcn
d2
d3
11
the
rise
and
fall
of
roman
empire
garden
in
state
building
q1
.trn .qrn
q2
Figure C.1: Name files structure
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.tri
4
3
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
terminal 0 ("the")
terminal 1 ("rise")
terminal 9 ("building")
frequency
appearances
frequency
appearances
frequency
appearances
Figure C.2: Term information file contents
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document 1 (d2)
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
frequency
.dci
#terminals 7
6
frequency
5
4
1
2
0
#terminals
terminal ("empire")
terminal ("roman")
frequency
terminal ("the")
frequency
4
3terminal ("fall")
8terminal ("in")
frequency
document 0 (d1)
Figure C.3: Document information file contents
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d2
1frequency
.qri
#terminals
6terminal ("empire")
1
2#documents
2
0d1
d3
#terminals
query 0 (q1)
1
1
query 1 (q2)
1
7terminal ("garden")
#documents
frequency
1
Figure C.4: Query information file contents
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